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ABSTRACT 
The linear compressor 1n a Sllrlmg cooling engme is well known as a source of 
sign1f1cant vibrat1on, causmg a harmful Jltter of eqUipment, wherein 11 is 
employed. Some equipment operates typ1cally in harsh airborne environment, 
1 e broadband VIbrations, quasi-static accelerations and shocks. Under such 
exc1tat1ons, the state-of-the-art approaches to a VIbration control, e1ther pass1ve 
or act1ve, are often fa1led to meet simultaneously the spec1f1ed performance, 
reliability and pnce. 
The Widely adopted vibration control In a lmear compressor of a Stirling cooling 
eng1ne is based on the use of a second, ent1rely Identical compressor, wh1le 
both of them are mounted oppos1tely in a common casing. Such a "twin-piston" 
balanced compressor des1gn 1s advantageously robust under the harsh 
enVIronmental excitat1ons. This ''twm" mechanism should, theoretically, provide 
a compressor w1th zero VIbration export. However, 1n pract1ce, the 
manufacturing of two identical sub-mechanisms 1s the real concern, because of 
the demand for extremely tight toleranc1ng and accurate assembling, wh1ch 
adds considerably to a pnce. Still, even though such a compressor IS 
successfully assembled, the steadmess of 1ts balancmg over the serv1ce time 1s 
undesirably low due to asymmetrical dynamic factors, such as friction forces, 
V1scoelast1c impacts, wear and contammation. Moreover, from the classical 
defin1t1on of reliability, the sub-compressors in ''twin"-des1gn are connected 
"senally", i.e. each sub-compressor should function 1n order for the ent1re 
system to function. That means that each of the single-p1ston sub-compressors 
has considerably higher reliab1hty than the ''twin"-design. 
The present research stud1es the novel arrangement for a passive vibration 
control of a linear s1ngle-p1ston compressor, namely Smgle-Piston Balanced 
Compressor, under harsh environmental exc1tations. The arrangement was 
numencally modelled, optimised and stud1ed. The novel mechamsm was 
patented (pend1ng), manufactured and successfully tested. 
Kevwords Lmear Compressor, Passwe Vibration Control, Vibration Absorber, Thermally-
ConductiVe Vibration Isolation, Cryogemc Cooler, Airborne Optromcs, Thermal lmager, G1mbal 
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NOTATION 
mo,mt,m2 Mass of platform, compressor and v1brat1on absorber kg 
respectively 
k0 ,k"k2 Stiffness of platform, compressor and v1brat1on N 
absorber respectively m 
b0 ,b"b2 Damping coeff1c1ent of platform, compressor and Ns 
Vibration absorber respectively m 
Xo,XI,X2 Absolute deflection of platform, compressor and m 
VIbration absorber respectively 
Xof Deflect1on of platform relative to system foundation m 
Xw Deflection of compressor relative to platform m 
X21 Deflect1on of VIbration absorber relat1ve to m 
compressor 
F Harmomc force exported from compressor N 
Ffr Fnct1on force ansing between compressor and plain N 
bearing 
x, Deflection of foundation under environmental shock m 
in long1tudinal direction 
xr,Yr Deflect1on of foundat1on under environmental random m 
exc1tat10n in longitudmal and transversal direction 
respectively 
'xf,yf Total acceleration of foundat1on under environmental m 
cond1t1ons 1n longitudinal and transversal d1rect1on s2 
respectively 
G Ouas1-stat1c acceleration (g-load ) m 
s2 
a Angle of applied g-load vector rad 
q Natural undamped frequency of a corresponding Hz 
subsystem 
Notation XIII 
~ Damp1ng rat1o of a corresponding subsystem 
N Normal force pushing a compressor towards a plain N 
bearing 
11'12 Axial position of grav1ty centres of compressor and m 
vibration absorber respectively from suspension 
spnng. 
kbl' kb2 Stiffness of compressor and VIbration absorber N 
bumpers, respectively 
m 
bbl'bb2 Damping coeff1c1ent of compressor and v1brat1on Ns 
absorber bumpers, respectively 
m 
sl,s2 Clearance between compressor, v1brat1on absorber m 
(respectively) and corresponding bumper 
<l>lO(x,o,iiO) Impact force of compressor mass upon bumper N 
<1>2, (x2l'x2,) Impact force of v1brat1on absorber mass upon bumper N 
L'l." L'l.2 Relative deformation of bumper 1n compressor and m 
v1brat1on absorber subsystems respectively 
rp Angular deflection of gimballed platform rad 
M Torque of servomotor Nm 
J Moment of inert1a of gimballed platform kgm2 
r D1stance from compressor long1tud1nal ax1s to gimbal m 
rotation axis 
T K1netic energy of the system J 
V Potential energy of the system J 
R Diss1pative function of Rayleigh lis 
q. Generalised coordinate in Lagrangian equation of 
second order 
F. Generalised force in Lagrangian equat1on of second N 
order 
r Constant of servomotor Nm 
-
A 
Notat1on xiv 
Rw Active resistance of servomotor w1nd1ng Ohm 
£, Inductance of servomotor w1nd1ng H 
I Current streaming 1n servomotor windmg A 
u Voltage applied to servomotor wind1ng V 
A Amplification rat1o in power amplifier 
kd,kp,k, Coefficients of PlO controller; d1fferent1al, proportional 
and integral respectively 
H(jliJ) Absolute transmiss1b11ity 
j=F-l Complex un1ty 
liJ Angular frequency of exc1tat1on force -1 s 
All other symbols and indices are defined as they appear. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY 
1.1 SCOPE 
Stirling engine/cooler is the widespread mach1ne class that converts heat to 
work (or v1ce versa) through repeated compress1on and expans1on of the 
work1ng fluid at different temperature levels. A lmear compressor 1n such a 
machine (a mechanism converting reciprocating mot1on of a p1ston to pulses of 
a working fluid, or v1ce versa) 1s well known as a source of Significant harmonic 
vibration, caus1ng a harmful jitter of equ1pment, wherein the eng~ne/cooler is 
employed. Some classes of equipment employing a Stirlmg cooling engine 
(cryocooler), e g. airborne thermal 1magers, operate in environment 
characterised by harsh broadband v1brations, quasJ-static accelerat1ons and 
shocks. Under such excJtatJons, the state-of-the-art approaches to Vibration 
control of a linear compressor 1n Stirling cryocooler, either pass1ve or act1ve, are 
often fa1led to meet Simultaneously the spec1f1ed performance, reliability, and 
cost 
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The state-of-the-art Vibration control of a lmear compressor in a Stirling 
cryocooler is based on the use of a second, ent1rely identical compressor 
mechanism, wh1le both of them are mounted oppositely in a common casing. 
Such a so called ''twin-p1ston" balanced des1gn has advantageously robust 
structure able to endure under the mentioned harsh environmental excitat1ons. 
Theoretically, th1s ''twm" mechanism should prov1de a Stirling cryocooler with 
zero Vibration export. In practice, however, the manufactunng of two identical 
sub-mechanisms is the real concern, because of the demand for extremely tight 
tolerancing and accurate assembling, which adds considerably to a price. St1ll, 
even though such a compressor Js successfully assembled, the steadiness of 
1ts balancing over the serv1ce time 1s undesirably low due to asymmetncal 
dynamic factors, such as fnction forces, viscoelastic Impacts, wear and 
contamination. Moreover, from the class1cal defJmt1on of reliability, the sub-
compressors m ''twm" -des1gn are connected "serially", i.e. each sub-compressor 
should function in order for the ent1re system to function. That means that each 
of the sJngle-pJston sub-compressors has basically higher reliability than the 
"tw1n"-design. Consequently, the advantage of a single-p1ston compressor IS 
evident, due to enhanced lifetime, reliability, compactness, effec!Jveness and 
cost, as compared to a "twin-piston" design. 
However, the single-piston compressor should be effectively vibra!Jon-controlled 
us1ng an appropnate highly reliable, uncomplicated and inexpensive 
arrangement. Pass1ve methods of vibration control typically meet the ment1oned 
reqUirements, but however, are often limited to endure stat1c and dynamic 
deflec!Jons ong1nated by a combmation of severe random Vibrations, shocks 
and quasi-statJC accelerations. Moreover, while an effect1ve heat removal from 
the compressor 1s of concern, a pass1ve vibration control arrangement often 
Introduces severe obstacles for meeting the specified heat exchange 
performance. 
Attempts are sometimes made to compensate VJbrat1on export from a Stirling 
cryocooler with active vibration control systems. However, such systems are, as 
a rule, bulky, complicated, less reliable and expensive. 
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Stirling cryocoolers are used widely 1n modern commercial and m11itary industry, 
including super-conduct1ve dev1ces, X-ray cameras, electronic microscopes, 
ultra-sensitive magnetometers, g1gaflop-speed supercomputers, etc. Modern 
Infra-Red (IR) n1ght-vis1on thermal imagers for reconnaissance, surveillance, 
recogn1t1on and target1ng mostly rely on the Stlrlmg-cycle cryocoolers because 
of their h1gh thermodynamic performance, long life, high reliability, low level of 
acoustical no1se, etc. However, the reciprocating mot1on of internal parts 1n a 
linear compressor of a Stirling cryocooler yields a sign1f1cant level of low-
frequency Sinusoidal vibration export. Th1s may negatively affect performance of 
the parent equipment, e.g cause a Jltter of an optical !me-of-sight 1n a night-
vision thermal 1mager. Th1s, in particular, holds true for such systems where the 
optics IS mstalled together with a v1bratmg cryocooler upon a compliant 
foundation, such as a pass1vely vibration Isolated or actively stabilised 
(g1mballed) platform 
Takmg mto account the above considerations, 1t was dec1ded that a novel 
approach w111 be stud1ed 1n order to develop technique of numerical modelling, 
opt1m1sing and designing an entirely passive and thermally conductive Vibration 
protection arrangement, for control of Vibrating compressor of a Stirling 
cryocooler employed 1n prec1se equ1pment, wh1ch funct1on under severe 
environment vibrations. 
The system under consideration, loosely called a Thermally Conductive Passive 
V1brat1on Protection Arrangement (TCVPA) for linear smgle-p1ston compressor, 
combmes (1) a tuned undamped VIbration absorber, (11) an optimally st1ff and 
damped dynamic decoup/er, (111) optimal bumpers and (iv) a thermally-
conductiVe friction element. The proposed arrangement should provide for (1) 
effective protection of the parent equipment from sinusoidal Vibration exported 
by the compressor of a Stirling cryocooler, along with ab11ity (iJ) to endure harsh 
enVIronmental exc1tations, and (ni) to d1vert heat emitted from the compressor. 
In the present work, the above system is numencally modelled, optimised, 
analysed and Implemented as a Smgle-P1ston Balanced Compressor (SPB-
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Compressor), which 1mplied to be an enhanced alternative to the state-of-the-
art Vibration control method of a Stirling cryocooler's compressor. 
A patent is pending for the proposed Thermally Conductive V1brat1on Protection 
Arrangement for a linear rec1procatmg mach1ne. 
1.2 PASSIVE VIBRATION ABSORBER OVERVIEW 
The passive tuned vibrat1on absorber was firstly patented in 1911 by German 
engmeer Hermann Frahm [1]. The tuned absorber IS simply a smgle-degree-of-
freedom mechanical oscillator attached to the pnmary structure and tuned to 
the frequency to be controlled. This results in a sign1f1cant attenuation of the 
v1brat1on amplitudes of the primary subsystem at the tuning frequency. The 
advantages of Vibration absorber include the ease of mstallat1on, des1gn 
s1mplic1ty and effectiveness over narrow frequency band of VIbration. The 
absorber is selected such that the comb1ned system has anti-resonance at the 
des1red frequency. An undamped v1brat1on absorber allows the best 
suppression at a specified fixed frequency and works properly if the exc1tat1on 
frequency of the pnmary subsystem rema1ns constant. The tuned absorber 
attenuates V1brat1on 1n the close vic1n1ty to the tuned frequency, yet 1t will make 
v1brat1on worse at the two new natural frequencies of the combined system. In 
1928, Ormondroyd and den Hartog, considered addmg damping to the passive 
VIbration absorber [2]. This helps reducing the response of the primary system 
across a w1der frequency range, yet does not completely cancel the v1brat1on 
anywhere. Thomson prov1ded introductory vibration theory and d1scussed the 
basics of passive vibration absorbers, demonstrating the change 1n frequency 
for various mass rat1os [3]. Korenev and Reznikov published a comprehensive 
book on many aspects of dynam1c VIbratiOn absorbers [4]. They presented 
extens1ve analysis of harmonic excitat1on w1th both fixed and varymg 
frequencies. In addition, they discussed trans1ent vibrations, vibration under 
random exc1tations, and mult1-mass vibration absorbers. 
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E1nste1n and Wernerowsk1 examined a multi-mass absorber system [5] W1th 
the add1t1onal absorber elements, this enables the attenuation over a span of 
frequencies. Brennan also proposed the addition of many absorbers at a single 
locat1on [6]. lt was found out that this "wideband neutralizer" could potentially 
reduce the v1brat1on response of a structure over a frequency band. The effect 
of the absorber was found to be dependent on the number, mass, damping, 
and frequency spacing of the degrees of freedom. Ma1danik and Seeker 
numerically investigated the application of these absorbers to an 1nf1nite panel 
[7]. The authors developed des1gn rules that relate the average damp1ng ratio of 
the absorber to the number of additional degrees of freedom, their overlap 
factor, the mass rat1o, and the Individual damp1ng rat1os. 
Sun, Jolly, and Norris 1n the1r survey paper d1scuss variations of vibration 
absorber design: pendulum-type, rotary, and an Eagneto-Rheological (ER) flu1d 
rotat1ng dynamic absorber [8]. Soom and Lee examined the absorber's opt1mal 
parameters settings for vanous conditions [9]. They examined mm1m1Z1ng the 
single-frequency response, m1mmizing the frequency response across a range, 
minim1z1ng the velocity, and minimizing the root-mean-square value of 
displacement or veloc1ty. They also exam1ned how non linear stiffness elements 
affected these parameters. Ormondroyd and den Hartog proposed the use of 
elastic stops (bumpers) to limit the excessive motion of the VIbration absorber 
relat1ve to the pnmary mass [2]. The stops can be adjusted so as not to disturb 
the mot1on of the absorber at the part1cular frequency, for which 1t was tuned, 
while at other exc1tation frequencies they will limit the relat1ve motion of the 
absorber accord1ng to their adjusted clearance. Gonsalves, Neilson and Barr 
develop theoretically and prove experimentally a non-linear absorber which 
appears to be more effect1ve than a linear v1bration absorber, for damping ratios 
around 0.05-0.1 [1 0]. They use add1t1onal snubber st1ffness onto a conventional 
linear absorber, which facilitates a reduct1on 1n the amplitude of the system's 
second resonance and causes attenuation in the response from the secondary 
mass Hence, the system may be operated over a w1der frequency range, 
w1thout attaining the large amplitudes of the second resonance exhibited by a 
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linear absorber Natsiavas analysed the steady state response of Vibration 
absorbers relying on vlscoelastlc stops [13]. The emphasis among the analysis 
results was on illustrating effects of the forc1ng and the damping parameters on 
the system dynamics. The response charactenst1cs are also compared w1th 
those of s1milar systems but w1th continuous nonlineantles. Collette analysed 
des1gn of "comb1ned" Vibration absorber w1th d1scont1nuous nonhneanty [11]. 
The absorber Incorporates an 1mpact damper (a steel ball) 1n order to control 
the natural frequenc1es charactens1ng the ent1re system under environmental 
broadband excitation. Cao and Semercigil also investigated the impact damper 
wh1ch 1s controlled by vanable clearance [12]. This helps to accomplish the 
extraction of the oscillatory energy from the damper-controlled subsystem in the 
shortest possible t1me. 
Golysheva, Babitsky and Vepnk 1n their recent paper address the pnnc1ple of 
multiple vibration absorbers for practical use 1n v1bro-1mpact protection system 
of a hand-held percussion mach1ne [75]. The vibration ISOlator between the 
handle and the cas1ng of the machine reduces the high-frequency components 
of acceleration perceived by an operator, whereas the lightly we1ghted tuned 
dynamic absorbers attached to the handle allow suppression of dommating 
harmomcs of mach1ne acceleration. Such a VIbration attenuation system 
Significantly reduces hand-transmitted Vibration without essential Increasing the 
overall mass of a tool. 
1.3 TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF A STIRLING CRYOCOOLER 
1.3.1 Cryogenically cooled infrared sensors 
Electro-optical mfrared (IR) sensors are a v1tal component of numerous military 
and commercial 1magers that enhance tremendously the ability of these 
imagers to detect and track ground, sea and air targets and also to navigate at 
n1ght t1me [25, 27]. The1r operating pnnc1ple is based on the s1mple fact that 
warmer objects radiate more heat, wh1le cool objects rad1ate less. 
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Infrared radiation composes the part of the electromagnetic spectrum between 
wave length 700nm and 1 OOJ..lm [www.everettinfrared.com/detectors.htm]. This 
radiation is emitted from any object over 0 K, with more radiation being emitted 
from warmer objects [www.ipac.caltech.edu]. This radiation then travels through 
the atmosphere where it can be picked up by appropriate detectors. 
The detectors used in infrared sensors have the property of changing their 
electrical resistance depending on the amount of radiation they pick up. A 
typical infrared sensor consists of a chip containing an array of these detectors, 
each covering a sector of the viewing field [http://www.scd.co.il]. The range of 
an elementary detector is typically of 30-40J..lm, therefore magnitude of relative 
vibration of the one should be typically less than 5~-tm . The entire sensor 
incorporates a matrix of sensitive elements which are called Focal Plain Array 
(FPA), as shown in Figure 1 (a, b, c). 
(c) 
Figure 1. Photographs of Infra-Red Sensors (a, b)- FPA 
128x128 elements, (c)- FPA 320x256 elements, (d)- IR 
Sensor assembly based on a Stirling cryocooler 
The difficulty with infrared sensors is making them sensitive enough to pick up 
the minor heat fluctuations of target objects from the surroundings over a 
distance that can be several miles. The commonly used method to increase the 
sensitivity is to cool the sensor down to far below the ambient temperature, 
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allowing the small radiation differences coming in from large distances to be 
picked up by the detectors. For optimal performance, the infrared sensor is 
usually cooled down to 77K. This level of cooling, a drop of over 200K, is 
achieved using a Stirl ing cryocooler based on a thermodynamic refrigeration 
cycle which takes the heat from the sensor and dumps it into the environment. 
The advantage of such a cooled IR sensor is the incredible resolution and 
signal-to-noise ratio (sensitivity) that result from cooling the elements. 
Cryogenically-cooled systems can "see" a difference as small as 0.1 o C from 
more than 300 m away. The Integral Dewar-Cooler Assembly (IDCA) is shown 
in Figure 1 (d). 
Figure 2. Examples of thermograms generated by 
thermal imager 
In the thermal imager system, the detector elements create a very detailed 
temperature pattern called a thermogram (Figure 2). lt takes only about one-
thirtieth of a second for the detector array to obtain the temperature information 
to make the thermogram. This information is obtained from several thousand 
points in the field of view of the detector array. 
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Due to the ab11ity of infrared sensors to readily distinguish warm objects from 
the1r surroundings they have a w1de use of applications. Forward Look1ng Infra-
Red (FUR) devices are commonly used in f1ghter planes and helicopters as 
equ1pment for reconnaissance, surveillance, target1ng or track1ng 
[http·//www.sofradlr.com http://www.flir corn, http://www.thalesgroup-
optronlcS com/dos/products/alr.shtml]. The mil1tary also use them m m1ssiles 
w1th the ability to home 1n on the very hot jet exhausts of planes and the 
engines of land targets. Another large area of use is for secunty and law 
enforcement, where intruders are very easily spotted. Other uses have been in 
the fields of search and rescue, medical examination, stress analys1s, etc. 
1.3.2 Airborne thermal imagers 
Sophisticated Infrared (IR) imagers, wh1ch rely on a new generation of 
cryogenically cooled high-resolution FP A's, are w1dely used in m1l1tary and CIVIl 
airborne systems. Due to their extremely h1gh sens1tiv1ty to VIbration, modern 
electro-opt1c dev1ces conta1ning such an IR 1mager are placed upon the 
VIbration isolated or act1vely stabilized platform elimmating the effects of Jitter, 
yaw, p1tch or roll of the !me-of-sight. 
Among these applicat1ons are the so-called forward-looking-infrared (FUR) and 
downward-looking-Infrared (DUR) devices ["F-117A vs. Radars", see 
http://www.geoclties.com/CapeCanaveraVHangar/3558/pgradar.htm], wh1ch f1nd 
use m aircrafts and helicopters for detect1on, recognition, ldent1f1cat1on, laser 
designation of surface targets, accurate delivery of smart weaponry, 
performance of low level night flights, etc [http://www.fas.org, 
http://www.raytheon.com/coverarchive/cover008]. In another example, space 
based mfrared sensors (SBIRS) are utilized for space surveillance, miss1le 
warnmg and tracking miss1ons [http·//www.fas.org/spp/mliltary/prograrn/ 
warn1ng/sb1r.htm]. Similar systems have also been adapted for handheld use or 
1n ground and naval veh1cles. 
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Among the variety of optronics systems the airborne devices suffer from the 
harshest environmental conditions, including random vibrations, shocks, quasi-
static g-loads, and extreme temperatures. Therefore, the thermal imager 
mounted upon an aircraft or helicopter frame typically needs to be vibration 
protected. A few examples of airborne thermal imaging systems employed in a 
variety of missions are illustrated hereafter. 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3. PIRATE Infra-Red Search and Track (IRST) 
system, (a)-appearance, (b)-location on Typhoon 
Eurofighter, (c)- Typhoon Eurofighter equipped with 
PIRATE in the mission, (d)-PIRATE functioning scheme. 
Thales Optronics is currently developing an Infra-Red Search and Track (IRST) 
system, known as PIRATE (Passive Infra-Red Airborne Track Equipment), for 
the Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft, which is a totally passive multifunction track-
while-scan sensor system. PIRATE, which is shown in Figure 3 gives 
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Eurofighter Typhoon substantial tactical advantages in air intercept and air-
ground operations. 
Thales Optronics also produces NAVFLIR (Figure 4), which is a 3-5 11m 
day/night, all climates navigation FUR. By means of the NAVFLI R, a pilot can 
monitor navigation using an infra-red image projected in his HUD (Head-Up 
Display). The image reproduces the terrain in the path of the aircraft 
(deformation free) enabling the pilot to avoid detected obstacles and perform 
low altitude tactical night flights in safety. 
(a) 
,. 
) 
, 
Figure 4. NAVFLIR, (a)-appearance, (b)-location on 
aircraft, (c)· aircraft equipped with NAVFLIR in the 
mission, (d)·NAVFLIR functioning scheme. 
(d) 
Both the above applications incorporate a thermal imaging device, the platform 
of which is vibration isolated from the rattling frame of the aircraft. 
Another category of a platform providing IR optronics with the required 
steadiness of line-of-sight is the actively stabilised gimbal. This kind of platform 
is most usable in modern airborne optronics (see Figure 5). For example, 
SAFIRE 11 (by FUR Systems) delivers high-resolution long-wavelength imagery 
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in a compact 15" gimbal. Featuring three axes of active stabilization, SAFIRE 11 
provides steady imagery from a range of airborne frames. 
(a) b 
Figure 5. Photographs of modern gimballed thermal 
imaging cameras (a)-SAFIRE 11, (b)-ULTRA-MEDIA Ill, 
(c)-MICROSTAR 
(c) 
The combined capabilities of airborne gimballed night-vision imagers effectively 
support counter-drug efforts, intelligence and evidence gathering, suspect 
tracking, crowd control and public safety missions, surveillance needs, etc. In 
addition, UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) are the best means for gathering 
intelligence over hostile territory and assessing tactical offensive strikes. 
1.4 STIRLING ENGINE 
For the past century, Stirling engines and cryocoolers have been accepted as 
efficient energy conversion devices for both cooling and power production. For 
this reason, Stirling cycles are often found in modern applications where space 
and power budgets are limited. Higher efficiency means smaller compressors, 
lower input power and lower cost. 
This section explains what the Stirling engine/cryocooler is, including brief 
historical review, typical designs and aspects of vibration export from the 
machine. However, the topic of the thesis is vibration control of a linear 
compressor, which is most powerful vibration generator in Stirling engine class. 
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Unlike a compressor port1on, vibration control of an expander (cold head) 1n 
Stirling engme requ1res entirely different approaches, and therefore, 1s beyond 
the present research. 
1.4.1 Historical review 
As a prime mover, the Stirling engine has a long history dating back to 1817 
and the 1nvent1on of the f1rst regenerative engine by the Reverend Robert 
Slirling. The Scottish vicar's first engine was a large machine w1th a cylinder 
3 05 metres (1 0 ft} high and w1th a bore of 0.6 metres (2ft). lt has rece1ved an 
unprecedented level of research and development interest for applications 
rang1ng from miniature eng1nes for artificial hearts to automotive engines and 
large stat1onary power generators us1ng combustible waste. Walker reviewed 
this work 1n deta111n the early 1980s. 
As a cooling machine, it extends back nearly as far. In 1834, John Herschel 
conceived the closed cycle regenerative cooling eng1ne for mak1ng ice. The 
concept was not put mto practice for 30 years. Robert Stirling and h1s eng1neer 
brother James d1d no work on Stirling engmes as cooling machines, nor d1d the 
hundreds of others busy developing the many vanat1ons of hot-a1r engines 
made 1n large quantities 1n the 19th Century 1n Bntain, Europe, and North 
Amenca. Alexander Kirk (1874}, a Scott1sh engmeer working at the 011 works at 
Bathgate, Scotland, made the first Stirling cooling engines. He constructed 
cooling engmes for a vanety of applicatiOns both 1n Great Bntain and overseas. 
In add1t1on, he established the cascade cycle now widely used for cryogenic 
and low-temperature gas liquefaction and processing. Collms (1958} cred1ts him 
w1th the accolade of "sc1ent1flc thinker as well as talented machine designer." 
Desp1te this prom1s1ng base, the K1rk mach1nes were never made in large 
numbers or used to ach1eve cryogemc temperatures. 
lt was in the early 1950s that Stirling engmes were recogmzed as a specific 
generic class of machine. Up to then, they had been generally classified as 
"hot-air engines" with the name of a particular researcher attached. Since that 
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t1me "Stirling engine" has been Widely accepted as the genenc title for closed 
cycle regenerative thermal systems whether used as pnme movers or cool1ng 
engines. 
In add1t1on to the bas1c Stirling cryocooler, a great deal of other work has been 
earned out in m1niature eng1nes and in the 1ntermed1ate size coolers. Many 
applications for Intermediate coolers are currently under development w1th the 
growth of super-conducting systems, semi-conductor technologies, cellular 
communication, etc. 
1.4.2 Typical designs of Stirling cryocooler 
Stirling cryocooler usually compnses two ma1n components: a compressor and 
an expander. These are often assembled 1n a common stiff enclosure (F1gure 
6(a, c)), or Interconnected by a flexible gas transfer line (th~n-walled stainless 
steel tube of small diameter) to provide maximum flexibility in system design 
and to isolate the cooled dev1ce from a compressor Vibration export (F1gure 6(b, 
d)). The compressor unJt Js located in a sealed casing and typically contains a 
rec1procat~ng piston that is dnven harmonically by a crankshaft or by a linear 
motor. 
This provides the required pressure pulses of the working fluid (pure 99.999% 
Helium) 1n the compression space passing to the expander assembly. The 
expander assembly 1s also located in the sealed 'cold finger' cas~ng and 
typically contains a mechanically (Figure 6(a)) or pneumatically (Figure 6(b, c, 
d)) dnven displacer-regenerator (expander). The d1splacer shuttles the working 
fluid back and forth from the cold side to the warm side of the cold f1nger. 
During the expansion stage of the thermodynamic cycle, heat Js absorbed from 
the IR sensor, wh1ch Js thermally connected to the cold f1nger's tip, and, dunng 
the compression stage, heat 1s rejected at the cold f1nger's base [27, 56 57]. In 
terms of vibration export, rotary and linear compressors of the Stirling 
cryocooler are ent1rely diss1m11ar. The v1bratJon export from the rotary 
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compressor shows typical broadband spectrum, comprising harmonics of 
variable driving frequency. There is no any prevalent direction in the directivity 
pattern. Contrary to th is, the linear compressor exports mostly unidirectional 
harmonic self-induced force of a constant frequency. 
I Compressor I I Compressor I 
(c) (d) 
Figure 6. Types of Stirling-cycle cryogenic coolers: (a)-
integral rotary cooler, (b)-split rotary cooler, (c)-integral 
linear dual-piston cooler, and {d)-split linear single-
piston cooler. 
The present work concentrates on a linear compressor as the most popular 
class employed in modern Stirling cryocoolers [62]. 
1.4.3 Vibration export from linear compressor 
The reciprocating machine class, such as the linear compressor in Stirling-cycle 
engine, is a well-known source of vibration disturbance, which appears as a 
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result of unbalanced harmomc osc1llat1ons of the mass1ve mov1ng portions. This 
produces a s1gn1f1cant level of self-Induced force, wh1ch is proportional to the 
mov1ng port1on mass and 1ts acceleration [28, 29, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71]. In a typ1cal 
linear Stirling cryocooler, the mass of moving assembly 1ns1de a compressor 1s 
usually three-four times as much as the displacer's mass in a cooling part, while 
the both acceleration amplitudes dunng cooler's operat1on are almost s1m1lar 
[69, 70, 71]. Therefore, the very dominant portion of a v1brat1on disturbance of a 
Stirling cryocooler is usually exported from a compressor mechanism. Vibration 
control of an expander mechanism demands entirely different approaches as 
compared to a compressor, and therefore IS beyond the present research. 
4 
m 
3 
F1gure 7 Schema11cs of 1yp1cal linear s1ngle-p1ston 
compressor 
F1gure 7 shows the typical des1gn of a smgle-piston linear compressor 
mechan1sm, which relies on a "mov1ng coil" linear motor. A linear motor is 
bas1cally a rotat1ng electro-magnetic motor opened out flat. Instead of producing 
rotary torque from a cylindrical machine 1! produces linear force from a flat one. 
lt IS not a new technology but merely design 1n a different form. Only the shape 
and the way 1t produces motion 1s changed. Th1s compnses a permanent 
magnet nng (1) be1ng assembled Within the iron circUit (2). The moving coil (3) 
IS located ins1de the a1r gap. The mteract1on of a Sinusoidal current 1n the coil 
and the constant magnetic held 1n the a1r gap produces a reciprocating dnv1ng 
force. This force 1s applied to the piston (4) and provides for the reciprocating 
mot1on of the latter. Simultaneously, the same force (but 1n the oppos1te 
direction) 1s applied to the magnet nng 
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The piston motiOn is governed by a set of instant forces, as shown in F1gure 8. 
These are: 
• dnving force F,d , as explained above 
• gas forces ~A and P2 A, where A 1S the p1ston area and P1•2 are the 
pressures above and below the piston, respectively 
• fnction force F1, 
• spnng force F,P 
F,, 
-m 
-X 
F,, 
F1gure 8 Instant forces applied to the mov1ng assembly 
Newton's Second Law y1elds the equation of motion for the system in F1gure 8: 
(1.1) 
where m 1s the total mass of the mov1ng parts and x 1s acceleration 
F1gure 9 Instant forces applied to compressor hous1ng 
The set of the equivalent, but oppoSite instant forces, is also applied to the 
stat1c parts of the compressor, as shown in F1gure 9. S1nce the compressor 
housmg is stationary, the react1on force, R , balances all the other forces, as 
follows: 
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(1 2) 
From (1.1) and (1 2), 
R=-mx (1.3) 
As follows from (1.3), the vibratory force exported from a linear reciprocating 
machine equals the inertial force of the movmg mass solely, which however, is 
a funct1on of the driving and resistance forces actmg in the mechamsm. 
Although the motion of an Jdeal reciprocating mach1ne should be sJnusoJdal, a 
Vibration spectrum of a real-world mechanism 1s, 1n general, composed of a 
dom1natJng dnv1ng frequency along w1th the set of the m1nor higher harmomcs. 
Such a harmonic distortion is one of the clearest indicators of the presence of 
nonlmearity [14] Th1s usually m1ght be caused by the electro-dynamic losses of 
motor's magnet1c flux at the stroke ends, nonlineanty of gas springs, fnction 
between sliding parts, etc. However, the des1gn of a reciproca!Jng mach1ne 
typically implies avoidance these nonlineant1es us1ng proper conf1gurat1on of a 
linear motor, optimal volume of a compression chamber, polished sliding 
surfaces, etc. As well, the sprung mass1ve compressor components linked to 
the moving port1on of a linear motor provide typically for essential mechanical 
low-pass f1ltenng of the mentioned higher harmomcs in dnv1ng- and res1stance 
forces spectra. Therefore, the resultant vJbratJon force (1.3) exported from a 
compressor may be assumed for the further investJgatJons having pure 
sinusoidal t1me dependence. 
An add1t1onal Vibration source in a linear rec1procat1ng machine may appear due 
to the extreme offset of a piston under quasi-static g-load, e g. m a1rborne 
applications, while the a1rcraft accelerates or manoeuvres. Since elastic 
bumpers usually lim1t excessive stroke of the piston, viscoelastic coiiJsJons 
usually occur under such cond1t1ons [70, 71, 72]. Moreover, these collisions 
may occur due to gasodynamJc trans1ents, which may occur m a mach1ne, e.g. 
quasi-static redJstnbution of gas pressure through compressor clearances. 
However, proper des1gn of a reciprocating machine typically eliminates this 
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phenomena prov1d1ng operatiOn without colliSions at the extreme conditions. 
Therefore, the present work also neglects the possible Internal colhs1ons in a 
compressor. 
1.4.4 Disadvantages of state-of-the-art vibration control 
method of linear compressor in Stirling cryocooler 
The s1mplest hnear Single-piston compressor is a reliable, highly efficient and 
1nexpens1ve component of the S!lrlmg cryocooler. Such an unbalanced 
compressor IS commonly used where the level of v1bration export IS not cnllcal 
However, 11 exports typ1cally excess1ve vibratory force, wh1ch may d1sturb parent 
vJbratJon-sensJtive equipment, e.g. stab1hsed thermal imager. 
The solution, wh1ch is presently adopted by the Stirling coohng cryocooler 
Industry, rehes on a "should-be-balanced" dual-p1ston compressor. In a 
sJmphstJc approach, the dual-piston des1gn compnses two Jdent1cal linear 
compressors, wh1ch are mounted back-to-back and have oppositely wound 
coils driven by a s1ngle AC power supply. In theory, such a device should show 
zero V1brat1on export. In practice, however, the above two hnear compressors 
are not perfectly ident1cal; this g1ves nse to an unpredictable residual Imbalance. 
For example, the VIbration export from the dual-piston compressor of the 
RIGOR's 1-Watt linear cooler [http·//ncor.com] m extreme case m1ght be as h1gh 
as 2 5N_rms at dnvmg frequency. Similar cryocoolers, such as the 1-Watt hnear 
cooler of DRS Technologies [http·//drs.com], the Hughes Linear Tactical Cooler 
[60], and the Litton Systems lnc LLS cooler [http //httons corn] show very s1milar 
levels of V1brat1on export which is qUJte capable of disturbing the line-of-sight of 
a typ1cal thermal 1magmg camera. 
The further well-known weakness of the dual-piston design IS that 1ts vibration 
export, 1f not controlled act1vely, may eas1ly change due to VIOlation of the 
symmetncal operation of sub-compressors caused by contamination or wear 
dunng the1r serv1ce hfe [7 4]. 
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The dual-piston compressor rs also less reliable than its single-piston rival. 
Followrng the classrc definition of reliabrlity, the dual-prston compressor 
corresponds to the senes connectiOn of two identrcal devrces, and every 
component of the product must function rn order for the entrre system to 
functron. Therefore, the more components there are in a series, the less reliable 
the whole system is. 
Moreover, whrle a lrnear compressor contains two identrcal sub-compressors, it 
rs more than twrce as expensive to manufacture, since rt requrres especially 
trght tolerancrng rn the sub-compressors for achievrng the necessary vrbration 
balancrng. Frgure 10 rllustrates the relatrve prices of the two consrdered 
compressor types; this was taken from a database belongrng to RICOR 
Cryogenrcs and Vacuum Systems, Israel. 
In addrtron, the dual-piston compressor typrcally consumes more electncal 
power. Analysis of COP (Coeffrcrent of Performance) of cryocoolers employrng 
dual-prston compressors shows the noticeable advantage of the single-prston 
design, as rllustrated in the Figure 11. 
The more sophistrcated - active vrbratron cancellation rn dual-piston cryogenrc 
compressors - relies on using two separate AC power supplies and an 
enhanced controller. The error signalrs typrcally provrded by the matron sensors 
mounted upon the movrng prstons or by the externally mounted load-cell, whrch 
drrectly measures the dynamrc force, transmrtted to the base [61, 62, 63]. In this 
approach, one of the compressors (the slave) may be thought of as a counter-
balancer wrth respect to the second one (the master). The vibratron export from 
such a compressor rs normally very low, the bulk, complexrty and the pnce, 
however, are hrgh. In fact, the actively balanced cryogenrc compressors frnd 
use rn the cntrcal space-born applicatrons where pnce rs not a pnmary concern. 
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F1gure 10 Manufactunng pnce of dual-piston 
compressor as compared to s1ng1e-p1ston des1gn (taken 
from RICOR database) 
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F1gure 11. Electncal COP of cryocoolers employ1ng 
dual-p1ston compressors as compared to smgle-p1ston 
des1gn 
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Des1gners of the thermal 1magers are currently look1ng for more reliable and 
1nexpens1ve approaches to control the VIbration export from Stirling cryocoolers. 
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1.5 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
In the present work the author develops the VIbration control system for use 1n 
the equ1pment that 1s extremely sens1t1ve to spatial Jltter (e.g thermal imager 
w1th embedded cryocooler). Several approaches to a pass1ve v1brat1on control 
of such equipment are considered and analysed below. 
F1gure 12 SchematiCS of bas1c dynam1c system under 
cons1derat1on 
Consider the bas1c dynamic scheme shown in F1gure 12, where the equ1pment 
of mass m0 , e.g thermal 1mager, is VIbration ISolated from foundation us1ng the 
v1brat1on ISolator represented as spnng k0 , and the dashpot b0 • The equipment 
embod1es a ng1dly mounted sub-dev1ce of mass m1 , e.g single-piston linear 
compressor, exporting a sinusoidal force F . The entire system IS exposed to a 
combined act1on of shocks and broadband VIbration x1 exerted on foundation, 
together w1th a quas1-stat1c acceleration G . The key requ1rement to the system 
IS the m1nimal as possible Vibratory deflectiOn x0 of the equipment. Wh1le the 
equ1pment represents an electro-opt1cal imager, th1s deflection corresponds to 
the line-of-s1ght j1tter affecting the overall performance of the system. 
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In the above dynamic system, the v1bratory force F IS unbalanced, and 
therefore, disturbance of the eqwpment may be controlled us1ng, for 1nstance, a 
drast1c mcrease 1n the equipment mass. However, such a way 1s not real1st1c 
s1nce the bulk of an a1rborne thermal1mager IS of concern. 
xo;>O 
F1gure 13 SchematiCS of state·of·the·art v1brat1on 
control of thermal1mag1ng eqUipment 
To attenuate a Jltter of the equ1pment caused by the above vibrat1ng device, the 
state-of-the-art approach, as shown m F1gure 13, implies installation of an 
additional device m;, completely identical to the device ~ , wh1ch exports a 
harmon1c force F', which IS equal and opposite to the in1t1al force F . These 
forces should balance each other, theoretically, down to zero residual V1brat1on. 
In pract1ce however, the drawbacks of this approach, thoroughly discussed 1n 
1.4.4, are 1n summary, unpredictable 1nstab11ity of the VIbration control, lower 
reliability and double pnce. 
In this case, an opt1mal (either damped or undamped) state-of-the-art VIbration 
absorber appears to be an applicable and effective method of a passive 
v1brat1on control of the equipment. The surveyed approaches to a passive 
vibration absorption imply attachment of an absorber compns1ng the mass m,, 
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spring k2 and dash pot b2 , as shown 1n Figure 14, wh1le the equipment remains 
unmodified. In accordance w1th the typ1cally recommended mass rat1o of the 
absorber relat1ve to the equipment, such an attachment may append 
considerable extra bulk to the 1n1tial system (about 20-30%). However, in those 
systems where the two mentioned parameters are strongly llm1ted, such 
approach is 1mpract1cal 
F 
Xo=>O ~. ··~;;:=i:Jk~--~--- wv 
F1gure 14 SchematiCS of state-of-the-art approach to 
dynam1c v1bra110n absorpt1on 
Moreover, the Important 1ssue which should be addressed through analysis, 
opt1m1sat1on and des1gn of the mentioned schematiCS, is that the considered 
equipment is exposed to combmed action of harmonic and random exc1tations 
along w1th shocks and quas1-stat1c acceleratlons. Therefore, related dynamic 
phenomena introduced by such a massive vibrat1on absorber, e.g. additional 
resonances, excess1ve deflections under environmental shocks, g-loads, etc , 
should be accurately addressed. 
A novel pass1ve v1brat1on control system should be analysed and designed 
tak1ng mto consideration the above issues, and IS requ1red to provide an optimal 
v1brat1on control of equipment under combined action of (1) harmonic 
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drsturbance exported from embedded sub-device and (il) environmental shocks, 
quasr-statrc acceleratrons and broadband excitation. 
1.6 PROPOSED SOLUTION 
As mentroned above, rn order to attenuate harmonic drsturbance exported from 
sub-device embedded into equipment, the conventronal attachment of the 
vrbratron absorber upon the considered system rs not applicable. Therefore, to 
allow use of the as small as possrble absorber, dynam1c decoupling of the sub-
device rs proposed rn the present work. However, such approach demands 
measures for an effectrve heat removal from the compressor, which rn the 
present work compromrses with the Coulomb frictron introduced into the 
system, as drscussed below. 
Mead surveys comprehensively drfferent types of decouplmg [56], whrch may 
mean desrgning the structure in such a way that one type of useful matron does 
not cause another type of undesrrable matron (e.g. linear-to-angular or vice 
versa). lt can also mean adJustment of the natural frequencres of two or more 
coupled systems to be more wrdely separated, to minimrse vibratron levels. The 
addrtronal meaning is to mrnimrse vibratory power flow between two coupled 
substructures. The common feature of these meanings is that vibratory power 
flow ts mimmtsed between the mode or part of a structure which rs drrectly 
exerted, to another mode or part of the structure whrch rs not drrectly exerted 
The schematrcs of the proposed solutron shown in Frgure 15 implies 
modrfrcatron of the rnrtial equipment, 1 e. dynamic decouplmg of the vrbratory 
sub-device presented by mass ~ from the rest of the equipment structure by 
means of vrbration decoupler represented as a spnng k, and a dashpot b,. Thrs 
allows use of the undamped vibratron absorber owning essentially smaller mass 
m2 attached upon the vibratory device by means of suspensron represented as 
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a comb1nat1on k,, b,. However, diss1m1larly to the common feature d1scussed in 
[56], the cons1dered here dynamic decoupler is rather requ1red for the following: 
a) To make conditions necessary for redistnbution of a vibratory power flow 
from the sub-device towards a vibration absorber. The decoupling should 
provide for an opt1mally-moderate compliance between the equipment 
and vibrating sub-device, allowing use of a much smaller absorber (as 
compared to the conventional approach shown in Figure 14), wh1ch 
should "absorb" the red1stnbuted vibratory power flow. 
b) To allow a drastically wider tolerance for harmonic VIbration magnitude 
1nduced by a sub-device. Th1s may be enforced through implementation 
of obligatory Improvements of reliability, performance and cost of the 
sub-dev1ce. 
Xo=>O 
G 
F1gure 15 SchematiCS of the proposed pass1ve v1brat1on 
control system 
The two degrees of freedom added to the system through the ment1oned 
mod1flcat1on may Introduce two additiOnal resonant frequencies [2, 30]. This, in 
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particular, makes a problem when the damp1ng 1n the pnmary suspens1on is 
small. Snowdon [30] showed that the addition of the dampmg to the primary 
system m1ght essentially control the above dynamic response at both 
resonances Simultaneously. 
it 1s apparent from the common sense that the damping in the proposed 
decoupler might be opt1mised If th1s damping tends to zero, the RMS response 
to random exc1tat1on tends to 1nf1n1ty [26]. Further, if the above damping IS too 
h1gh, the decoupled subsystem appears to be virtually bonded to the movmg 
base; hence, attenuation of broadband random VIbration and also dynam1c 
suppression at anti-resonant frequency becomes impossible. 
The analytical research of the comparable dynamic model was conducted in 
[64] us1ng some assumpt1ons for simplif1cat1on of the formulae and conclus1on 
conven1ence. For example, the acceleration of the foundation was assumed to 
be a normally distributed broadband random process, which IS def1ned by the 
flat power spectral dens1ty (PSD) over the entire frequency range. However, the 
real-world v1brat1ons defined in the military specs (76] 1s a vanety of dissimilar 
non-flat PSD spectra. Therefore, although the bas1c statements were profitably 
achieved 1n [64], application of the real-world spectra st1ll needs an advanced 
mvest1gat1on for reliable assessment of a system performance. 
S1nce the environmental shocks are the essential portion of the enwonmental 
exc1tat1on, to wh1ch the considered system is exposed, excess1ve deformations 
of suspens1on spnngs are also of the real concern. Therefore, the deflection 
limits - bumpers - were mtroduced mto the system structure, and further 
modelled m order to take m account the discontinuous nonlineanty added by the 
bumpers. As well, the environmental quas1-stat1c acceleration should be taken 
mto cons1derat1on in order to guarantee the smooth non-impact operat1on of the 
dynamiC system 1n a lapse between environmental shocks. 
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Consequently, a dynamic decoupler in the proposed system should be 
opt1mised under the worst combinations of broadband vtbration, shock and g-
loadmg, 1n order to atta1n an effective v1brat1on control of the pnmary equipment. 
Operation of a compressor 1n Stirling cryocooler IS usually accompamed by 
1ntens1ve emiSSion of self-generated heat, wh1ch should be further reJected to 
the environment. Two essential sources of the heat emiss1on from the 
compressor are well known. Firstly, the heat is rejected from compression 
space as a result of the iteratively repeated compression cycles of the working 
fluid Secondly, active resist1ve losses of the motor wmdings add paras1t1c heat 
to the machine. If it 1s not diSSipated, the self-generated heat may rapidly 
Increase the compressor's body temperature to a few tens of degrees above 
the ambient Evidently, excessive overheatmg of the mechamsm affects 
efficiency, lifetime, and reliability of the engine. Hence, effect1ve heat 
abstraction from the decoupled compressor becomes the essential measure. 
In a1rborne applications, heat dissipation by means of constra1ned airflow IS 
ineffective 1n most cases and often fa1ls to meet spec1f1ed heat outflow due to 
compactness and extraordinary dens1ty of the dev1ce components. On the other 
hand, conventional springs, wh1ch might be used for dynam1c decouplmg, are 
typ1cally poor heat conductors. Smce the heat smk1ng from the compressor 
mounted ins1de the thermal 1mager, by natural or forced convection IS not 
relevant, the author also developed a novel approach to thermal management 
us1ng a metalliC pla1n beanng (patent pend1ng). However, the plain beanng adds 
to the ent1re system nonhneanty due to fnct1on aris1ng between sliding surfaces, 
wh1ch was also addressed 1n the research. 
it 1s shown hereafter, how the proposed novel passive VIbration control system 
may be numencally modelled and optim1sed to meet the above requirements, 
1ncludmg an effect1ve and compact arrangement for heat removal from a 
decoupled s1ngle-p1ston compressor. 
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F1nally, the author shows a good agreement of the Simulated data w1th the 
measured results taken through testing of the manufactured pilot model of the 
considered system, proving a suff1c1ent control of vibration export from a linear 
smgle-p1ston compressor along w1th adequate heat sinkmg. 
1.7 NOVEL TV OF THE RESEARCH 
The considered m the ava1lable literature approaches to the passive VJbrallon 
control us1ng Vibration absorber [2-13, 30, 53, 55, 56] typ1cally consider dynamic 
systems subjected to the act1on of smgle source of VIbration disturbance 
produced either by the equipment itself or by 1ts environment. In this work, 
however, the simultaneous act1on of self-induced and environmental vibration, 
namely sine, broadband random, shocks and g-forces, 1s studied Takmg 1nto 
consideration such cond11ions, the proposed and stud1ed here dynamic system, 
which comprises dJscon!Jnuous nonlmeanty of vibro-1mpact and frict1on 
elements, 1s numencally modelled, optlmJsed, analysed, designed, 
manufactured and tested. 
Takmg 1nto account the comb1ned act1on of harmoniC force, broadband 
v1bra!Jon, shocks, quasi-stat1c accelerations and demand for effect1ve heat 
s1nkmg, a novel Thermally Conductive Vibration Protection Arrangement 
(TCVPA) IS intended to prov1de for: 
• h1gh stat1c st1ffness 
• h1gh dynam1c stiffness at all frequencJes 
• low dynam1c stiffness at the discrete (dnv1ng) frequency 
• low thermal resistance 
Traditionally, such a combination is ach1eved by the act1ve adapt1ve design. For 
example, CSA Engineenng [73] proposes the "Adaptive Vibration Suppression 
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Mount for Cryogenic Coolers", which 1s capable of embeddmg the controllable 
"notches" m the frequency response of its v1brat1on protection system by a 
proper combination of act1ve p1ezoceram1cs and passive ISolators. 
In the present research, the novel, ent1rely passive, thermally-conductive, 
v1brat1on control arrangement including optimally st1ff and optimal/y damped 
dynamic decoupler for harmomcally v1brat1ng sub-dev1ce, in combination w1th a 
small undamped v1brat10n absorber and bumpers, is proposed, numerically 
estimated, opllmised, manufactured and tested. 
1.8 KEY ASSUMPTIONS 
The follow1ng key assumpt1ons were adopted m the further analys1s for the 
considered schematics, modelling and s1mulat1ons: 
a) The single-piston lmear compressor exports harmonically osc11/atmg 
force, the vector of which IS directed along the /me of p1ston oscillations. 
This assumption is qUite close to reality; however, non-dominant higher 
order harmoniCS are typically 1ntrins1c port1on in VIbratory spectra of a 
linear compressor along the three spatial axes, due to nonlineanties 1n 
the mechamsm dynamics. 
b) Relat1ve and absolute deflections of all the suspended system masses 
take place along the longitudinal ax1s only (1 e. parallel to the vector of a 
force exported from the compressor). 
c) All the system's spnngs are mf1mtely stiff along the transversal axis. No 
relat1ve deflect1ons of the suspended system masses take place along 
transversal axis (1.e perpendiCUlar to the vector of a force exported from 
compressor). 
d) Two equivalent VIbratory deflections of equipment's foundation, caused 
by enVIronmental broadband excitat1on, are applied along the 
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longitudinal and the transversal d1rections simultaneously. Although m a 
real machme the transversal vtbration might be most likely dissimilar as 
compared to the other directions, 1t was specified arb1tranly to take into 
consideration an essential vtbratory normal loading of a pla1n bearing, 
wh1ch may yield suff1c1ent osctllations in fnctton force magmtude 
e) Clearance in a pla1n beanng IS zero, 1.e. no collisions occur between a 
compressor and the bearing under enwonmental exc1tations. In pract1ce, 
the clearance m a plain beanng tends often to be m1nimised, and 
typ1cally varies from a few thousandths to a few hundredths of m1ll1metre. 
f) Enwonmental shocks are applied in longttudinal directton only, as the 
worst case for prediction (1) the peak deformations of suspension spnngs 
and (11) the peak deformations and peak forces ans1ng 1n a bumper 
through v1scoelastic collisions. 
g) All the system masses are considered to be lumped ones. The system 
does not show any structural resonances. 
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The l1near compressor of a St1rl1ng cryocooler is known as a powerful source of 
heat rad1ation. The main portion of the heat 1s typically emitted from the 
compression space as a result of frequently repeated compressions of the 
work1ng flu1d. Smce the compress1on process 1n the Stirling cycle should be 
Isothermal, dissipation of the heat 1s of pnmary concern. Moreover, act1ve 
resistance losses 1n the wind1ngs of a linear motor are also included in the total 
amount of the heat em1tted from the compressor, wh1ch can reach a few tens or 
even hundreds of Watts 
Wh1le the St1rl1ng cryocooler is employed in airborne IR thermal 1maging 
camera, the trivial methods of heat d1ssipat1on, e.g. convective or constramed 
a1rflow, are unusable due to demand to the extremely dense and compact 
structure of the camera, as shown 1n Figure 16. Furthermore, the camera IS 
typ1cally enclosed in hermetiC cas1ng, which is f1lled with inert gas. Therefore, 
s1nce such a compressor needs to be dynamically decoupled from the structure, 
part1cular attent1on should be paid to direct heat s1nkmg from the compressor to 
the camera chass1s. 
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The point is that a dynamic decoupler usually relies on conventional metall ic or 
elastomeric resilient element. Among the metal lic elements, the mostly used are 
helical or "Oxford-type" springs, which are known as extremely poor thermal 
conductors. This is primarily due to the extremely disadvantageous ratio of the 
cross-area of the resilient element to its length. Traditional iron-based materials, 
which are used for spring manufacturing, further aggravate the trouble. 
Figure 16. Dense design of an airborne thermal imager 
With the traditional elastomeric resilient elements, the ratio of cross area-to-
length might be much better than that of the metallic springs. However, the 
thermal conductivity of a typical elastomeric material is usually drastically poorer 
than that of any metal appropriate for spring manufacture. 
In the present chapter, the novel approach to a thermal management of a 
dynamically decoupled linear compressor, using a plain bearing, is considered. 
The friction arising in the system is identified, in order to take into consideration 
through further modelling and optimisation the related damping. 
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2.1 TYPICAL THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE VIBRATION 
ISOLATORS 
The typical approaches to the design of thermally-conductive vibration isolators 
(or dynamic decouplers), providing an acceptable combination of specified 
stiffness with satisfactory thermal conductivity, are surveyed hereafter. 
In [73], Technology Applications, Inc. (TAl) developed the multi-axis Thermally-
Conductive Vibration Isolation System (TCVIS) for a 1-watt Stirling tactical 
cryocooler, as shown in the Figure 17. lt incorporates electromagnetic 
actuators, force sensors, passive isolators and flexible heat removal subsystem. 
Figure 17. Thermally-Conductive Vibration Isolation 
System (TCVIS) for 1-watt Stirling tactical cryocooler 
The system uti lises a special graphite fibre strap, which is connected to the 
compressor at one side, and to the "cold wall" at the other side. 
Vos describes, in US patent 6,002,588, the thermally conductive vibration 
isolation interface, as shown in the Figure 18. The vibration sensitive 
component (15) (e.g., a hard disk drive) is vibration isolated from mechanical 
vibrations of the foundation (11) using an elastomeric mount (16). The mount is 
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f1lled w1th thermally conductive f1bres or non-directional particulates (18) 
moulded Within the elastomenc material to prov1de a thermal path from the 
component (15) to the foundation (11 ). 
Ftgure 18 SchematiCS of US patent 6,002,588 
US patent 6,151,216 (V os) cons1ders the w1re rope thermally conduct1ve 
v1brat1on Isolator that IS manufactured of combination of support strands and 
heat transfer strands, as shown in the Figure 19. Every w1re rope (32) has at 
least one support strand and at least one heat transfer strand that has a h1gher 
thermal conduct1v1ty than the support strand. 
...530 
11 
Ftgure 19 Schemattcs of US patent 6,151,216 
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Perretta considers, in US patent 4,082,141, a thermally conductive arrangement 
for a ballast res1stance, as shown 1n the F1gure 20. The ballast resistance (1 0) is 
mounted on a pa1r of L-shaped brackets (18, 20). A pa1r of C-shaped brackets 
(24, 26) 1s secured to the foundation plate, wh1ch acts as a heat smk. 
Elastomenc Vibration ISOlation washers (32) are s1tuated between the L-shaped 
and the C-shaped brackets to prevent VIbrations bemg transmitted from the 
ballast res1stance (1 0) to the foundation (28). Simultaneously, the arrangement 
still permits heat dissipation through the superimposed sl1d1ng surfaces of the 
brackets (18, 24) and (20, 26). Thermally conduct1ve grease is used between 
the mating surfaces of the above brackets. 
In sp1te of the adequate performance of the above ment1oned thermally 
conduct1ve v1brat1on isolat1on arrangements, their use 1n airborne optronics 1s 
limrted due to the1r bulky design, unsteadiness of elastomenc components and 
greases properties at variable ambient temperatures, lim1ted thermal 
performance, complexity, high pnce, etc. 
F1gure 20 SchematiCS of US patent 4,082,141 
Unlike 1n the surveyed literature, 1n the present research the author considers 
the novel reliable, compact, and mexpensive Thermally Conductive V1brat1on 
ProtectiOn Arrangement (TCVPA) Intended to prov1de the linear single-piston 
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compressor w1th the necessary (1) dynamic decoupling from a parent 
equipment, and (11) reliable heat removal path. The joint structure of TCVPA and 
the linear compressor JS called hereafter a Single-Piston Balanced compressor, 
or SPB-compressorfor Simplicity. 
2.2 PROPOSED THERMAL INTERFACE 
Smce the l1near compressor generates mostly unidirectional harmomc vibration, 
the s1ngle-axial VJbra!Jon isolator Js qUJte applicable to control of the vibration 
exported from the compressor to parent equipment, e.g. airborne night·VJSJon 
camera Th1s yields an opportunity to utilise any cylindncal plam beanng for (i) 
dynam1c decoupling of the linear compressor from the camera and, 
Simultaneously, for (11) ma1ntainmg satisfactory thermal contact of the decoupled 
compressor w1th the camera chassis through the above plain bearing. Usmg 
this 1dea, the unidirectional vibration Isolator, which 1s capable of transfernng 
heat from the linear compressor, was des1gned and a patent was applied for, as 
shown 1n the Appendix A. 
Q 
2 
F1gure 21 SchematiC of thermal Interface of SPB-
compressor 
F1gure 21 shows a schematic of the provided SPB-compressor, where the linear 
compressor (1) is placed mside the plain beanng (2). The outer surface of the 
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compressor is f1tted into the 1nner surface of the plain bearing w1th a small radial 
clearance The heat, Q, IS dissipated from the suspended compressor (1) to the 
stationary plain beanng (2) through the contact area between the compressor 
and the beanng. The plain beanng is press-f1tted mto the housing (3). The 
housing is thermally connected to the chassis of parent equ1pment, which 
rejects the heat out to the atmosphere. 
The particular attent1on should be paid to the thermal resistance of the contact 
area between a compressor body and a plain bearing. Vanety of contact 
res1stance problems are considered in [31, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Holman [32] 
concludes that there in no satisfactory theory wh1ch will pred1ct thermal contact 
resistance, nor d1d experimental stud1es y1eld completely reliable emp1ncal 
correlations. This IS understandable, because of the many complex surface 
cond1t1ons wh1ch may be encountered in practice, such as relative motion, 
Vibration, dev1ations 1n surfaces roughness, wear, contamination, etc. Smce the 
theoretical analysis of the thermo-dynamiC balance between the mov1ng bodies 
1s beyond the present investigation, in the considered case, the expenmentation 
was earned out 1n order to 1dent1fy the thermal resistance of the developed 
Thermally-Conductive Vibration Protection Arrangement (TCVPA) in the real 
thermo-dynamiC conditions. 
2.3 STRUCTURE OF PLAIN BEARING 
The 1ndustnal unlubncated ma1ntenance-free Permaglide® plain beanng model 
PAP-4050-P11 by "INA'' [78, http://www.ina.com], as shown 1n Figure 22(a), 
was chosen for use 1n the SPB-compressor. 
The beanng is structured as shown 1n the F1gure 22(b). A 0.2 to 0.35 mm th1ck 
porous layer (tin bronze or tm/lead bronze) is s1ntered onto the bronze backing. 
A m1xture of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and lead (Pb) is rolled onto the 
pores in the bronze layer. A 0.01 to 0.03 mm thick PTFE!Iead sliding layer 
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rema1ns on the s1ntered bronze after the roll1ng process IS completed Such a 
structure has very good thermal conductivity, excellent slldmg characteristics 
and low wear at high permiSSible spec1f1c loads. The table of technical data on 
the pla1n bearing, available in [78], is displayed 1n Figure 23. 
(a) 
Max1mum pv value 
for dry runn1ng 
Pt>rmiSSible SpecifiC 
bPanogload 
PcrrnJSSiblo &hd1ng speed 
Temperature range 
::::i:::·~~,.~ 
_.,v-', 
(b) 
F1gure 22 Pla1n beanng photograph (a} and structure 
(b) 
Cont1nuous operat1on pv 
Short· term operatton pv 
StatiC P= 
Vory low slld1ng speeds P= 
Rotahng, OSCillating Pmru< 
Dry runn1ng Vmru< 
HydrodynamiC operatiOn Vmru< 
• 
Coefflclont of thermal expansiOn Stool backing <X$1 
Bronze backing 
""' Thermal conductivity Stool backmg 1-st 
Bronze back1ng As, 
Relat1ve electncal rCSistance after runn1ng-1n A,.""' 
F1gure 23 Techmcal data of the Permagl1de® platn 
beanng 
~] 
j 
I I I 
3,6 Nlmm2 m/s 
140 Nimm2 
56 Nimm2 
2 mts 
>2 mls 
-200 to -..280 oc 
>42 W(m K)-1 
>70 W(m K)-1 
>10cm2 
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2.4 TEMPERATURE DROP TEST 
The thermal res1stance of the chosen plain bearing was exam1ned 
expenmentally on the test rig shown in F1gure 24. The test ng was assembled 
us1ng the chosen plain bearing where1n the linear s1ngle-p1ston compressor was 
located. The plam beanng was press-f1tted mto the alum1mum hous1ng. Two 
thermocouples were connected - first (T1) directly to the compressor and 
second (T2) to the outer surface of the plain beanng hous1ng. Both of the 
thermocouples were calibrated before the test us1ng connection to a common 
calibration body at the same point. 
To perform the test, the SPB-compressor was operated at full mput power of 
30W 1n steady state mode, m order to repl1cate the real cond1t1ons of 
functioning, wh1le the compressor body slides reciprocally upon the pla1n 
beanng surface. The temperature of the outer surface of the pla1n beanng 
hous1ng was stabilised using an a1r fan. The photograph of the test rig is shown 
1n F1gure 25. 
PLAIN BEARING HOUSING 
PLAIN BEARING 
UNEAR COMPRESSOR 
THERMOCOUPLE #1 (T,) 
THERMOCOUPLE #2 (T,) 
FAN 
F1gure 24 SchematiC of the test ng for temperature drop 
measurement 
The two temperatures were recorded continuously us1ng a data acqu1s1t1on 
system. F1gure 26 shows the screenshot of the data acqws1t1on system where 
the t1me histories of the compressor skm temperature (T2) and the plain beanng 
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housing temperature (T,) are superimposed. From the screenshot, the steady-
state power consumption was 31.5W and the temperature drop was 4.3°C, thus 
the overall thermal resistance of the SPB-compressor was indicating as low as 
0.14 deg/W. 
Figure 25. Photograph of the test rig for temperature 
drop measurement 
Further, the above test was replicated with no relative motion of the compressor 
body upon the plain bearing. For that purpose, the linear motor winding was 
connected to a constant voltage, in order to provide self-heating of the 
compressor without piston oscillation. The resultant temperature drop (at the 
same power consumption of 31.5 W) was 4.8°C, thus there was a slight 
increasing of the contact resistance as compared to the moving surfaces. 
However, such difference is too small to take into account, and might be 
explained either by change in thermal resistance or by the measurement 
inaccuracy. 
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F1gure 26 Screenshot of the temperature drop 
measurement 
2.5 SERVICE LIFE OF PLAIN BEARING 
Alt-P Prlrrt 
Referring to the formulae prov1ded 1n [78], the service life (hours) of the chosen 
beanng was calculated as follow: 
where 
p- spec1fic bearing load, N/mm2 
v- sliding speed, measured maximal value 1s 0.1 m/s 
fA = 1 -correction factor for load case (moving shaft, stat1onary bush) 
h = 1 - correction factor for load ( «5 N/mm2) 
!v = 1 - correct1on factor for slid1ng speed (<0.75 m/s) 
(2.1) 
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f 9 = 0.7- correction factor for temperature (80°C) 
fw = 2- correction factor for shaft matenal (Stainless Steel) 
The spec1f1c load of the beanng is expressed by the follow1ng formula: 
F 
p= db' 
I 
Here F IS the dynam1c load of the bearing, which is assigned to be 49Nrms. d1 
IS the mner diameter of the plain beanng (40 mm) and b is the length of the 
beanng (50 mm). 
Substituting the above values into (2.1 ), the serv1ce life of the beanng yields 
~ = 761,000 hours 
In comparison with the typ1cal lifetime of the cooler, which is usually less than 
20,000 hours, the chosen plain beanng will serve Without maintenance the full 
penod necessary. 
2.6 IDENTIFICATION AND MODELLING OF FRICTION IN PLAIN 
BEARING 
Fricllonal behaviour has the fundamental importance m predictmg the dynam1cs 
of structure Incorporating sliding surfaces. The forces ansmg in the contacts of 
slid1ng surfaces oppose the relative mot1on. As a result, they affect the response 
amplitude of the system by 1ncreasmg the energy d1ssipallon in the system [37, 
44]. Except for v1scous frict1on (wh1ch is proportional to the velocity) all other 
types of behaviour exh1b1t strong nonlineanty A class1cal phenomenon that 
frequently occurs in systems with fnction 1s the so-called stick-slip mot1on, which 
can appear m different forms [45, 46]. 
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In the considered case, the plain beanng may add a s1gmf1cant amount of 
fnct1on while a transversal force pushes the compressor towards the plam 
beanng, (e g_ quasi-static g-load of the manoeuvnng aircraft). The frict1on may 
add considerable amount of damping to the system affecting the opt1mal 
functioning of the system. Therefore, taking mto consideration the frict1on forces 
1s an essential task of the present research for more accurate estimation of the 
des1red parameters. 
2.6.1 Friction overview 
Den Hartog pioneered the study of the dynamic behav1our of structures w1th 
fnc!ion [37]_ The comprehensive survey of known fnct1on models, e_g, Maxwell, 
Dahl, LuGre, Karnopp, Bnstle, etc, IS presented 1n [47]. As1de from the simple 
v1scous damp1ng approximation of friction (F1gure 27a), the most common 
representation of dry friction found in eng1neering IS simply referred to as 
Coulomb friction_ W1th the standard Coulomb friction model, the friction force is 
represented w1th a s1gn function and expressed as F1, = F,sign(x,.1), where F, 
1s the value of the Coulomb fnct1on and x"1 is the relative velocity between the 
mat1ng surfaces. F1gure 27b shows the standard Coulomb friction model. 
Typically, the Coulomb model and the v1scous damping are added. The result 1s 
shown in F1gure 27c. 
To represent st1ction, a condition where the static fnct1on F, 1s greater than the 
dynamic or k1net1c friction Fd (Stnbeck effect), a piecew1se def1n1t1on of 
Coulomb frict1on is sometimes used_ Shown 1n Figure 27d, th1s model 1s multi-
valued at zero velocity. This model has several drawbacks F1rst, 1t does not 
provide a physically realistic representation of the behaviour of fnc!iOn near zero 
velocity_ Second, the hard non-lineanty at zero velocity makes computer 
simulation of fnction with this model qUite d1ff1cult. In d1gital computer 
Simulations, calculation of a velocity of exactly zero is unlikely. S1mulations 
us1ng the standard Coulomb model are prone to oscillate around zero veloc1ty. 
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Ftgure 27 Typtcal representattons of fnctton (a) 
Vtscous damptng, (b)- Coulomb model, (c)- Coulomb & 
Vtscous, (d) ·Coulomb wtth sttctton 
Haess1g and Fnedland [38] proposed to avo1d the negat1ve effects of the 
stiffness problems associated with the bas1c Coulomb model using the so-called 
class1c fnction model. The class1c model replaces the steep non-11neanty w1th a 
relatively steep lmear function near zero. F1gure 28 shows the classical st1ck-slip 
fnct1on funct1on. 
Friction.._ 
F . 
'-. 
. 
F--: 
d • 
• , . . . . . . I· ~ .... , . "' 
. vi v2 Velocity 
Ftgure 28 The "classtc" sttck-sltp frtclton model 
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Th1s model represents often satisfactory the real-world frictional behaviour, 
wh1ch IS typically d1v1ded 1nto two main reg1mes: "pre-sliding" and "gross-sliding" 
[39, 40, 43, 46]. There Will always be a relat1ve displacement resulting from a 
tangential force applied to one of the objects, even below a certain force 
threshold F, (stat1c fnction force), unless the contact stiffness IS inf1mte. Below 
the mentioned force threshold, 1f the force 1s held constant, the displacement 
w111 also remain constant Th1s IS the "pre-sliding" reg1me, m which, although 
there is relative motion, there are st1ll points of unbroken contact and po1nts of 
m1cro-slip on the two surfaces of the objects resulting in hysteresis of the force 
m the displacement that marks the frictional behav1our in that reg1me Above 
that force threshold, the system Will be cntically stable; displacement w1ll not 
rema1n constant for a constant applied force· The object w1ll suddenly 
accelerate; all connections are broken, and we have "gross-slid1ng" regime. 
Through th1s reg1me, the dynamic frictiOn force Fd is the function of relat1ve 
velocity only 
Vanety of the engineenng and scient1f1c fnct1on issues are studied m [39, 40, 43, 
45, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54], thoroughly modellmg and accurately 1dent1fying fncllon 
phenomenon 1n different applications. Among them are systems for frict1on 
control and compensation, commercial slideways, blade dampers m 
turbomach1nary, robot1cs etc. The mam attention in the available literature is 
attracted to the "pre-slidmg" friction reg1me In contrast, the "gross-slid1ng" 
fnct1on force IS free of d1scontmU1ties, and typ1cally is eas1ly modelled as a 
function of relat1ve velocity between the contacting objects. 
2.6.2 Friction identification 
The purpose of the present 1dentif1cat1on was to produce an approximate 
mathematical expression of the fnct1on force Ffr , based on the appropriate 
expenmentally obtained parameters over the spec1f1ed range. From the 
available literature, a comprehensive analytical expression of a friction force, 
tak1ng 1nto consideratiOn the both "pre-slid1ng" and the "gross-slidmg" reg1mes, 
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1s typically requ1red for precise numerical operations (e.g. used for frict1on 
compensation and control, accurate identification of matenal properties, etc ), 
which however may be sJgmfJcantly simplified while the approximated approach 
1s an option. In the present research, the identification JS aimed to est1mate 
roughly a damp1ng added to the system due to fnction ansing in a pla1n beanng. 
The fnct1on force Ffr ans1ng through the both mentioned reg1mes is generally a 
funct1on of a normal load N press1ng the slid1ng objects one to other, and a 
relative sliding velocity .X, i.e. F1, = f(N,x). Opportunely, the "class1c" friction 
charactenstic shown in F1gure 28 m1ght be eas1ly approached using a power 
function y = axb , where coefficients a and b may be found from the 
expenmental data. Therefore, for the ident1ficat1on purpose, the fnction force 
may be wntten (1n terms of rms for convemence) as follows: 
F - Na p fr-'"" - f.J X'"" (2 2) 
where f.J,a,fJ are the coeffJcJents wh1ch should be est1mated empincally. 
2.6.2.1 Setup and procedure 
To perform the identification, the test rig shown 1n Figure 29 was assembled, 
where the linear compressor of a Stirling cooler (1) was ~nserted Jnto the tested 
plain beanng (2), which was rigidly mounted upon the p1ezoelectnc 
dynamometer (3). The compressor was loaded normally towards the plain 
beanng by the spnng (5) using a pa1r of th1n non-stretchable metallic w1res (6). 
A normal force was measured us~ng the dynamometer (7), mounted on the 
stand (8). To Initialise a reciprocating motion of the compressor, an AC voltage 
was supplied to the wind~ngs of compressor's linear motor. As a result, a 
reaction force of the rec1procat1ng piston act1vated a relative motion of the 
compressor The fnction force acting between the slid1ng compressor and the 
static plain bearing was measured us1ng the piezoelectric dynamometer. The 
relat1ve deflection and relalive velocity of the compressor were obta1ned using 
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numencal mtegrat1on of the acceleration picked up by the accelerometer (4), 
ng1dly attached to the compressor hous1ng. 
0 
2 
To S1gnal Analyser 
Ftgure 29 Expenmental ng for tdenttftcatton of frtctton 
parameters 
The ident1ficat1on procedure compnsed acquisition of the spec1fled parameters 
mto a data base, 1 e. normal load, relative deflection, relative velocity, and 
fnct1on force, 1n the followmg sequence: 
a) Appropnate normal load N was imposed on the compressor (1) towards 
the plain beanng surface (2) by pull1ng the dynamometer (7) along the 
stand (8) upwards, until the stretched spnng (5) developed the 
necessary normal load. 
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b) Appropnate harmonic excitatiOn of the compressor was activated by 
supplymg an AC voltage to the w1nd1ngs of compressor's linear motor, 
whereas a near-sinusoidal velocity of the compressor body was required. 
c) A time history of the compressor's acceleration was measured using the 
m1niature accelerometer (4) type B&K 4393. Then the numerical 
integration was applied to the measured acceleration, so as to obtam the 
relat1ve velocity i:10 and the relative deflection x10 of the compressor. 
Simultaneously, the frict1on force F1, was measured us1ng the 
piezoelectric dynamometer (3) type Kistler 9272. The timelines of 
compressor acceleration together w1th the fnction force were acquired 
us1ng a S1gnal Analyser. 
d) The above measurements were carried out repeatedly at the four certain 
normal loads, for a number of rms values of measured compressor 
accelerat1ons. 
The useful example of the typical measured and further numencally integrated 
data IS shown 1n the F1gure 30. The charts (a) and (b) Illustrate the compressor 
deflection and velocity respectively, which were obtained after numerical 
1ntegrat10n of the measured acceleration using MS Excel® spreadsheet. The 
chart (c) dep1cts the measured t1me history of the fnc!IOn force developed m the 
plam bearing. 
The shapes of the shown t1me histories were typical for the ent1re specified 
range of velocities and normal loads applied through the identification test. 
F1gure 31 dep1cts the two recogmzed dependenc1es of a fnction force, I.e. as 
the function of displacement and veloc1ty. The chart (a) shows the obta1ned 
fnct1onal hysteresis loop, and the chart (b) indicates the nature of the frict1on 
1nvest1gated From the chart IS clearly seen that the measured fnction 
charactenst1c is 1n complete agreement w1th the "classic" fnct1on model shown 
1n Figure 28, where, however, the Stnbeck effect is not seen at all 
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2 6 2.2 Results 
003 
The rms values of the acqutred above time histones are presented graphtcally 
tn Ftgure 32, whtch illustrates the obtatned dependency of a fnction force versus 
slidtng veloctty, at the four certatn normal loads. 
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funct1ons are shown us1ng continuous lines 
Normal 
Force 
•5.3 N 
• 31.8 N 
•49.8 N 
• 72.0 N 
The obtained two-dimensional data array was used to evaluate unknown 
coefficients in (2.2) using the "least squares" techmque, which resulted in the 
follow1ng values: f.l = 0.454 , a= 0.774 and fJ = 0.159. Hence, the expression 
(2 2) takes the form: 
F = 0 454N" 774 o ,,. fr _rms xrms (2.3) 
Smce the typ1cal shape of a fnct1on force time history (shown 1n Figure 30c} is a 
square pulse funct1on (in the f1rst approximation}, its rms value equals the 
amplitude, thus the express1on (2.3) may be used to obtam a time-dependent 
frict1on force 
F -0454N° 714x 0159szgn(x ) fr - IO_nns 10 (2.4) 
The above express1on was used throughout further modelling of the fnction 
force 1n SIMULINK enVIronment it is worth not1ng, that the multiplication of a 
__________ ...... 
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fnct1on force by s1gn of veloc1ty in t1me domain prov1des for opportunity to 
simulate hysteret1c behaviour of friction. 
2.7 SUMMARY 
• Typical methods and arrangements for thermal management and heat 
s1nk1ng have been surveyed 
• An innovative method of thermal management of a l1near compressor 
based on use a plam beanng has been proposed 
• A low-cost, mamtenance-free, unlubncated Industrial pla1n beanng has 
been chosen for use in the SPB-compressor 
• Less than a 5°C temperature drop across the pla1n beanng wall has 
been measured at the required typical conditions 
• A much longer serv1ce life of the chosen plain beanng relative to the 
cooler's l1fe has been predicted theoretically 
• The fnct1on force between a compressor and a plain beanng has been 
1dentif1ed expenmentally for further modellmg, as an approximate power 
funct1on of slldmg velocity and normal load 
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Close control of the line-of-sight Jlt!er developed by a Vibration isolated mfrared 
optronics dev1ce IS a must 1n modern high-resolution integrated systems 
intended for reconnaissance, targetmg, navigation, etc. 
The cryogemc St1rling-type cooler is often used for cooling modern Infra-Red 
Sensors Such a cooler normally comprises a dual-piston linear compressor for 
reduced v1brat1on export, thus allowmg its ng1d clamp1ng to the above IR 
Camera structure Without produc1ng harmful jitter. 
Contrary to the above dual-piston compressor, the considered SPB-compressor 
mcludes two flex1bly suspended masses: (1) compressor body and (n) vibration 
absorber, thus appending two additional DOFs into the IR Camera's dynam1c 
system. Furthermore, the presence of friction m the plam beanng of SPB-
compressor requ1res more soph1st1cated dynam1c modelling, analys1s and 
opt1misat1on. 
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In the present chapter, the line-of-sight ptter of equipment, e.g. a vibration 
Isolated IR Camera (VIRC) embodying an SPB-compressor, is numerically 
est1mated and minimized through optim1sat1on procedure The optimisat1on is 
performed taking mto consideration the combined action of vibrat1on export 
com1ng from the compressor, along w1th harsh airborne enVIronmental 
exc1tat1ons, 1.e. random v1brat1on, shock and g-load expenenced by the a1rborne 
vehicle. 
The lme-of-s1ght Jltler of the VI RC embodying the opt1mised SPB-compressor is 
compared w1th the reference level estimated for the same dynamic system 
wh1ch relies on a dual-piston compressor des1gn. 
3.1 DYNAMIC MODEL 
F1gure 33 shows the genenc dynamic model of the Vibration Isolated IR 
Camera. In the F1gure, the primary subsystem of mass m1 representing the 
smgle-piston compressor is suspended from the foundation by the dynamic 
decoupler, the stiffness and damping coefficient of which are k1 and b1, 
respectively. Force F denotes the smusoidal VIbration export from the single-
piston compressor. The friction force, F1r, is developed m the contact between 
the compressor and the pla1n beanng. The resultant longitudinal absolute 
deflect1on of the compressor 1s x1. 
The v1brat1on absorber mass m2 IS attached to the primary subsystem through 
the res11ient element, the stiffness and damp1ng coeff1c1ent of wh1ch are k2 and 
b2, respectively. The v1brat1on absorber moves long1tud1nally, and x2 IS 1ts 
absolute deflection. Relat1ve deflection of the Vibration absorber mass in 
transversal d1rect1on is assumed to be negligible and therefore is not accounted 
for 
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~--:- Yr 
F1gure 33 Genenc dynamiC model of VI RC embody1ng 
SPB-compressor 
The platform of a parent dev1ce, e.g Infra-Red Optical Camera, 1s represented 
by mass mo that IS suspended from the foundation through the Vibration 
Isolator, the st1ffness and damping coefficient of which are k0 and bo, 
respectively. For s1mplic1ty, the parameters of the VIbration Isolator are 
presumed to be identical m both considered directions. 
The long1tud1nal component of enwonmental excitation mvolves deflection of 
foundation x, caused by a broadband random vibration, in combmallon with 
deflection x, caused by shocks. To take into consideration variations of a 
normal load affecting the fnct1on force 1n a plam beanng, the transversal 
component of a broadband VIbration, y,, is introduced. In addition, the 
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foundation IS speeded up With quas1-stat1c acceleration G , the vector of which 
IS applied to the system at the angle a _ For conven1ence through further 
modellmg, all the categones of environmental exc1tat1on are comb1ned into the 
following expressions: 
x1 = x, +x, +Gcosa 
.Y1 =.Y,+Gsina 
(3.1) 
where x1 and y 1 are Jong1tudmal and transversal accelerat1ons of foundation 
under applied enwonmental conditions, respectively. 
3.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The follow1ng set of equations of motion m absolute coordinates is applicable 
for the considered model. 
m0x0 + k0 (x0 - x1 ) + b0(x0 - x1 ) + k1(x0 - x1) + b1 (x0 - x1) + F1,sign(x0 - x1) = 0 
m,x, + k, (x,- Xo) + b,(x,- Xo) + Ffrszgn(x,- Xo) + k2(x,- x2) + b2(x,- x2) = F 
m2x2 + k2(x2- x,) + b2(x2- x,) = 0 
Assum1ng relative deflections x0 - x1 = x01' x1 - x0 = x10 and x2 - x1 = x21 the 
above system of equat1ons may be rewntten as follows: 
m0x01 + k0x01 + b0x01 - k1x10 - b1x10 - Ffrsign(x10 ) = -m0x1 
m,x10 + k,x10 + b1x10 + Ffrszgn(x10 )- k2x21 - b2x21 = F- "'tXo (3.2) 
m,x2, + k2x2, + b2x2, = -m2x, 
For convenience, st1ffness k and damping coefficient b may be expressed 
through mass m, natural partial undamped frequency n and damp1ng ratio s of 
the appropnate subsystem 1n the form: 
k, =m,0,2 ,b, =2m,O,S,. (3 3) 
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3.2.1 Transversal force 
Since the above dynamic system Incorporates the fnction element, the normal 
forces push1ng the slldmg surfaces one to other may affect eff1c1ency of the 
v1brat1on control. 
1 
F1gure 34 SPB-compressor des1gn for attenuation of 
normal force under quas1-stat1c and random 
acceleration 
Evidently, under the act1on of envtronmental accelerat1ons, namely random or 
quas1-stat1c, wh1ch are typical in airborne applications, such a normal force can 
reach essent1al values, 1ncreas1ng VIbration export from a s1ngle-p1ston 
compressor to the platform of a thermal imager. To attenuate such a potential 
force, the mass m, of the VIbration absorber may be used as a counterweight 
relat1ve to the compressor mass ~, as shown in the F1gure 34. For that 
purpose, an extremely h1gh transversal stiffness of the decoupler (1) IS 
necessary. Assum1ng the decoupler 1s made of a stack of "Oxford-type" flexure 
spnngs, wh1ch typ1cally may be des1gned w1th the desired transversal and 
longitudinal stiffness, the res1dual normal force exerted on the slid1ng surfaces 
1n the above is. 
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(3.4) 
where l1 and l2 are ax1al distances from the middle of a flexure spnngs stack to 
the gravity centres of the compressor and V1brat1on absorber, respectively. 
3.2.2 Viscoelastic impacts 
Deflection lim1ters - bumpers - usually prov1de protect1on of the suspension 
spnngs from destructive deformations under environmental shocks. If of 
suff1c1ent stiffness, bumpers can effectively tnm excess1ve motion of the 
suspended masses in an emergency. For study the energy losses during 
collision of solid bodies, the concept of a coefficient of restitution is mtroduced 1n 
elementary dynam1cs [16, 17, 18, 19]. Among the factors causing the energy 
losses, the key Importance IS typically related to internal friction mside the 
deforming matenals. To understand the nature of mternal damping in the 
matenals, the1r v1scoelastic propert1es are typ1cally invest1gatedlident1fled on the 
bas1s of heuns!ic models, cons1sting of combmation of masses, spnngs and 
dashpots [15, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24]. Among the vanety of useful viscoelastic 
matenal models, such as Maxwell, Prandt, Burgess, Standard Linear, etc , the 
Simplest one is the Kelvm-Vo1ght model symbolically represented by a parallel 
combination of a spnng and a dashpot, wh1le the spnng represents an elastic 
behav1our of material, and the dashpot reflects a supenmposed v1scous 
charactenstic 1n the stress-strain relationship of the material. Under quasi-static 
load1ng, th1s model demonstrates behaviour of an elastic solid, wh1le the 
Viscous component becomes important through rapidly changed load1ng. 
Sometimes, the Kelv1n-V01ght model is utilised for analysis of osctllatory loaded 
v1scoelast1c matenals, wh1ch m this case, replicates poorly the real mechanism 
of internal fnction. However, the Kelvin-Voight model is qUite practical m the 
applications where tmpact loading IS applied to a matenal. In [17], the authors 
conduct analytical 1nvestigat1on and companson of three v1scoelast1C matenal 
models, namely Maxwell, Kelvin-Vo1ght and Standard Linear, through impact 
load1ng lt was shown analytically, that the difference in coefficient of rest1tut1on 
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between the compared models becomes noticeable at only high damping rat1os 
of matenal. The accurate expenmental validat1on of the Kelvin-Vo1ght model 
through coll1sions was performed 1n (22] using specimen of commercially 
ava1lable matenal EAR lsodamp C-1000. Thus, the Kelvm-Vo1ght model of 
V1scoelast1c matenal sat1sfies some realistic matenals be1ng under impact 
loadmg. Relying on the above, the Kelvin-Vo1ght model is used in th1s research 
for modelling of visco-elast1c impacts. However, experimental validation of the 
used model w1ll be further performed. 
As studied 1n [22], the damping ratio of the "Kelv1n-Voigf' viscoelastic bumper 
can be optim1sed to achieve a mmimal peak force of 1mpact at the perm1tted 
peak deformation of the bumper. The considered schematic supposed to 
compnse bumpers pair With identical physical properties which are installed at 
symmetnc clearances, thus the formulae of threshold-type force of impact, 
wh1ch is represented 1n [22], 1s adopted for analysis of viscoelastic coll1s1ons in 
the considered system: 
<t>(x,x) = {~·-Hstgn(x)k.(lxl-s) if lxl ~ s 1\ stgn(<t>(x,x)) = sign(x) (S.S) 
otherwtse 
where x IS the relat1ve displacement of the cons1dered mass, s is the clearance 
between the bumper and suspended mass at the m1dpo1nt of free travel, and kb, 
bb are the st1ffness and damping coeff1c1ent of the bumper, respectively. The 
Boolean express1on 1n the above equat1on represents cond1t1on of mamtaining a 
contact between moving mass and bumper, when relative deflection of the 
mass (1) exceeds a defined clearance (impact beginning) and simultaneously (11) 
s1gns of 1mpact force and relative deflect1on co1nc1de (impact end1ng). If the 
mentioned Boolean condition is true, the express1on lxl- s y1elds deformation 
.<1 of a bumper. 
In the present research, the two pairs of viscoelastic bumpers mounted w1th the 
purpose of lim1t1ng the excessive relative deflections of a compressor and a 
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v1brat1on absorber were stud1ed and opt1m1sed. As shown 1n Figure 35, the 
compressor's mot1on is l1m1ted 1n the SPB-compressor w1th1n the clearance ± s1 
by a couple of v1scoelast1c bumpers, owning st1ffness kb1 and damp1ng 
coefficient bbi· The relative motion of the VIbration absorber is limited s1m1larly 
w1thin the clearance ± s2 by a pair of other bumpers w1th corresponding 
parameters kbz, bb2· 
F1gure 35 Scheme of bumpers 1n SPB-compressor 
Thus, the equations of motion (3 2) of the whole system can be enhanced by 
add1ng the above forces of Impact: 
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m0x01 + k0x01 + b0x01 - k1x10 -b1x10 - Ffrs1gn(x10 )- <l> 10(x!O'x10 ) = -m0x1 
m1x10 + k1x10 + b1x10 + Ffrs1gn(x10 ) + <l>10 (x10 , x10 )- k2x21 - b2x21 - <1> 21 (x2p x21 ) = F-~x0 
mzxzi + kzxzl + bzxzl + <l>zi(XwXzl) = -mzxl 
(3 6) 
here <l>10(x10,x10 ) - 1mpact force of compressor mass ~ upon bumper kwbb1 
and <l> 21 (xwx21 )- 1mpact force of Vibration absorber mass m2 upon bumper 
3.2.3 Quasi-static g-load 
The relative deflections of the compressor and Vibration absorber due to the 
quas1-stat1c g-load are expressed respectively as follows: 
(3.7),(3.8) 
where G is the value of quasi-stat1c g-load 
3.3 SIMULINK MODEL 
To solve the above equations (2 4)-(3.8) comprising nonlmear terms (e g. forces 
ansing due to 1mpacts and frict1on), model of the considered above system was 
comp1led us1ng the SIMULINK graphic programming tool 1n the Matlab® 
environment 
Typ1cal structure and principles of SIMULINK model compilation are expla1ned 
hereafter cons1dering an SDOF system example. Then, the structure of the 
complied gross SIMULINK model of VIRC wh1ch incorporates the SPB-
compressor IS described. 
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3.3.1 Principle of SIMULINK modelling 
SIMULINK is a software package that enables to model, simulate, and analyse 
dynamic systems whose 1nput and output change over time SIMULINK IS often 
used to explore the behaviour of a wide range of real-world dynamic systems, 
1nclud1ng electncal circuits, mechanical structures, thermodynamic systems, etc. 
Simulating a dynam1c system IS a two-step process w1th SIMULINK. F1rst, a 
graphical model - block-d1agram - of the system to be Simulated should be 
created, us1ng SIMULINK's model ed1tor. The block-diagram depicts the time-
dependent mathematical relationships among the system's 1nputs, states, and 
outputs. Then, simulatiOn of the system's behaviour over a spec1f1ed time span 
1s possible. 
SIMULINK block-diagram IS a pictorial model of a dynamic system. it cons1sts of 
a set of symbols, called blocks, Interconnected by lines. Each block represents 
an elementary dynam1c system that produces an output e1ther cont1nuously (a 
contmuous block) or at spec1f1c points m time (a discrete block). The lines 
represent connectiOns of block 1nputs to block outputs Every block in a block-
diagram 1s an mstance of a spec1f1c type of block The type of the block 
determines the relationship between a block's outputs and its inputs, states, and 
t1me A block-diagram can conta1n any number of 1nstances of any type of block 
needed to model a system. 
SIMULINK provides a library of standard blocks and a graphical ed1tor that 
allows drawing lines connectmg the blocks. Any real-world dynamic system can 
be modelled VIrtually by selecting and interconnecting the appropnate 
SIMULINK blocks. 
3.3.2 Modelling of SDOF system 
The example of SIMULINK block-diagram of SDOF vibratory system is 
descnbed hereafter for further 1dent1fying how the model of the entire studied 
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system was compiled. Cons1der the well known time-dependent differential 
equat1on of mot1on of SDOF Vibratory system. 
mx(t) + bx(t) + cx(t) = F(t) (3.9) 
where m is a mass suspended from foundation by means of a spring w1th 
stiffness k and, in parallel, a dashpot owning damping coefficient b. The force 
F(t) Induces deflection x(t) of the mass relative to the pos1tion of stat1c 
equilibrium. For conven1ent modell1ng, the basic equation of motion (3 9) may 
be rewntten 1n the form. 
x(t) = ..!_[ F(t)- R(t)) 
m 
(3.10) 
where R(t) = kx(t) + bx(t) represents react1on forces act1ng between foundation 
and mass. 
The expression (3.10) can be embod1ed into the SIMULINK model 1n the 
follow1ng manner. Cons1der the block-diagram shown 1n F1gure 36a. lmag1ne 
that 1n the po1nt 1 of the d1agram we put the s1gnal of acceleration x(t) . 
Integrating the acceleration us1ng the block lntegrator1 we obtain veloc1ty x(t), 
as well the lntegrator2 y1elds deflection x(t). The block Gam1 results 1n the 
expression kx(t), and Gam2 - 1n the b.X(t), wh1ch are summed 1n the block 
Sum 1 wh1ch y1elds the reaction force R(t). The block Sum2 further subtracts 
the reaction force from the dnving force F(t) produced by the block Generator. 
The result is divided by mass m 1n the block Gain3, yielding expression 
..!..[ F(t)- R(t)], which equals x(t) 1n the force of equation of mot1on (3.1 0). 
m 
Thus, s1gnal 1n the point 1 equals to that in po1nt 2, and therefore, we can 
connect these po1nts (F1gure 36b). Hence, the block-diagram of SDOF vibratory 
system IS completed for further s1mulat1on. 
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lntegrator1 
lntegrator1 
lntegrator2 Ga1n1 
(a) 
~f----C!!F t1..-, 
Generator 
lntegrator2 Ga1n1 
X" t =1/m F t R t 
(b) 
F1gure 36 Block-diagram of SDOF VIbratory system 
modelled 1n SIMULINK 
Galn3 
Galn3 
Pnor the simulation, SIMULINK should be provided wtth destred global 
stmulation parameters tn the solver menu, as shown in Ftgure 37. 
As well, numerical values of the parameters tn everyone of the diagram blocks 
should be defined, thus the model is ready for running the simulation. 
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~~---------------~~ 
Solver I Works pace 1/0 J Dtagnosttcs J Advanced J Reai-Ttme Works ha 
Stmulatton ttme 
Start t1me r:l 0:-::0--- Stop t1me I 0 1 
Solver opttons 
Type lvanable-step :ij lode45 (Dormand-Pnnce) :i] 
Max step stze 
Mm step stze 
lmttal step stze 
Output opttons 
jRefme output 
jle-4 
I auto 
I auto 
Relattve tolerance I auto 
Absolute tolerance I Buto 
Refme factor j1 
OK Cancel I Help I /•ppl,; 
F1gure 37 Menu of s1mulat1on parameters 10 SIMULINK 
The more particular explanation how SIMULINK modelling works is avarlable rn 
the "SIMULINK Manual" [http·//www mathworks com/access/helpdesk/help/ 
toolbox/s1mulrnk/J 
F1gure 38 deprcts the screenshot of the above model solut1on over the spec1fred 
t1me span The system parameters at this srmulation were defined as follows: 
srmulation trme span t = O.ls, maximal trme step size dt = 0 0001s, mass 
m = 1kg , strffness k = 1 N , damprng coeffrc1ent b = 1 Ns , and dnvrng force 
m m 
F(t) = sm(100n · t),N. 
Obv1ously, the above model of SDOF system can be easrly enhanced adding 
subsystems which represent erther internal or external forces acting in the 
system (fnct1on, impacts, etc). As well, a multiple degree-of-freedom system can 
be effortlessly compiled using rnterconnect1on between approprrate reactron 
forces R(t) of ad]orned subsystems. The t1me histories of simulated data can be 
acqu1red e1ther into the model workspace or into ASCII file for e1ther statistrcal 
srgnal processrng, graphical representatron or any other purpose. 
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F1gure 38 Screenshot of SDOF system model solution 
over t1me span 0 1 seconds - Simulated deflection, 
velocity and acceleration of the mass at the g1ven 
exc1tat1on force 
3.3.3 Working model of VIRC 
The work1ng SIMULINK model was compiled using set of nonlinear differential 
equat1ons (3 6). For conven1ent modell1ng, the equations were rewntten 1n terms 
of react1on forces acting between the adJOined subsystems of the considered 
three-degree-of-freedom system: 
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xot =-1-(Rw-Ro,)-x, 
mo 
x10 = -
1 (F +~1 -R10 )-x0 
m, 
(3.11) 
where R01 = k0x01 +b0x01 IS a react1on force between foundation and platform, 
R10 = k,x10 + b,x10 + Ffrs1gn(x10 ) + <I>10(x!O' x10 ) IS react1on force between platform 
and compressor, and R21 = k,x,, +b,x21 +<l>21 (x21 ,x21 ) is reaction force between 
compressor and vibration absorber. 
Actually, the three above expressions represent the motion laws of three 
suspended masses incorporated 1n the considered system, namely, platform, 
compressor, and Vibration absorber. Therefore, three corresponding subsystem 
Blocks were compiled, namely Platform Subsystem, Compressor Subsystem 
and Vibration Absorber Subsystem. The shared members of the expressions 
(3.11 ), i e. react1on forces R10 and R21 together with absolute acceleratlons x0 
and x, were used for mterconnect1on between these three Subsystems, mainly 
compos1ng the SIMULINK model of VI RC. 
3 3 3. 1 Platform Subsystem 
The block-d1agram of Platform Subsystem shown m Figure 39(a) was compiled 
1n the same manner as explained in 3 3 2, relying on the f1rst expression m the 
equations set (3.11 ). 
Four In-Out ports {the blocks hav1ng oval shape on the p1cture) were added to 
allow mterconnect1on w1th the adJOined subsystems. Thus, the react1on force 
R10 IS imported through the In-port #1, as well the In-port #2 1s used for 
1mportmg the longitudinal acceleration of foundation x1 . Relative deflection 
x01 of the platform mass IS exported through the Out-port #1 for further data 
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acquJsJtJon and displaying, while the absolute acceleration of the platform 
x0 = :iw + x1 IS exported through the Out-port #2 for use 1n the Compressor 
Subsystem. 
kO XOf 
ROf 
X' Of >--'bO!!Ul.X'"-'01-t~ • 
bO 
X"Of=1/m0 R10-RO -X''f 
(a) 
'lC f X"O 
R10 XOf 
Platform 
(b) 
F1gure 39 Modelled block of Platform Subsystem, (a)-
block-diagram, (b)-out11ne 
R10-ROf 
For further conven1ence through compilation of the VIRC model, the above 
block-diagram was converted 1nto a Platform Subsystem Block, as shown in 
F1gure 39(b), while the four ment1oned In-Out ports appear from outs1de of the 
block. 
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3.3.3.2 Compressor Subsystem 
The Compressor Subsystem block-diagram shown in Figure 40(a) relies on the 
second expression 1n the equat1ons set (3.11 )- The basJc structure of the block-
diagram 1s quite SJmJiar to the structure of Platform Subsystem. However, two 
sub-subsystems were added (shaded 1n the block-diagram) whiCh represent 
fnctton and tmpact forces The partJcular structures of block-diagrams 
embodying mathematical expressions of these two extra forces are considered 
1n the paragraphs below In addition, generator of harmoniC oscillations (square 
block named "F") was also introduced to simulate the harmonic v1brat1on force 
F Induced by compressor. 
The absolute acceleration .'t-0 of the platform and the transversal acceleration of 
the foundation y 1 are imported through the In-port #1 and In-port #2 
respectively. In accordance w1th equation (3 4), the signal of transversal 
acceleration of foundat1on is multiplied by the expression ~ -m, lL y1eldmg 
z, 
residual inert1al force N acting normally to the slid1ng surfaces, for further 
computations 1n Fnct1on Force Subsystem. 
The Out-port #1 JS utilized for export the reaction force R10 towards the Platform 
Subsystem. Relat1ve deflection x10 of compressor mass is exported through the 
Out-port #2 for further acquis1t1on and display1ng. The absolute acceleration of 
compressor i 1 = \ 0 + .i0 IS exported through the Out-port #3 towards Vibration 
Absorber Subsystem. 
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XIO 
Fncbon Force 
N 
X'10 
X10' 
~---t----~--~XIO 
kl '-;,::mp=ac=t F;::o=n:e=-' 
bl 
(a) 
Y"t X10 
IX'O X 1 
Compressor 
(b) 
Ftgure 40 Modelled block of Compressor Subsystem, 
(a)-block-dtagram, (b)-outline 
RIO 
RIO 
3 
The compiled block-diagram was converted into the Compressor Subsystem 
Block hav1ng s1x essent1al communication ports, as shown 1n Figure 40(b). 
3.3.3 3 Vibration Absorber Subsystem 
V1brat1on Absorber Subsystem block·d1agram relies on the th1rd express1on of 
the equations set (3.11) as shown 1n Figure 41(a). 
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X''21 = -R21/m -X''1 
F21Jmp 
Impact Force 
>--;:;;-,;;::-:----~ + k2X21 
>-:-=;;::-:-----;~. b2 X'21 
b2 
(a) 
(b) 
R21 
F1gure 41 Modelled block of V1brat1on Absorber 
Subsystem, (a)-block-diagram, (b)-outline 
R21 
Agam, the structure of the block can be easily recognized as the model of 
SDOF consrdered rn 3 3.2. The shaded block rs added to represent 1mpact 
forces arisrng through collisions of an absorber mass upon bumpers. 
Lrkewise rn the considered above two subsystems, the In-Out ports were used 
for rntercommunrcation for the followmg purposes: Out-port #2 - for exportrng 
relatrve deflectron x21 of absorber mass, Out-port #1 - for exporting the JOint 
reactron force R21 , and In-port #1 - for importing the absolute acceleratron .x, of 
compressor. Outlme of the block-dragram converted into the Vrbrat1on Absorber 
Block is shown rn Frgure 41(b). 
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3.3.3.4 Impact Force Sub-subsystem 
The Impact Force Sub-subsystem IS essent1al part for simulation of V1scoelast1c 
collisions between system masses and bumpers in Compressor Subsystem 
and V1brat1on Absorber Subsystem described above. The block-d1agram shown 
in F1gure 42 was complied relying on the threshold-type expression (3 5) of 
Impact force. 
X10 
IXIOI 
.... 
,, 1------t-r-t-''"-' ~ 
To Wocbpao;2 
1----f-----J>I X1 
Bum pet 
dearsnce ·~· Product1 
l<;<l F!Omp{X X")• S!gfl XIO 
F1gure 42 Impact Force Sub-subsystem 
To WOI'kspa0i!1 
The block-diagram compnses two ma1n portions: the clear blocks represent 
express1on b.x+slgn(x)k.(JxJ-s) yielding a viscoelast1c 1mpact force, and the 
shadowed port1on which embod1es the threshold cond1t1on of impact occurrence 
JxJ <: s 1\ s1gn(<l>(x,x)) = sign(x) result1ng in the value of log1cal level ("0" or "1"). 
Output s1gnals of the two mentioned portions are connected to inputs of the 
block Product2, which, 1f the condition of impact occurrence 1s true, results in a 
value of 1mpact force <t>(x,x), otherw1se its output is zeroed. The Simulated t1me 
histories of impact force and bumper deformations are acqu1red into the blocks 
To Workspace1 and To Workspace2 respectively. 
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3.3.3.5 Friction Force Sub-subsystem 
The Fnction Force Sub-subsystem block diagram is depleted in Figure 43. The 
block-diagram is based on a Look-Up Table block which contains a 2-D matrix 
of fnction force values, pre-calculated us1ng expression (2.4) 1n the appropnate 
range of normal forces and sliding velocitieS. The block performs 2-D linear 
1nterpolat1on of the input values, i.e. absolute Instant normal force 1Nl and rms 
value of relat1ve veloc1ty x10_= , us1ng the specified input/output table. 
Extrapolation is also performed in the block outs1de the table boundanes The 
2-D Look-Up Table y1elds at the output an Instant absolute fnct1on force Ffr, 
wh1ch IS further multiplied by s1gn of the velocity using the S1gn block. 
F1gure 43 Fnct1on Force sub-subsystem 
As a result, hysteret1c behav1our of the s1mulated friction force IS taken 1nto 
cons1derat1on thanks to the discontinuous nonlineanty Introduced by the S1gn 
block 
To demonstrate the useful example of fnctional hysteresis modellmg, an 
appropnate block-diagram of SDOF compnsing a spring connected in parallel to 
a fnction element (plam bearing), was compiled 1n SIMULINK using the above 
Fnct1on Force Sub-subsystem, and then validated experimentally. The fnction 
parameters of the model were adopted from the 1dentif1cat1on cons1dered 1n 
2.6.2, while the undamped natural frequency was 90Hz, and the mass was 
assigned to be 0 6 kg. The Simulated time dependencies of the SDOF are 
shown 1n F1gure 44. From the Figure is clearly seen, that at each reversal of the 
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relat1ve displacement of a suspended mass (chart "a"), the cuNe of reaction 
force (chart "b") has the d1st~nct1ve steep nonhneanty. This occurs as soon as 
the certain port1on of react1on force, namely the fnct1on force, changes its sign 
at the 1nstance of displacement reversal Thus, the relation ''force-displacement'' 
forms a hysteresiS loop, integral of wh1ch 1s proportional to the energy 
d1ss1pated 1n one cycle of oscillation (chart "c"). 
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E 4 4 
___ j ___ 
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002 ' z 2 z 2 
• ~ l.~ E 0 0 i -()02 11. -2 
-4 
-4 
____ [_ ___ 
• 
' 15 -()04 -6 
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(a) (b) (c) 
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E 4 6 
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• 
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-2 ~ ·002 - ..... 
-4 6 15 ·004 
0 002 004 
T1me,s 
(d) 
-6 
-8 
006 0 002 004 006 
-()04 
Time, s 
(e) 
F1gure 44 Force-Displacement dependencieS of SDOF 
w1th tnct1on element Top row- modelled SDOF, bottom 
row - expenmentally replicated SDOF a, d - relative 
displacement, b, e - react1on force, c, I - force-
displacement hysteresiS loops 
-() 02 0 002 004 
Displacement, mm 
(f) 
The experimental setup replicating the modelled SDOF wh1ch was bUilt for 
validation of the model, demonstrated the very comparable dependencies 
shown 1n the F1gure 44d, e, f 
3 3.3. 6 Acceleration of FoundatiOn Subsystem 
Acceleration of Foundation Subsystem block-d1agram shown in F1gure 45 
Incorporates the three sources of environmental acceleration, namely: random, 
shock and quas1-static. The random acceleration signal generated by the White-
Noise block 1s passed through the Bandpass Ftlter 1n order to form the des1red 
prof1le of v1brat1on. The s~ngle s1gnal generator 1s used for applying both 
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long1!Ud1nal x, and transversal .Y, random acceleration. The quasi-static 
acceleration (g-load), which IS generated by block Constant, IS also split 
tngonometncally 1n these two directions usmg two blocks Gam result1ng in the 
two expressions Gsma and Gcosa. 
Brodband random 
acceleration- X"r 
Bandpass 
F1lter 
Ftgure 45 Acceleration of Foundalton Subsystem 
The source of shock acceleration x, was bUilt using look-up-table block 
generat1ng time-dependent s1gnal of desired shock profile. The total 
accelerat1ons of foundation are y1elded in accordance w1th expressions (3.1) 
us1ng blocks Sum 1 and Sum2 
3.3.3.7 Model of V/RC system 
As shown m F1gure 46a, the VI RC model was complied using ma1nly the above 
subsystems, namely Platform Subsystem, Compressor Subsystem, Vibration 
Absorber Subsystem and Acceleration of Foundation Subsystem. In addition, 
three Data modules were Introduced for acquiSition and displaying relat1ve 
deflect1ons of the system masses. 
From F1gure 46b, the block-diagram of the Data module mcorporates three 
blocks, namely Scope- for displaying the simulated signals, To Workspace- for 
acqu1s1tion the t1me histories and Gam - for converting deflection units from 
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metres to either millimetres or m1crons, 1n accordance with the particular 
purpose. 
Acceleration 
of foJn~a':on 
Transversal 
Vibrat1on Isolator Da!a2 
1------l~Y"' X10}--------+-jX10 
R10 
Platform Compressor 
(a) 
Scope X tO 
(b) 
Ftgure 46 SIMULINK model of VIRC tncorporattng 
SPB-compressor, (a)-block-dtagram of model, (b)-block 
dtagram of Data module 
S1nce the considered system contains transversal vibration Isolator of Platform, 
the VI RC modelmcorporates the Transfer Funct10n block representing Absolute 
Transm1ssib11ity of this Isolator, which IS assumed to be Identical to the 
longitudinal one. The well known express1on of VIbration isolator's Absolute 
TransmiSSibility was used for deflmt1on of the Transfer Functton block 
parameters 
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where m0 IS the mass of Vibration isolated platform, k0 and b0 are stiffness and 
dampmg coefficient of vibration ISOlator, respectively (see express1ons (3.3)). 
All the subsystems of the compiled model were interconnected usmg the 
corresponding In-Out ports mentioned in the above paragraphs. 
The compiled model was driven by scnpt M-files, which were created for every 
spec1f1c objective of opt1misat1on. The content of the corresponding M-files is 
available in the relevant Appendixes as referenced in the followmg paragraphs. 
3.4 OPTIMISATION OF SUSPENSION PARAMETERS IN SPB-
COMPRESSOR 
The compiled above SIMULINK model was utilized for the evaluat1on of linear 
deflections of the VIRC platform, related to the line-of-sight Jl!ter, under the 
comb1ned act1on of specified environmental disturbance, namely random 
vJbra!IOn, shocks and g-loading. To m1mmise the evaluated deflections of the 
platform, decoupler parameters in the SPB-compressor were opt1m1sed 
The same SIMULINK model was used for the est1mation of reference 
deflections of the VIRC embodying a rigidly mounted dual-piston compressor, 
under the same environmental cond1t1ons. 
3.4.1 Objective of optimisation 
As noted above, a quasi-stat1c g-load may Significantly alter the fnction force 
act1ng between the plain bearing and the compressor body. In one of the 
extreme cases, when the maximal g-load acts perpendicularly to the slid1ng 
surfaces, the fnction force Increases, caus1ng essential vibration export from the 
compressor directly to IR Camera structure. 
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In the second extreme case, the vector of g-load1ng is directed long1tud1nally, 
thus producing zero fnct1on force. Hence, the SPB-compressor exposed to 
environmental random exc1tat1on, 1f this IS non-opt1mal, may show the two 
s1gn1f1cant resonances corresponding to the partial natural frequenc1es of 1ts 
subsystems. 
Apparently, to prov1de the desired ngidity to the ent1re mechanical structure, the 
damping ratio and the stiffness of compressor's decoupler should be increased 
max1mally. However, such m crease clearly intens1f1es the transfer of v1brat1on 
from the compressor to the thermal1mager. 
Consequently, the ent1re considered dynamic system under the defined 
environmental cond1t1ons requ1res an optimisation of the compressor's 
decoupler parameters, J.e. stiffness and dampmg ratio. 
The key parameter of the system that should be subjected to opt1m1sation is 
jlt!er of the opt1cal line-of-sight, i.e. VIbratory deflection of the platform whereon 
the opt1cs of the VIRC is mounted. Th1s may be expressed in terms of either 
absolute or relative VIbratory deflection of theIR Camera's platform. 
So, an objeCtive of the present opt1misat10n is to f1nd the optimal parameters of 
the decoupler that w111 sat1sfy the follow1ng cntenon· 
• Under defined enwonmental exc1tat10ns, the absolute/relative 
vibratory deflection of the Vibration-isolated IR Camera, which 
embodies an SPB-compressor, should be less then the reference 
deflection with the dual-piston compressor. 
3.4.2 Procedure of optimisation 
The below opt1m1sat1ons were carried out us1ng mapping techn1que, which 1s 
very efficient method 1n SIMULINK environment for mvestigation of nonlinear 
systems behav1our. The method involves (i) acqu1s1tion a sequence of model 
solutions over a discrete range of one or more mput variables, mcluding further 
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(11) analysis of the acquired array of solutions represented graphically. The 
model solut10n 1n the present optim1sation Implies an appropriate statistical 
value (rms, peak, mean, etc.) of the des1red output s1gnal (F1gure 38) over the 
spec1f1ed t1me span. Since the accuracy of the mapping techmque is a funct1on 
of discret1sat1on step of the m put variables, te. as smaller the step the accuracy 
becomes higher, the only l1m1tation of the method is a total time needed for 
optim1sat1on. However, in the present work th1s lim1tat1on 1s nonrelevant, due to 
the reasonable number of vanables to be opt1mised and the pract1cal span 
allowing an acceptable discret1sation step for accurate and time-Inexpensive 
opt1m1sat1on. 
The mapping procedure was run by means of M-file, wh1ch is the useful script 
for automat1ng senes of MATLAB® commands needed to be performed 
repeatedly, e.g. vanable def1nit1ons, SIMULINK model starting, statistical 
processing of output data, etc. The particular explanat1on about M-f1le 
programmmg IS available 1n the "MATLAB Manual" 
[http·//www mathworks com/access/helpdesk!help/techdoc/matlab prog/matlab 
prog htmll 
In accordance w1th the above def1nlt1on, mapp1ng of undamped natural 
frequency of compressor subsystem, together with 1ts damping rat1o, was 
earned out. For th1s purpose, the appropnate M-f1le was programmed us1ng two 
nested "For-Nexf' loops which mtended to set sequentially the all possible 
comb1nat1ons of the two optim1sed vanables. The M-file was also programmed 
to restart automatically the running of SIMULINK model at each new 
comb1nat1on of the vanables. Thus, after each runmng, the time h1story of the 
estimated parameter- deflections of the platform (absolute and relative) - were 
acqUired mto workspace, With further computation the rms values (x0 ),.., and 
(x01 ),.., over the runn1ng time span. At the end of mapping, the resulting array 
of the rms values of the platform deflections was automatically stored in the 
ASCII f1le for further graphical representation in appropriate chart and analys1s. 
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The mapping span of the damp1ng rat1o was chosen in accordance w1th typ1cal 
values of commercially ava1lable VIbration isolators [http·//www.shocktech.com, 
http://www.earsc.com, http·//www.lordcorp.com]. The mappmg total span of the 
natural undamped frequency was specif1ed to be of 100Hz. This starts from the 
value of 30 Hz, wh1ch is below the natural frequency of the platform v1brat1on 
ISOlator ( 40 Hz) 
The content of M-f1le dnv1ng the SIMULINK model through the mentioned 
mapp1ng procedure IS shown in AppendiX B-81. 
3.4.3 Model input parameters 
Prior to start1ng optim1sation of the compressor suspension, the mass of 
counterbalance was chosen. Generally, since the bulk is of concern in a1rborne 
dev1ces, the mentioned mass is des1red to be as small as possible On the other 
hand, as IS known, a deflection of a vibration absorber is rec1procal to 1ts mass, 
1.e suspension spnng should be stressed less by a more mass1ve Vibration 
absorber, as expressed in the formula: 
F 
X=--2 0 2 2m, 
(3.12) 
S1nce the fatigue stress of the suspens1on spnng is typically of concern, the 
allowed amplitude of 1ts cycl1c deformation needs an estimat1on, mostly through 
a f1n1te-element analysis, which is beyond the present 1nvestigat1on. However, 
the "Oxford-type" flexure spring to be used in the SPB-compressor structure 
has a linear charactenstic m a lim1ted range of deformation. Taking m account 
the allowed fat1gue deformation of the spnng withm the range of lineanty, wh1ch 
was y1elded by finite-element analysis as 0.75 mm (0.53 mmRMs), the minimal 
necessary mass of the v1brat1on absorber should be 0 2 kg, as follows from 
expression (3.12). The other ass1gned 1mllal input parameters of the SIMULINK 
model for optim1sation are shown 1n Table 1. In addition, F1gure 47 Illustrates 
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the power spectral density of environmental random v1brat1on applied to the 
ent1re system 
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Frgure 47 Screenshot of simulated spectrum of 
environmental exc1ta110n 
The author further considered four extreme combinations of the above 
environmental conditions· 
• Longitudmal g-load, no random VIbration 
• Transversal g-load, no random Vibration 
• Long1tud1nal g-load, under random vibration 
• Transversal g-load, under random v1brat1on 
Appl1cat1on of the g-load m a long1tud1nal d1rect1on means that a fnct1on force 
does not anse at all in the slidmg couple compressor-plain bearing. On the 
other hand, transversal g-load g1ves nse to a max1mum friction force. 
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Table 1 Parameters of the modelled system VIRC-
SPB-compressor for opt1m1sa11on 
SPB- Dual-piston Parameter compressor 
compressor (Reference) 
Export of harmomc Amplitude F, N_rms 14 2.22 force from 
compressor Frequency, Hz 58 
Environmental Random vibrat1on 
exc1tation x" 'y 1 , g_rms 
3.19 total, as per Figure 47 
(as per [76, 771) 
Quasi-statiC g-load 10g @ oo, goo G 
Mass mo, kg 10 
V1brat1on-1solated IR Undamped natural 40 Camera frequency / 0 , Hz 
Damp1ng ratio so 0.1 
Mass m1o kg 05 1.0 
Compressor Undamped natural Mapped from 
subsystem frequency f 1 , Hz 30 to 130 -
Damp1ng ratio ;, Mapped from 
-0.1 to 0.5 
Mass mz, kg 02 -
V1brat1on absorber Undamped natural 
subsystem frequency f 2 , Hz 58
1 
-
Damp1ng ratio s2 0.0022 -
1 The natural frequency of a v1brat1on absorber subsystem must be equal to the dnv1ng frequency of a 
cryocooler 
2 Damp1ng 1n VIbratiOn absorber subsystem was chosen to be as small as practically poss1ble 
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3.4.4 Results of optimisation 
The charts shown in F1gure 48(a, b) depict the calculated absolute deflection of 
the v1brat1on 1solated platform at fnctionless operation of the SPB-compressor. 
Chart (a) reflects the case of no external vibration, and chart (b) reflects the 
case when environmental broadband exc1tation is applied. The related charts, 
which are given in F1gure 49(a, b), show the platform Jltter when a maximum 
fnct1on force anses between the sliding surfaces. In these charts, the absolute 
deflection IS shown versus natural undamped frequency of the compressor 
decoupler at the different damping rat1os. The deflection of the platform, excited 
by a sinusoidal force exported from a dual-piston compressor, is superimposed 
on every chart as a reference. 
An analys1s of the obta1ned charts 1s given below. 
F1gure 48(a) - FnctJonless operation without enwonmental broadband 
Vibration. 
The system demonstrates noticeable dependence of the platform j1tter on the 
natural frequency of the compressor decoupler. Such behaviour IS obvious, 
because st1ffening of the decoupler evidently increases force export from the 
compressor to the platform. However, the Influence of the dampmg rat1o 1s 
negligible in the considered range. This phenomenon 1s most probably due to 
the operation of the vibrat1on absorber, which attenuates the absolute and 
relative veloc1ty of the decoupled compressor, and consequently, d1m1n1shes the 
component of the viscous force transferred to the platform. 
F1gure 4B(b)- Fnct1ontess operation under environmental broadband vibration. 
The system under consideration demonstrates the optimal natural frequency in 
the v1cin1ty of 90 Hz, where Jltter of the platform is lowest at the ent1re spec1f1ed 
range of damping ratios. Compared to the prev1ous chart, the Influence of the 
damp1ng ratio IS slightly greater. Most probably th1s occurs because of the 
act1on of the environmental broadband v1brat1on, yield1ng the Intensive 
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participation of the decoupler's damping ratio in a suppression of the platform 
jitter. 
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Figure 48. Absolute deflection of system platform under 
longitudinal g-load, (a) - unexcited, (b) - randomly 
excited. 
120 130 
In the range of natural frequencies lying below 90 Hz, the platform jitter 
increases with softer decoupler, approaching the natural frequency of the 
platform's vibration isolator, which is assigned to be 40Hz. 
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Regarding the range lying above 90 Hz, the slope of the family of curves is eo-
directional with the slope obtained for the unexcited system. That slope is also 
originated as a result of intensified force transfer from the compressor to the 
platform thanks to a stiffer decoupler. The only difference is that the slope 
considerably depressed by the characteristic of theplatform vibration-isolator. 
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Figure 49. Absolute deflection of system platform under 
transversal g-load, (a) - unexcited, (b) -randomly 
excited. 
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From the analysed chart, it is obvious that the undamped natural frequency of 
the decoupler needs to be as low as possible, but however, is limited from 
below by jitter amplification at the partial natural frequency of the randomly 
vibrated platform. 
Figure 49 (a,b) -Operation at maximal friction force 
The system demonstrates the insensitivity of the platform jitter to the decoupler 
parameters when it is either unexcited or exposed to random vibration. lt is 
reasonable to assume, that the friction adds a dominant amount of damping to 
the system, which effectively suppresses all the resonances of the subsystems. 
As mentioned above, the relative deflection of the platform was also acquired 
throughout the mapping. The compiled charts of relative deflections are shown 
in Figure 50(a, b). From the figure, it can be seen, that the considered system 
can be optimised in terms of either absolute or relative deflections, thanks to 
their very similar characteristics. 
Finally, relying on the obtained charts, the optimal parameters of the 
compressor suspension were assigned as follows: 
• Undamped natural frequency - 90 Hz 
• Damping ratio- 0.2 
Although the highest damping ratio is estimated to be preferable, use of a 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) or uncomplicated custom vibration isolator is 
still one of the desired parameters. 
One of the advantages of the optimised system is that the achieved optimal 
natural frequency of the decoupler is considerably higher than the driving 
frequency of the cryocooler (58 Hz). That feature is desirable for the SPB-
compressor to endure typical quasi-static accelerations, along with minimisation 
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of fatigue deformations of a gas pipe connecting the moving compressor with 
the static expander assembly. 
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Figure 50. Relative deflection of IR Camera's platform 
under applied random excitation, (a) - longitudinal g-
load (b) - transversal g-load 
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3.4.5 Evaluation of system sensitivity 
The typical airborne IR Camera, wh1ch operates in harsh environmental 
cond111ons, 1s reasonably Isolated from the a1rcraft frame using custom or 
standard elastomeric v1brat1on Isolators [http·//www.shocktech.com, 
http://www.earsc.com, http://www.lordcorp.com]. S1nce the VIbration isolators of 
the typical lA Camera are usually made of elastomers, vanat1on of the1r st1ffness 
as a funct1on of (1) ambient temperature, (11) mechanical load and (m) serving 
t1me may be expected. Therefore, the sensitivity of the platform deflections to 
the st1ffness of 1ts VIbration ISOlators was also studied. 
Therefore, to evaluate the sensitiVIty of line-of-s1ght jitter of the optimal system 
to the poss1ble alteration in the characteristiCS of vibration 1solators and a 
platform mass, add1!1onal Simulation was conducted. For that purpose, mapp1ng 
of transversal g-load was earned out 1n the entire range from Og to 1 Og, which 
reveals influence of a friction force on the j1tter of IR Camera. The appropnate 
M-file was complied as shown in Appendix B-82 for driv1ng this simulatiOn. 
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F1gure 51 portrays the resulting chart of the g-load mappmg, showmg a lower 
level of platform Jltter as compared with the reference case w1th a dual-piston 
compressor over the ent1re range of transversal g-loads. 
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Regarding the sens1t1v1ty of the system to v1brat1on ISOlator charactenstics, the 
chart shown 1n F1gure 52 demonstrates the better dynamiC performance of the 
IR Camera with the SPB-compressor over the entire range of mapped damping 
rat1os. The same tendency is observed 1n Figure 53 w1th regard to the natural 
frequency of the v1brat1on ISOlator. 
F1gure 54 shows the advantage of the SPB compressor over the dual-piston 
compressor independently of theIR Camera mass. 
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3.4.6 Deformation of system springs 
To guarantee the fall-safe seNICe of the system spnngs dunng theirs ent1re 
lifet1me, Without overstressing or fatigue damage, the extreme deformations and 
the1r vanances should be est1mated under the worst combination of dynamic 
and quas1-static loads. For that purpose, the opt1mal model was run at steady 
operat1on of the compressor under the action of random v1brat1on and quasi-
static g-load, as mentioned 1n Table 1 above. The quasi-static g-load was 
applied at the angle of 02, i.e. long1tudmally, wh1ch IS thought of to be the ''worst 
case" for deformation of the spnngs The t1me histories of the relative 
deflections of the compressor and vibrat1on absorber were acquired and further 
processed statistically over a running penod of 6 seconds. The relevant M-file 
was compiled for the acquiSition and calculation of statistical values of relative 
deflections, as shown 1n Appendix 8-83. 
F1gure 55 dep1cts the acqUired t1me h1stones of deformations of both the system 
spnngs, and Table 2 further Illustrates the statistical values of the appropnate 
t1me history over the acquisition period. 
Table 2 Stat1st1cal values of spnngs deformations 
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F1gure 55 T1me h1stones of deformations of compressor 
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3.5 OPTIMISATION OF BUMPERS PARAMETERS IN SPB-
COMPRESSOR 
S1nce the cons1dered dynamic system 1s 1ntended to serve airborne military 
applicat1ons, 1ts surv1val under intensive environmental shocks is essent1al for 
the ent1re system, and has usually to be qualified 1n accordance w1th [76]. 
Obviously, under these circumstances, the cnt1cal components are suspension 
spnngs wh1ch m1ght be overstressed or destroyed under environmental shock 
act1ng in comb1nation with excess1ve g-load Hence, the relative deflections of 
the suspended masses should be lim1ted w1th1n the allowable range, wh1ch is 
usually def1ned through stress-analysis of the suspens1on spnng The role of 
deflection limitation is traditionally Imposed on viscoelastic bumpers capable of 
tnmmmg excessive motion of the above mass 1n an emergency. If the bumper is 
optimally des1gned, a min1mal peak force appears during 1mpact at allowable 
deformations of a viscoelast1c element 
A comprehensive analysis of v1scoelast1c 1mpact along w1th opt1m1sation of 
bumper parameters was conducted 1n [22]. The authors considered the 
applicat1on of a bumpered VIbration isolator on the smgle-piston linear 
compressor, Intended to serve 1n a gimballed opt1cal system. In the discussed 
case, due to the v1brat1on isolator of a compressor should be of a low natural 
frequency, excess1ve deformation of Isolator's springs was av01ded usmg 
opt1mally damped viscoelast1c bumpers. Dunng the analytical and expenmental 
1nvestigat1on conducted 1n the art1cle, the key assumption was that the 
VISCoelastJc bumper was supported by mfmitely stiff and mfinitely massive 
foundatiOn. Also, the expenmentation was earned out wh1le environmental 
VIbration and shocks were applied directly to the foundat1on of bumpers. 
However, the v1brat1on-isolated platform of the d1scussed here system has a 
fm1te mass and 1s flexibly linked to the VIbrating frame. Furthermore, the 
environmental shocks are applied to the system through the v1brat1on ISOlators 
of the platform. Clearly, the above differences may tangibly change the 
dynam1cs of 1mpact of the suspended mass upon the bumper. For that reason, 
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a wscoelastic impact upon compliantly mounted bumper was studied and 
opt1m1sed, as discussed below. 
Before the opt1m1sation of stiffness and damping ratio of VISCoelastlc bumpers, 
the author had to ensure that under the above enwonmental and operational 
cond1t1ons the deflections of the mvolved moving masses are really excessive 
and we do really need such bumpers. Afterwards, the appropnate clearance, 1f 
deemed necessary, between the suspended mass and related bumper should 
be assigned. The bumper opt1misat1on was earned out usmg the application of a 
s1ngle saw-tooth shock 40g @ 11 milliseconds, along w1th a long1tud1nal quasi-
statiC g-load of 1 Og, 1n accordance w1th [76]. 
3.5.1 Estimation of peak deflections 
To est1mate the peak deflections, the descnbed above SIMULINK model was 
run w1th infm1te clearances. Dunng the simulation, the s1ngle environmental 
shock along w1th long1!Ud1nal g-load was applied to the system. As the VIbration 
absorber moves harmonically at relatively high amplitudes, 1! was assumed, that 
the mitial conditions of possible impacts upon the bumper depend on a lime 
Instance of the shock application. Therefore, in order to make accurate 
est1mat1on of the spnng's peak deformation, the SIMULINK model was run 
several times, while the shock was imposed at different t1me instances w1thm 
one cycle of the V1brat1on absorber motion at the driv1ng frequency An array of 
spnng's peak deformations was acqu1red versus t1me instance of the shock 
application. The M-f1le dnv1ng the acquis1t1on was comp1led as shown 1n 
Appendix C-C1 
As seen from the resulting chart of the conducted S1mulat1on, which IS shown m 
F1gure 56, the max1mal peak deformation of the VIbratiOn absorber spring 
occurred when the shock began at the time-instance of 0 21 seconds from the 
start of the simulat1on. However, peak deformation of the decoupler was 
completely Independent of the shock application time. 
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spnngs under shock applied at different Instances over 
mot1on cycle 
Through the stress-analysis of suspension spnngs, which is beyond this study, 
their geometry and matenal were matched to survive the fatigue deformations, 
as est1mated m (3.4 6) As shown in Figure 57, the peak deformation of the 
decoupler developed under combmed action of shock, random exc1tation and g-
load IS considerably lower than the limit allowed by stress-analys1s. Th1s means 
that the compressor spnng does not require limitation of 1ts deformation by 
bumpers. However, deformation of the Vibration absorber spnng, 1f 1! is not 
lim1ted, reaches sign1f1cantly higher value than the acceptable one. Therefore, 
llm1tat1on of a redundant deformation 1n that subsystem bemg under 
environmental shocks becomes an essential task of the SPB-compressor 
des1gn. 
The clearance should be ass1gned beanng in mmd that, on the one hand, the 
bumper should protect the suspension spring from destructive deformation 
under shock and g-load action On the other hand, the bumper should be 
sufficiently distanced from the movmg mass to allow for non-impact operation in 
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a lapse between environmental shocks. Satisfactory spnng protectton is 
achtevable when the clearance of the bumper coinctdes wtth the allowed 
deformation of the related spnng. Relytng on the stress-analysts of the 
suspension spnng, the acceptable peak deformation of the vibratton absorber 
spnng lies below 2.0 mm. Asstgning the same value for the bumper clearance, 
1! IS easy to esttmate the restdual gap between the bumper and the vtbra!IOn 
absorber mass at peak deflectton under g-load and random excita!ton, which 
amounts to 21% of the enttre clearance. 
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F1gure 57 Extreme deformations of SPB-compressor 
spr1ngs under act1on of shock, random v1brat1on and g-
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3.5.2 Objective of optimisation 
The bumper IS requtred to serve properly during the enttre desired ilfettme, 
whtch ts typtcally a functton of the peak stresses arising m material of the 
restilent element throughout tmpact, and duty-cycle of tmpacts. The peak tmpact 
force, whtch IS related to the stress of a bumper matenal, mtght be minimtsed by 
op!tmtsa!ton of tts dampmg ratto [22]. However, during such an op!tmtsation it is 
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also expected to fmd a bumper of a minimal stiffness, maintaimng the allowed 
deformation in the range of lineanty, as was modelled 1n 3.2.2. 
Consequently, the typ1cal problem of optimisat1on of a v1scoelastic bumper with 
respect to 1ts lifet1me and m1n1mal disturbance of the parent dev1ce IS to 
minimize the peak impact force keeping the peak elastic deformation of 
the bumper within predefined tolerances. 
3.5.3 Procedure of optimisation 
S1nce the compressor does not hit the bumper under the defined environmental 
shock, only the v1brat1on absorber's bumper needs optimisation. The followmg 
optim1sation was carried out usmg the mapping techn1que as explained in 
paragraph 3.4 2. The SIMULINK M-file was compiled to dnve a cyclical run of 
the model at vanous combinations of bumper parameters, namely st1ffness and 
damping ratio. The peak deformation (Ll1).,.k of the bumper and the peak force 
(<fl 10(x10 ,x10 )).,.k of Impact were acquired dunng the mapping over the 
S1mulat1on t1me span The content of the M-f1le comp1led for the conducted 
opt1m1sa!lon is shown m Appendix C-C2. 
3.5.4 Results of optimisation 
The chart shown in F1gure 58 portrays the acqu1red data for the optimised 
v1brat1on absorber bumper. F1gure 58(a) shows the dependence of impact 
forces at different natural frequencies of the bumper versus 1ts damping ratio. 
As seen from the figure, the opt1mal damping ratiO IS 0.2 and IS mdependent of 
the natural frequency. Th1s is m full agreement w1th [22]. Also, softemng the 
bumper, as was expected, reduced the peak 1mpact force. As seen from the 
next chart (Figure 58(b)), the lowest natural frequency, which sat1sf1es the 
cntenon of the allowed deformation, IS 300 Hz. 
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Thus, the v1brat1on absorber of the considered SPB-compressor should be 
equ1pped w1th opt1mal bumpers w1th a damping rat1o of 0.2 and natural 
undamped frequency of 300 Hz 
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3.6 TYPICAL TIME HISTORIES OF OPTIMAL SYSTEM 
The typ1cal t1me histories of relative deflections 1n the VIRC embodymg the 
opt1mally decoupled SPB-compressor were acqu1red using the corresponding 
M-file shown 1n AppendiX C-C3. F1gure 59 portrays the t1me h1story of the 
1mpact force developed in the V1brat1on absorber's bumper through 1mpact, 
wh1ch IS supenmposed on the deformat1on of the bumper. The relative 
deflections of the compressor and V1brat1on absorber mass, caused by the 
combmed actton of environmental shock, random vibrat1on and longitudinal g-
load, are depicted in F1gure 60. Figure 61 shows the relative deflections of the 
system components wh1le the g-load 1S applied transversally at a max1mal 
fnct1on force. 
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From the above figures, the system demonstrates quick recovery after the 
shock IS initiated, and settles to steady operation w1th1n approximately 0 3 
seconds. 
3.7 SUMMARY 
o A non-lmear dynamic model of the combined system "Vibration-Isolated 
Infra-Red Camera (VI RC)+ SPB-compressor'' was stud1ed. 
o A numencal model was developed for the stud1ed system using 
SIMULINK tool of Matlab®. 
o The key parameters of the SPB-compressor were opt1mised under the 
combined act1on of harsh environmental disturbances (e.g. random 
v1brat1on, shock and g-load) us1ng the developed SIMULINK model. 
o The objectives of opt1misat1on were successfully achieved. 
• The combined system "Vibration-isolated Infra-Red Camera (VIRC) + 
SPB-compressor'' showed lesser Jlt!er of line-of-sight as compared to the 
s1m11ar system embodying the typical dual-piston compressor under the 
harsh environmental cond1t1ons 
o The opt1misat1on has disclosed the possibility to control passively a 
vibration exported from rec1procat1ng machme, e.g. linear compressor, 
under harsh enwonmental dynamics us1ng uncommonly st1ff dynam1c 
decoupler, in combination w1th undamped tuned vibration absorber. 
CHAPTER 4 
VIBRATION CONTROL OF A SINGLE-PISTON 
BALANCED COMPRESSOR OF A CRYOGENIC 
COOLER IN A GIMBALLED INFRA-RED CAMERA 
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Stirl1ng cryocooler is w1dely used m 1nfrared night-vJsJon optronics mounted 
upon an act1vely stabilised gimballed platform. In contrast to the passively 
vibratiOn isolated camera, the act1ve control mod1f1es a dynamic system and 
shows a dynamic mteract1on between an act1ve controller and flexibly 
suspended components of Stirling cryocooler. To study and opt1m1se such a 
system, enhancement of the dynam1c model, considered m Chapter 3 1s 
requ1red, where the VJbratJon-Jsolated platform should be replaced by a 
g1mballed one. The latter should be spatially stabilised by a torque produced by 
a servomotor dnven by an enhanced controller. The further analys1s and 
opt1m1sation of the SPB-compressor 1s conducted hereafter. The objective of 
the further analys1s was (1) to find the opt1mal configuration of SPB-compressor 
1n application to G1mballed Infra-Red Camera (GIRC) and (ii) to estimate a 
universal configuratiOn wh1ch could be compatible w1th the both considered 
applications 
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4.1 DYNAMIC MODEL 
F1gure 62 shows the simplified dynam1c model of the act1vely stabilised 
G1mballed IR Camera, which is mounted m fnctionless bearings, and wherem 
the considered SPB-compressor assembly is embedded The total moment of 
1nert1a of the GIRC around the rotat1on axis Js J and Jts absolute angular 
deflectJon is rp. The GIRC supports a smgle-piston linear compressor of mass 
m~o wh1ch is suspended from the g1mballed platform by combinat1on of dashpot 
b1 and spring k1. The compressor axis JS positioned relative to the gimbal 
rotatJon ax1s at a distance of r. 
F b, kz 
'VV'v 
' 
' ' • } f m1 F,, 'I 
"' 
J 
o---
x,+x, 
-_...-: 
r r 
F1gure 62 SchematiCS of the stabilised g1mballed 
platform embody1ng SPB-compressor 
XJ 
xo 
The absolute linear deflectJon of the compressor JS x1• The self-induced 
harmomc force F is exported by the compressor in a longitudinal dJrectJon. The 
fnction force Ftr wh1ch is 1mposed upon both the compressor and plain beanng 
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1s developed m the contact area between them. The absolute deflection of the 
plain beanng is assumed to be linear along the ax1s, due to the smallness of the 
angular mot1on of the g1mbal, and is denoted by x0• The v1brat1on absorber 
mass m2 is suspended from the compressor by a combmation of spnng k2 and 
dashpot b2. The absolute linear deflect1on of the VIbration absorber mass from 
the pos1t1on of the spnng static equil1bnum is x2• To balance the entire system 
stat1cally, the counterweight of total mass m1+m2 IS located oppositely to the 
SPB-compressor at the same d1stance r. The moment of 1nert1a of the 
counterweight is mcluded m the total moment of inertia J_ 
The long1tud1nal x1 and normal Y! absolute deflections of the GIRC's foundation 
represent the broadband random v1brat1on of an a1rcraft, helicopter or other 
veh1cle compnsmg the equipment under cons1derat1on. Additionally, the frame 
of the GIRC is speeded up w1th acceleration G, the vector of which is applied to 
the system at an angle of a to the vertical ax1s. 
The act1ve close-loop controller relies on the servomotor, which stabilises the 
angular pos1t10n of the g1mbal by producmg a controllable torque M. The 
electncal s1gnal of the angular velocity 1s produced by a transducer (gyroscope) 
and IS further supplied to a controller for maintaining (1) the prescnbed line-of-
Sight Independent of the motion of aircraft's frame and (ii) for suppressing the 
Jltter caused by the combined act1on of the VIbration export from the compressor 
and environmental v1brat1on. 
4.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The dynam1cs of the system Illustrated in F1gure 62 are governed by a set of 
d1fferent1al electro-mechanical equat1ons For the mechanical mot1ons tak1ng 
place in the cons1dered system the following set of Lagrang1an equation of 
second order holds true: 
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where Tand V are the k1netic and potential energ1es of the system, respectively, 
R is the d1ssipat1ve function of Rayle1gh, q. represents generalised independent 
coordinates, and F. are generalized forces, n=l,2,3. Separating the considered 
system mto three subsystems, i e. g1mbal, compressor and Vibration absorber, 
the corresponding generalized forces may be expressed as follows: 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4 4) 
where Fdd =(m,+ m2 )i0 - IS the force of dynam1c disbalance of the gimbal 
caused by acceleration of g1mbal counterweight. 
Express1ons of the total k1netic and total potent1al energ1es of the entire system 
have the follow1ng forms: 
(4.5) 
V k1(x1 -x0 ) 2 + k2 (x2 -x1) 2 
2 2 
(4.6) 
Further, the dissipat1ve function of Rayle1gh takes the form: 
(4.7) 
Assum1ng generalised Independent coordmates as q1 = x,, q2 = x,, q• = rp, the 
part1al denvat1ves of the kinetic energy (4.5) take the forms: 
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doT _ 
---=~x, 
dt ox, 
doT 
dt ox
2 
=tn,Xz 
!:_ oT =lip 
dt oifJ (4.8) 
A partial denvalion of the potential energy (4.6) w1th regards to absolute linear 
deflections of compressor and v1brat1on absorber mass y1elds respectively-
(4.9) 
(4.1 0) 
As the absolute angular deflection of g1mbal, rp, varies in a very narrow range, 
20 1-lrad typically, the absolute linear deflection of the plain beanng can be 
expressed as x0 = x1 + rrp _ Hence, denvat1on of potential energy using absolute 
angular deflection yields-
(4.11) 
Further, after part1al denvation of the d1ssipat1ve function (4 7) using the 
generalised independent coordinates we obtain the follow1ng express1ons: 
(4.12) 
oRb(" _) 
-. ::::::: 2 Xz-Xl ox2 
(4.13) 
oR 
-=-b(x -x )r orp I I 0 (4.14) 
Subst1tut1ng equations (4.2)-(4 4) and (4.8)-(4 14) into (4 1 ), we obtain the set of 
equations 1n absolute coordinates: 
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J iP- rk1 (x1 - x0)- rb1 (x1 - x0)- rFfrs1gn(x1 - x0) =M + r(m1 + m2)x0 
mli! + kl (xl- Xo) + bl (xl- Xo) + Ffrslgn(xl- Xo)- k2(x2- xl) -b2(x2- xl) = F 
m,i2 + k2(x2- xi)+ b2(.X2- xi)= 0 
Introducing the relative deflections x21 =x2 -x1, x10 = x1 -x0 yields the set of 
equations m relat1ve coordinates 
J <p- rk1x10 - rb1x10 - rF1,s1gn(x10 ) =M + r(~ + m,)x0 
~i10 + k1x10 + b1x10 + Ffrs1gn(X10 )- k2x21 - b2x21 = F- ~i0 
m2x2I + k2x2I + b2X21 = -m2xl 
Enhancement of the above equation set by add1ng impact forces yields: 
J rp- rk1x10 - rb1x10 - rFfrs1gn(X10 )- r<l> 10(x10 ,x10 ) =M+ r(~ + m,)x0 
(4.15) 
mlxlo + klxlo + blxlo + Ff,sign(xw) + <l>w(xw,xw)- k2x21- b2x2I- <l>2I(x2I•x2I) = F -~xo 
m2X21 + k2X21 + b2X21 + <l>2I(x2I'x2I) = -m,il 
(4.16) 
Regarding the electro-mechanical equat1ons, f1rstly, the control torque 
developed by the servomotor is expressed 1n the well-known form: 
M=yl (4.17) 
where r is the motor constant and I is the motor current. 
Secondly, the electrical equation for a typical DC servomotor is used further in 
the form [58, 59]. 
LJ +RJ +yrp=U (4.18) 
where Rw and 4, are the active res1stance and inductance of the servomotor 
w1nd1ng 
F1nally, the dnv1ng voltage U IS produced by the system PID controller: 
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U=-A(kdqj+kPcp+k,cp) (419) 
where kd, kp and k, are the d1fferent1al, proport1onal and 1ntegral coefficients of 
the controller and A 1s the amplification ratio m the power amplifier. 
4.3 SIMULINK MODEL 
The SIMULINK model of G1mballed Infra-Red Camera incorporating SPB-
compressor was compiled us1ng the same techmque as explained 1n 3.3. 
Considerable port1on of the VIRC model was used for th1s purpose w1th no 
mod1f1catlons. However, three new subsystems were compiled due to need to 
Simulate angular deflections of actively stabilised gimbal, namely Gimbal 
Subsystem, Servomotor Subsystem and Controller Subsystem. 
4.3.1 Working model of GIRC 
The equations (4.16)-(4.19) were used for development of the SIMULINK model 
Simulating the considered SPB-compressor embedded 1n a stabilised GIRC For 
convenience dunng further modelling, the equations (4.16) were rewntten in the 
followmg form: 
cp =.!_(M+ rR10 + r(~ +m,).i0 ) J 
.X10 =-
1 (F + R,1 - R10 ) -x0 
~ 
. 1 R . 
x2t=-- 2t-xt 
mz 
where R10 and R21 are react1on forces as defined 1n (3 3.3). 
(4.20) 
The above expressions represent the mot1on laws of the three port1ons 
Incorporated in the GIRC system, i.e. gimbal, compressor and Vibration 
absorber respectively. Smce the two last express1ons in (4 20) are completely 
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Identical to the ones presented in (3.11), the block-diagrams of Compressor 
Subsystem and V1brat1on Absorber Subsystem were used as was comp1led in 
3 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 3. However, the additional block-diagrams of G1mbal 
Subsystem, Servomotor Subsystem and Controller Subsystem were added. 
The shared members of the express1ons (4.20), 1.e. react1on forces R10 and R21 
together with accelerations x0 and x1 were used for 1nterconnect1on signals 
between Subsystems composmg the model of GIRC. 
4.3.1.1 G1mba/ Subsystem 
The block-diagram of G1mbal Subsystem shown in F1gure 63(a) was compiled 
rely1ng on the f1rst expression of equations (4.20). 
Comp1lat1on of the block-diagram was started from 1ntroduc1ng the signal of 
angular acceleration riJ connected to the input of lntegrator1 which y1elds 
angular velocity rp. Further, the s1gnal of angular velocity goes through 
Denvative block and then the obtamed angular acceleration multiplied by 
distance r using Gain1 block. Th1s is necessary for comput1ng the long1tudmal 
acceleration of plain beanng x0 = x1 + rriJ (see 4 2). lt is worth noting that use of 
the s1gnal of angular acceleration for this purpose d1rectly from the startmg pomt 
of comp1lat1on may cause smgulanty of the model, therefore an aux11iary 
denvation of the angular velocity was used. 
The signals of acceleration of foundation x1 , motor torque M and reaction force 
R10 are imported 1nto the subsystem through the In-ports #1, #2, #3 
respectively. Summing the two computed signals rR10 and r(m. +~)x0 w1th 
torque M us1ng the Sum1 block, and further d1v1d1ng the sum by moment of 
Inertia J, we obtain the s1gnal of express1on.!.(M + rR10 + r(m. +~)x0 ) whiCh J 
should be connected to the starting s1gnal of angular acceleration rp. Thus, the 
comp1lat1on of the block-diagram IS completed. For 1ntercommun1cation with 
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other blocks m the model, the s1gnal of angular deflection, rp, which is obtained 
from the output of the lntegrator2, IS exported through the Out-port #2, and the 
s1gnals rp and x0 are exported through the Out-ports #3 and #1 respectively. 
The comp1led block-diagram was converted into the G1mbal Subsystem Block, 
outl1ne of wh1ch 1s shown m F1gure 63(b). 
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Figure 63 Modelled block of Gimbal Subsystem, (a)-
block-diagram, (b)-outline 
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4.3. 1.2 Servomotor Subsystem 
Servomotor IS essent1al port1on 1n gimballed system mtended to rapidly adJUSt 
and precisely maintain the angular onentation of a platform whereon the 
thermal imager IS mounted The block-diagram of g1mbal's Servomotor 
Subsystem depleted in F1gure 64(a) 1s relied on the express1on (4.18) wh1ch 
was rewritten for convenience 1n the follow1ng form. 
- 1 I =L(U -RJ -ycp) 
w 
u 
lntegrator1 
Sum1 
(a) 
r l ~M ur 
I 
<W fi' < 
t I 
Se·vo~ ~otcr 
(b) 
Ftgure 64 Modelled block of Servomotor Subsystem, 
(a)-block-dtagram, (b)-outltne 
(4.21) 
The above expression was embodied in the block-diagram, shown in F1gure 
64(a), start1ng from the s1gnal of motor current derivative i , which IS connected 
to the mput port of lntegrator1. The yielded signal of motor current I is further 
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multiplied by act1ve resistance Rw of motor windmgs and then subtracted from 
dnv1ng voltage u together w1th back-EMF signal yrp, using the Sum1 block. 
Thus, the y1elded express1on u- RJ- yrp IS div1ded by inductance Lw of motor 
w1nd1ngs usmg the Gam1 block. Since the result1ng signal -1 (U- RJ- yrp) 
LW 
equals to the current denvative I which the model was started from, the both 
s1gnals can be connected, finalising the block-diagram compilation. 
The motor torque M is obtained us1ng expression (4 22) and further exported 
through the Out-port #1. The product of motor current and dnv1ng voltage y1elds 
the momentary power consumption W of servomotor, wh1ch is exported through 
Out-port #2 and further acquired and displayed usmg appropnate Data block in 
the work1ng model. Outline of the Servomotor Subsystem Block enclosmg the 
cons1dered block-d1agram IS shown 1n Figure 64(b). 
4 3. 1.3 Controller Subsystem 
Controller 1n a gimballed system typ1cally supplies controlled power to a 
Servomotor as a function of the feedback signal representing system spatial 
stab111sa!lon. F1gure 65(a) shows the block-diagram of Controller Subsystem 
relied on the equation (4.19). The central block of the diagram IS PlO controller, 
available from the SIMULINK library, is used JOintly with the Gam and SaturatiOn 
blocks. The adjustable parameters of the PlO controller block are the 
coeff1cients kd , kp and k, , while the amplification rat1o A of the power amplifier 
IS represented by the block Gam. The block SaturatiOn IS essent1al to simulate 
lim1tat1on of the peak control voltage, in accordance w1th capability of the power 
supply ava1lable on the a1rcraffs board. 
The s1gnal of angular velocity rp, which IS utilised for feedback s1gnal in act1ve 
stabli1sat1on system of a gimbal, IS 1mported through the In-port #1, and the 
controlled dnving voltage U is exported through the Out-port #1 within the 
saturation lim1ts, towards the Servomotor Subsystem. 
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Saturation 
(a) 
Controller 
0 
(b) 
F1gure 65 Modelled block of Controller Subsystem, (a)-
block-diagram, (b)-out11ne 
Figure 65(b) depicts the outline of Controller Block wherem the comp1led block-
diagram IS enclosed. 
4.3.1.4 Model of GIRC system 
F1gure 66 shows the block-diagram of the SIMULINK model of GIRC based on 
the subsystem blocks comp1led in 3.3.3 and 4 3 1. 
Acceleration 
of foundat1on 
Vibration Absorber 
Oata1 
M U 
· 1:.__:=~-J Data4 ~~w __ 'j I 
LL_''"_·o'_''''_' ---------------'j w 
F1gure 66 SIMULINK gross model of GIRC 
1ncorporat1ng SPB-compressor 
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The structure of the GIRC model is very similar to the one of the VI RC shown in 
F1gure 46. The only difference is that the Platform Subsystem was replaced w1th 
Gimbal Subsystem 1n combination w1th Servomotor and Controller Subsystems. 
Also, the add1t1onal block Data4 was mtroduced for acquisition and d1splay1ng a 
power consumpt1on W of the Servomotor. 
4.4 OPTIMISATION OF SUSPENSION PARAMETERS IN SPB-
COMPRESSOR 
Angular jitter of the stabilised GIRC embody1ng SPB-compressor was evaluated 
under the comb1ned act1on of environmental random vibration and g-load, us1ng 
the above SIMULINK model. To m1mmise the angular Jltler of GIRC, the 
parameters of the compressor suspens1on were optimised in the same way as 
descnbed in paragraph 3.4. Moreover, the power consumed by the servomotor 
was acqUired 1n order to ascertain whether the SPB-compressor causes 
overload of the act1ve stabilizing system, or not. Add1t1onally, acqu1S1t1on of the 
power consumpt1on was performed, since dissipatiOn of a substantial amount of 
heat radiated from a motor wind1ngs and from a motor driver is of concern 
4.4.1 Objective of optimisation 
In contrast to an entirely pass1ve system, the angular Jltter of GIRC might be 
theoretically attenuated to negligible values us1ng a limitless electro-mechanical 
system "controller-servomotor''. However, the real-life airborne systems have 
typ1cal constraints imposed on their bulk, heat radiation, the voltage ava1lable 
from the on board power supply, etc. Obviously, all the mentioned phys1cal 
constraints 1mpose limitations on the performance of a g1mballed system. 
Hence, opt1misat10n of an act1vely stabilised system is desired 1n terms of line-
of-sight Jltler together with power consumed by the stab11ization track. 
Therefore, in addition to the mechan1cal critena explained 1n 3.4.1, the power 
consumed by the servomotor should also be opt1m1sed. Moreover, 
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manufactunng constraints are also of concern. In particular, Stirling cryocoolers 
are typically designed to f1t 1nto a variety of parent eqwpment, a1rborne or 
ground, Vibration-Isolated or gimballed, etc. 
So, an object1ve of the below optim1sa!Jon is to f1nd the opt1mal parameters of 
the SPB-compressor suspension, wh1ch Will sat1sfy the following cnteria: 
• Under def1ned enwonmental excJtatJons, the angular deflection of the 
GIRC embodying SPB-compressor, should be less then the 
reference deflection estimated with a dual-piston compressor. 
• Simultaneously, the power consumed by the servomotor should be 
less than the reference power consumption estimated with a dual-
piston compressor. 
• The opt1mal SPB-compressor should be compatible with both 
Vibration-isolated and Gimballed IR Cameras. 
4.4.2 Procedure of optimisation 
The optim1sat1on was earned out using the mapp1ng technique as explained 1n 
paragraph 3 4.2. The only difference was that the power consumption 
w = (UI)= of the servomotor was acqwred simultaneously w1th the angular 
deflec!Jons (q:>)= of the GIRC platform. The content of the MatLab® M-file 
defining the mapping sequence is g1ven in Appendix D-01. 
4.4.3 Model input parameters 
In the below optimisation, properties of the Simplest PID controller are chosen in 
such a manner as to provide a reasonable settling time of the gimbals' Jltter 
after typical shock disturbance The settling time should be less than 0.3 
second through m1n1mized overshooting dunng a shock-initiated transient 
process. The range of voltages applied to the servomotor w1nd1ngs is limited to 
±28V, 1n order to Simulate the typ1cal capability of the board power supply. 
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Other parameters of the system, such as moment of 1nert1a of a g1mbal, motor 
constant, resistance and inductance of motor wmdings, etc, take values which 
are typical for the real g1mballed system. The parameters of the SIMULINK 
model, wh1ch was complied for opt1misat1on, are shown in the Table 3 below 
Table 3 Parameters of the modelled system GIRC-
SPB-compressor tor opt1m1sat1on 
SPB· Dual-piston Parameter compressor 
compressor (Reference) 
Export of harmon1c Amplitude F, N_rms 14 2.22 
force from 
compressor Frequency, Hz 58 
Environmental Random vibration x1 , y1 , 3.19 total, as per Figure 47 
eXCitation g_ rms (according to [76, 
Ouas1-stat1c g-load G 10g @ oo and 90° 77]) 
Motor constant r, Nm/A 025 
Servomotor W1nding mductance L, , H 2.2e-2 
Wmding resistance Rw, 15.0 Ohm 
Board power Voltage U ±28 supply 
Proportional kp 1.8 
PID coefficients Integral k, 100 
Denvat1ve kd 0 
Controller amplifier Gain A 1000 
G1mballed IR Moment of inert1a J, kg*m
2 015 
Camera D1stance from compressor 02 
ax1s to rotation ax1s r, m 
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SPB· Dual-piston Parameter compressor 
compressor (Reference) 
Mass m I. kg 0.5 1.0 
Compressor Undamped natural Mapped from frequency / 1 , Hz 30 to 130 
. 
Damp1ng ratio ( 1 Mapped from . 0.1 to 0.5 
Mass m2, kg 02 . 
V1brat1on absorber Undamped natural 58 frequency / 2 , Hz 
-
Damp1ng rat1o ( 2 0.002 -
The opt1m1sallon was carried out us1ng a mapping technique, as descnbed in 
paragraph 3.4, considenng the four extreme cases of environmental cond1t1ons: 
• Long1tudmal g-load, no random v1brat1on 
• Longitudinal g-load, under random VIbration 
• Transversal g-load, no random v1brat1on 
• Transversal g-load, under random VIbration 
4.4.4 Results of optimisation 
Mappmg charts 1llustrat1ng the angular deflect1on of the GIRC and power 
consumed by the servomotor were plotted us1ng the data acqu1red through the 
opt1m1sat1on. Both parameters were mapped at the four extreme enwonmental 
cond1t1ons, as mentiOned above m 4.4.2. The data is presented below in the 
same form as considered in 3.4.4. 
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4.4.4 1 Angular deflectton 
The two charts shown in F1gure 67(a, b) illustrate the calculated angular 
deflections of the g1mbal at friction less operation of SPB-compressor. The chart 
(a) IS plotted for the non-v1brated system, and the chart (b) corresponds to the 
case when enwonmental broadband excitation is applied. The related charts 
illustrated 1n F1gure 68 (a, b) show the system while a max1mal friction force acts 
1n a plain beanng. The angular deflections are shown versus the natural 
undamped frequency of the compressor suspens1on at different damping ratios. 
Simultaneously, the reference angular deflection of the gimbal which embodies 
a dual-piston compressor IS shown. 
From the obta1ned charts, 1! can be seen that the optim1sed SPB-compressor, 
mounted 1n a G1mballed IR Camera, satisfies the desired criterion over 
almost the ent1re range of parameters and circumstances. 
A detailed analysis of the obtained charts 1s conducted hereafter. 
F1gure 67(a) - Fricttonless operatton wtthout environmental broadband 
vtbration. 
In th1s case, the gimbal's Jltter is considerably lower than the reference case. 
The Influence of the natural frequency of the decoupler IS observed. Such 
behaviour IS expected, since stiffen1ng of the compressor suspension 1ncreases 
a force export from the compressor to the g1mbal. However, the Influence of the 
damp1ng ratio is less significant as a result of a low v1scous force transferred to 
the platform, due to the vibratiOn absorber, which suppresses the velocity of the 
above compressor to an extremely small value. 
Figure 67 (b) -Friction less operatton under environmental broadband vibratton. 
In spite of the visible increase, the angular Jitter of the g1mbal st1ll rema1ns under 
the reference level over the ent1re mapped range, excepting the case when the 
damp1ng ratio is 0.1. In contrast to the previous chart, we now observe a greater 
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influence of the damping ratio due to imposed environmental vibration, which 
obviously increases the relative velocity of the compressor. 
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Figure 67. Angular deflection of Gimballed IR Camera 
under longitudinal g-load, (a)- unexcited, (b) -randomly 
excited. 
120 
Figure 68(a, b) -Operation at a maximal friction force 
130 
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The system demonstrates the insensitivity of the platform jitter to the decoupler 
parameters of the SPB-compressor, if it is either non-vibrated or exposed to 
random excitation. As in the case of VI RC, the friction contributes significantly to 
the system damping. 
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Figure 68. Angular deflection of Gimballed IR Camera 
under transversal g-load, (a)- unexcited, (b) -randomly 
excited. 
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4. 4. 4. 2 Power consumed by servomotor 
The mapping charts, which are plotted for the servomotor's power consumption 
(see Figure 69), show the evident advantage of the SPB-compressor over the 
reference dual-piston model. 
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Figure 69. Power consumed by servomotor of 
Gimballed IR Camera under longitudinal g-load, (a) -
unexcited, (b) - randomly excited. 
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Figure 70. Power consumed by servomotor of 
Gimballed IR Camera under transversal g-load, (a) -
unexcited, (b) - randomly excited. 
120 130 
The dependence of the power consumption is very similar to that of the angular 
deflection, which was obtained in the previous paragraph. In all the considered 
cases, the servomotor of the gimballed platform consumes noticeably less 
power as compared with the reference case of the dual-piston compressor. 
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4.4.5 Estimation of system sensitivity to g-load 
As studied above, the change s in aircraft's acceleration dunng typical miSSIOn 
may lead to related changes in the friction force actmg between the plain 
beanng and compressor. In sp1te of th1s, the SPB-compressor should not affect 
the stead1ness of line-of-sight of the GIRC. To evaluate the sensitivity of the 
ment1oned steadiness to the friction force, the angular deflection of the GIRC 
along w1th the power consumed by the servomotor versus transversal g-load 
were mapped using the M-file presented in Appendix D-02. 
4.4.5. 1 Angular deflection 
Figure 71 shows the chart of angular deflection of the g1mballed platform versus 
transversal g-load applied to the system. From the chart, a m1nor change of 
angular j1tter of the GIRC occurs over the ent1re range of mapped accelerations. 
In sp1te of th1s, the est1mated Jl!ter st1ll l1es under the reference disturbance 
caused by a dual-piston compressor. 
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Figure 71 Angular dellection of GIRC with oplimal SPB-
compressor, versus transversal g-load 
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4.4.5.2 Power consumed by seNomotor 
The power consumed by the seNomotor shows low sens1t1vity to the change 1n 
a fnction force, as seen from the Figure 72. Over the ent1re range of applied g-
loads, the power consumption of the act1ve stab11ismg system of the gimbal is 
reduced by 50% as compared to the reference case. 
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F1gure 72 Power consumption by servomotor versus 
transversal g-load 
4.4.6 Deformation of suspension springs 
9 10 
To obtain the necessary data for stress- and fatigue analysis of suspension 
spnngs, their deformations are evaluated below for the considered g1mballed 
appl1cat1on, m the same manner as conducted for VIRC 1n 3.4.6 For that 
purpose, t1me h1stones of spnng deformations were acqwred over the steady 
operat1on penod of 6 seconds, and the relevant stat1st1cal values were obtained 
from the recorded data. To accomplish this, the necessary M-file was compiled 
as shown m AppendiX D-03. 
F1gure 73 depicts the recorded time h1stones of deformat1ons of both the system 
spnngs, under the action of the defined maximal g-load along with the 
environmental random excitat1on. 
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F1gure 73 T1me h1stones of deformations of compressor 
decoupler spnng (a) and VIbration absorber spnng (b) at 
steady operation of SPB-compressor mounted 1n GIRC 
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Table 4 summarises the calculated stat1st1cal values of spring deformations 
1nvolvmg the two considered applications of the SPB-compressor, Le. VI RC and 
GIRC 
Table 4 Stat1st1cal values of spnngs deformations 
Spring deformations, mm 
Statistical Compressor Vibration absorber 
value Vtbrat1on- VIbration-Gimballed Gimballed 
isolated IR ISOlated IR 
IRCamera IRCamera 
Camera Camera 
RMS 0009 0008 0.528 0.516 
Peak 0.026 0.028 0 865 0835 
Mean 0.429 0.430 0.724 0.727 
Mean+ Peak 0.455 0458 1.589 1.562 
As seen from the above table, the spnngs incorporated m the SPB-compressor 
are deformed similarly in both considered optronics devices, through operat1on 
under the def1ned enwonmental disturbance. Hence, an Identical spnng design 
1s appropriate for the two considered appl1cat1ons of the cryocooler. 
4.5 OPTIMISATION OF BUMPERS PARAMETERS IN SPB-
COMPRESSOR 
Surv1val of the g1mballed optron1cs under intens1ve enwonmental shocks, which 
are typ1cal for airborne military application, IS also of concern [76]. To prevent 
damage of the above spnngs, the SPB-compressor mounted m the GIRC 
should Incorporate stroke lim1ters, Le. bumpers. Therefore, optimisat1on of 
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bumpers is conducted below, rely1ng on the procedure descnbed in 3.5 for 
VIR C. 
4.5.1 Estimation of peak deflections 
As explained 1n 3 5 1, the SIMULINK model of the SPB-compressor mounted in 
the GIRC was run under the 1mposed environmental shock and g-load, while 
the bumper clearances were set to 1nf1nite value. The Simulation was performed 
usmg the M-file as shown in AppendiX E-E1. 
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F1gure 74 Extreme deformallons of SPB-compressor 
spnngs under shock applied at different t1me Instances 
over mollon cycle of v1brat1on absorber 
The chart 1llustrat1ng the acqu1red peak deformation of both spnngs versus time 
1nstance of the shock beginmng is shown in F1gure 74. As seen from the chart, 
a well pronounced max1mal peak deformation of the v1brat1on absorber spnng 
ex1sts when the shock begins at 0.2017 seconds from the start of the model 
runmng. At the same t1me, the peak deformation of the compressor spring is 
completely mdependent of the start time of a shock. 
F1gure 75 compares the allowed deformations of the system spnngs and the1r 
peak deformations wh1le the GIRC IS exposed to the def1ned environmental 
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exc1tat1ons. From the chart, the peak deformation of the compressor suspension 
spnng under shock IS about a half of the allowed value. This allows the use of 
non-bumpered suspension of the compressor for both considered optromcs 
dev1ces. Unlike the compressor, the excess1ve motion of the VIbration absorber 
mass needs to be trimmed by the bumper under maximal shock applied to the 
GIRC. 
er-------------~~~======~--------------, 
D Allowed by stress analys1s 
OAttaJned under shock 
5 --------------------
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E 4 
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"" m 2 
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Decoupler Absorber spnng 
F1gure 75 Extreme deformations of SPB-compressor 
spnngs under act1on of shock, random V1brat1on and g-
load 
4.5.2 Objective of optimisation 
l 
The obJeCtive of opt1m1sation, similarly to what was stated in 3 5.2, 1s to 
minimize peak impact force at the permitted peak elastic deformation of a 
bumper. 
4.5.3 Procedure of optimisation 
The optim1sation procedure was earned out similarly as explained 1n 3.5.3. The 
content of the M-file complied for the mapping is shown in Appendix E-E2. 
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4.5.4 Results of optimisation 
The two charts shown 1n Figure 76 illustrate the data acqu1red dunng the above 
mappmg. From F1gure 76(a), the optimal damping rat1o is 0.2, wh1ch comc1des 
w1th the opt1mal value achieved for the V1brat1on-isolated IR Camera. Taking 
mto account the allowed deformation of the bumper, shown m Figure 76(b), the 
acceptable natural undamped frequency of the bumper lies m the VICinity of 200 
Hz. 
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4.6 FINAL ASSIGNMENT OF OPTIMAL PARAMETERS 
4.6.1 Decoupler 
Due to lack of opt1mal st1ffness and opt1mal damp1ng rat1o of the compressor's 
decoupler wh1le mounted 1n the GIRC, the SPB-compressor for that application 
should be des1gned to have soft and a heav1ly damped res11ient element 
support1ng the compressor (see F1gure 67 and F1gure 69). However, a 
conf1gurat1on of the SPB-compressor which w11l be compatible w1th both the 
GIRC and VIRC, is utterly desired. From th1s point of v1ew, the parameters of 
the SPB-compressor optim1sed in Chapter 3 for the VIRC completely sat1sfy 
both the cntena of the present opt1misallon conducted for the GIRC. From the 
above, the optimal decoupler parameters m1ght be accepted for both the 
considered eqwpment classes, 1.e. natural undamped frequency and damp1ng 
rat1o are ass1gned to be 90 Hz and 0.2, respectively. 
4.6.2 Bumper of vibration absorber 
From 4.5 4, the opt1mal bumper of the VIbration absorber achieved for 
G1mballed IR Camera IS slightly softer than that was found for the VIRC 
Therefore, to defme finally the bumper that will satisfy the both appl1cat1ons, the 
chart shown in the Figure 77 was compiled. The curve of peak impact forces 
obtained for the opt1mal bumper 1n VIRC (F1gure 58(a)) was superimposed on 
the corresponding curve achieved for the GIRC. From the compiled chart it can 
be seen, that 1f the st1ffer than opt1mal bumpers w1ll be chosen for the GIRC, 1.e 
300 Hz, the impact forces would st11l not exceed the related forces for the VIR C. 
Also, the peak deformations of the bumper are lower than allowed at th1s 
natural frequency. Hence, the natural frequency of 300 Hz m1ght be thought of 
as a universal parameter for the bumper m the two considered equipment 
classes. Undoubtedly, the optimal damping rat1o of the bumper 1s 0.2. 
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Fmally, the opt1mal parameters of SPB-compressor, compatible w1th the both 
V1bration-1solated and Gimballed equ1pment class, are assigned as presented in 
the Table 5 
Subsystem 
Compressor 
V1brat1on 
absorber 
Table 5 Frnally assrgned parameters for SPB-
compressor opttmlsed under environmental g-load, 
random vrbratron and shock 
Suspension Bumpers 
Natural Damping Clearance, Natural frequency, frequency, 
Hz ratio mm Hz 
90 0.2 Not requ1red 
- - 20 300 
Damping 
ratio 
0.2 
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4.7 TYPICAL TIME HISTORY OF OPTIMAL SPB-COMPRESSOR 
The typ1cal t1me h1stones of deflect1ons of system members were simulated 
using the M-f1le which IS shown 1n Appendix E-E3. F1gure 78 portrays the 
relat1ve deflections of the compressor and v1brat1on absorber mass, under the 
environmental shock, random vibration and longitudinal g-load Imposed on the 
system. From the above Figure, the considered system settles to the steady 
operat1on m 0 3 seconds after exposure to shock. lt can be seen clearly that the 
opt1mal bumper prevents the VIbration absorber mass from excess1ve mot1on 
after shock occurrence. 
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F1gure 78 Simulated t1me history of deflect1ons 1n the 
SPB-compressor mounted m GIRC, under act1on of 
env~ronmental random v1brat1on, shock and long1tud1nal 
g-load 
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F1gure 79 demonstrates the related t1me history of deflections, wh1le the g-load 
1s applied transversally (1 e. at a max1mal frict1on force) In th1s case, the shock-
eXCited trans1ent motion d1es out in 0.2 seconds, wh1ch is qUite acceptable 
settling time. 
E 
E 
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4.8 SUMMARY 
07 OB 
• A non-linear comb1ned dynamic system "G1mballed Infra-Red Camera 
(GIRC) + SPB-compressor'' was modelled, optJmJsed, and analysed 
• A numencal model was developed for the studied system us1ng the 
SIMULINK tool of MatLab®. 
• The key parameters of the SPB-compressor were opt1m1sed under the 
action of harsh enwonmental disturbances (e g. random v1bratJon, shock 
and g-load) us1ng the developed SIMULINK modeL 
• The objectives of optim1sation have been successfully ach1eved. 
• Following the optimisation, the combined system "G1mballed Infra-Red 
Camera (GIRC) + SPB-compressor" shows less Jitler of line-of-sight at 
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the lower mput power of servomotor as compared to the similar system 
embodying the typ1cal dual-piston compressor. 
• The opt1misat1on reveals an opportunity to use the uniform SPB-
compressor 1n both the cons1dered optronics dev1ces, Le. the Vibration-
Isolated IR Camera and the Gimballed IR Camera. 
CHAPTER 5 
DESIGN OF SINGLE-PISTON BALANCED 
COMPRESSOR PILOT MODEL 
136 
The design of the SPB-compressor p1lot model, which relies on the RIGOR's 
single-piston linear compressor model K529, was Implemented using the 
opt1mal parameters achieved 1n Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 The Thermally 
Conductive V1brat1on Protection Arrangement was des1gned, manufactured, 
assembled and tested using the above bas1c s~ngle-p1ston compressor, rely1ng 
on the unlubncated maintenance-free plain bearing, as descnbed in Chapter 2 . 
V1brat1on export from the SPB-compressor and the parameters of the decoupler 
were tested us1ng the test ng based on a piezo-ceram1c dynamometer. The 
SIMULINK numerical model developed above was validated against the 
pract1cal measurements which were performed. 
F1nally, the manufactured SPB-compressor pilot model passed the standard 
qualif1cat1on test, as IS explained below. 
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5.1 APPARATUS FOR TESTING OF DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
The four-component KISTLER Type 9272 piezoceramic dynamometer 
[www.kistler.com/cataloq/cataloq.htm] was chosen for the measurement of 
dynamic performance of the SPB-compressor. The mentioned dynamometer is 
generally used for machining processes, e.g. drilling, milling, turning, grinding, 
and is intended for measurement of a cutting force. 
In force measurement, the piezoelectric effect is used directly. The quartz 
sensor element generates a measurement signal proportional to the force 
applied. The great rigidity and, consequently, a high natural frequency of this 
quartz sensor gives an advantage for the convenient measuring of the three 
orthogonal force components at high reso lution. Figure 80 shows the 
dynamometer, consisting of a four-component piezoceramic sensor fitted under 
high preload between a base-plate (1) and a top-plate (2) , while the charge-type 
signal generated by the sensor might be picked-up from the electrical connector 
(3) using a signal conditioner. 
Figure 80. KISTLER type 9272 piezoceramic four-
component dynamometer 
-- --- ---
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The experimental rig, as shown in Figure 81 , was designed to accommodate 
the dynamometer (1) and to isolate it from ambient vibrations using a massive 
base (2) mounted upon four pneumatic vibration isolators (3). The cooler is 
mounted so as to allow the compressor and expander axes to be oriented along 
the specified axes of the dynamometer. This allows convenient simultaneous 
and independent measurement of the self-induced forces using a single 
dynamometer. The cryocooler under test (5) is mounted upon the 
dynamometer's top-plate using a jig (4). The signal from the dynamometer is 
picked-up by the charge-type signal conditioner (7), the output of which is 
further connected to the Signal Analyser (6) for analysis. 
6 
5 
2 
7 
3 
Figure 81 . Schematics of test apparatus. 
Figure 82 shows the experimental apparatus, where the mounting jig (2) is 
mounted upon the dynamometer (1 ), and the cryocooler components, i.e. 
compressor (3) and expander (4), are clamped to the jig (2). 
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Figure 82. Test apparatus 
Figure 83. B&K Impact Hammer Type 8202 
The Bruel & Kjaer Impact Hammer Type 8202 was also used for the present 
measurements [http://bksv.com]. This is an instrumented hammer for testing 
structural behaviour when used in conjunction with a dual-channel Spectrum 
Analyzer. An impact from such a hammer imparts to the test structure a smooth 
excitation spectrum over a broad frequency range. The force is measured by 
the built-in Force Transducer Type 8200, while the structural response is 
measured by 
accelerometer. 
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separate means, for example a dynamometer or an 
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F1gure 84 Transfer Funct1ons of the test apparatus 
along the three orthogonal axes, (a)-X ax1s, (b)-Y ax1s, 
(c)-Z aXIS 
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The frequency response functions of the decoupled SPB-compressor and lis 
components were est1mated usmg the Impact Hammer m combination with the 
above dynamometer. Prior to the measurements, calibration spectra of the test 
setup shown in F1gure 82 were taken. For that purpose, the test apparatus was 
exc1ted us1ng the Impact Hammer sequent1ally along the three orthogonal axes 
of the dynamometer. The transfer function of the apparatus involving excitation 
force of the hammer and the response force of the dynamometer were recorded 
using the dual-channel Signal Analyser, as shown Jn F1gure 84. From the f1gure 
1! can be seen that the test apparatus has a flat and un1tary characteristic 1n the 
frequency range from 0 to 550 Hz, while the necessary measurements were to 
be performed at a cooler driVIng frequency of 58 Hz 
5.2 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF BASIC SINGLE-PISTON 
COMPRESSOR 
The linear S1ngle-p1ston compressor of RIGOR's K529 cryocooler was chosen 
as a bas1c model for 1mplementat1on of the SPB-compressor pilot model, as 
shown in F1gure 85. Using the test apparatus described 1n the prev1ous 
paragraph, the 1n1t1al v1bration export of the basic compressor was measured to 
prov1de the reference values for the following measurements. 
The vibratory force exported by the tested linear compressor comprised the 
dom1nant driving frequency component (see spectrum 1n F1gure 86}. The 
exported force of 13 86 N_rms @58. 1Hz was measured when the cryogen~c 
cooler was operated m a temperature-controlled mode under a typical heat load 
applied on the cold t1p of the expander. 
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Figure 85. RICOR cryocooler model K529 with basic 
linear single-piston compressor 
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Figure 86. Spectrum of vibration export of the basic 
linear compressor at nominal operation conditions. 
5.3 DESIGN OF SPB-COMPRESSOR 
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The schematic design of the SPB-compressor pilot model is shown in Figure 
87. The K529 single-piston compressor is assembled using a stainless-steel 
housing (1 ), where its outer diameter is matched to the inner diameter of the 
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Permagl1de® plain bearing (2) (see paragraph 2.3), using sl1de-f1tted toleranc1ng 
as per the recommendations of the beanng manufacturer [78]. The pla1n 
beanng IS press-f1tted 1nto the aluminium "cold wall" (3), us1ng, as well, the 
recommended tolerances. The compressor 1s decoupled from the "cold wall" by 
means of the set of "Oxford-type" flexure spnngs (4). The spnng stack should 
prov1de the decoupler With a damping ansing due to the fnct1on between the 
deforming leafs of the stacked flexure spnngs. The v1brat1on absorber assembly 
(5) is mounted on the threaded support which is a part of the compressor 
hous1ng. The gas connect1ng p1pe (6) and electncal cable (7) are bent to form a 
flex1ble C-loop, 1n order to avo1d add1ng a not1ceable extra st1ffness to the 
compressor suspens1on, and simultaneously, to prevent their fat1gue 
destruction. 
0 
w 
s 
122 2 
F1gure 87 Cross-sect1on of SPB-compressor 
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F1gure 88 Cross-sect1on of Vibration absorber 
assembly 
Figure 88 shows a zoomed-in cross sectron of the vrbration absorber assembly, 
whrch rs mounted on the threaded support (1) by means of the vibratron 
absorber base (2) The two stacks of "Oxford-type" flexure springs (3) maintarn 
the vrbration absorber mass embodying three elements (4), (5) and (6), whrch 
are trghtened by srx screws (8) rnto the stamless-steel enclosure (7). The rnner 
regrons of the flexure springs are trghtened on the base of the vrbration 
absorber by means of threaded support, whrch latches the following charn of 
parts spnngs stack (3) - spacer (9) -springs stack (3) -stroke limrter (1 0). In 
each of the stacks, the spnngs are axrally separated using mtermedrated thin 
shrms, whrch eliminate frictron between adJomrng spnngs and provide the 
vrbration absorber wrth little damprng ratro The two identrcal elastomenc 
bumpers (11) and (12) are placed rn the slots made m the vrbratron absorber 
mass elements. In case of emergency, the bumpers face the stroke limiters (10) 
and (2) (the vrbratron absorber base features one of them), in order to limrt any 
excessrve matron of the vrbration absorber mass relatrve to the compressor 
housrng. 
The flexure springs m the SPB-compressor were iteratrvely optrmrsed beyond 
the present research using estimatron by ANSYS® fmite-elements software 
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together with experimental validation. The geometry and total quantity of the 
springs were optimised to ensure linearity within the desired range of 
deflections, fatigue-safe operation and the desired damping ratio. Spring 
stainless steel (fully hardened) was selected as the most appropriate material 
for the springs manufacture due to its high corrosion resistance and low cost. 
Figure 89. Typical stress diagram of the vibration 
absorber spring 
(a) (b) 
Figure 90. Zoom in the most stressed places on the 
vibration absorber spring 
The optimisation of the vibration absorber spring focused primarily on the 
achieving the desired stiffness along with the allowable fatigue stress. The 
typical stress diagram of the vibration absorber spring obtained after one of the 
optimisation iterations is shown in Figure 89. Zooming in the ends of the spring 
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slots (Figure 90) reveals the most stressed area at the outer end of the slot. The 
extreme fatigue stress in that area was minimised down to the allowable value, 
by altering the geometric parameters of the spring. The finite-element analysis 
and optimisation resulted in the spring geometry shown in the Figure 91 (a), 
whi le ten springs of thickness 0.63mm were required for a single vibration 
absorber assembly. The designed springs were finally manufactured by photo-
etching of the fully hardened SST 304 sheets. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 91 . "Oxford-type" flexure springs: (a)-vibration 
absorber spring, (b)-compressor suspension spring 
Optimisation of the geometry of the compressor's decoupler spring was 
primarily aimed at keeping the necessary quantity of springs in the stack and 
the allowable fatigue stress. In other words, the single spring able to provide the 
necessary stiffness was "split'' into a number of identical, but thinner springs 
which are able to provide the desired damping caused by friction between 
adjoined springs. However, research and identification of the exact friction 
model [50, 52, 54] between springs surfaces was beyond the scope of the 
present work. Due to the relatively small dynamic deflection and reduced 
thickness, the estimated extreme fatigue stress of the compressor suspension 
spring lies well below the allowable value. As was experimentally proved, five 
springs can provide the compressor suspension with the required damping ratio 
of 0.18 to 0.23. The mentioned damping ratio was experimentally determined 
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using curve fitting method applied on the measured absolute transmissibility of 
the compressor subsystem, as is described more particularly in 5.4 below. 
Finally, on completion of the development stage, the designed springs were 
manufactured by photo-etching of the SST304 fully hardened sheets of 
th ickness 0.63mm, as is shown in Figure 91 (b). 
The elements of vibration absorber mass were manufactured using a Tungsten 
alloy owning the high specific weight about 18.2 kg/cm3, in order to achieve 
maximal compactness of the vibration absorber assembly at the required mass. 
Figure 92. Photograph of SPB-compressor pilot model 
The material and geometry of the vibration absorber bumper was optimised 
experimentally and further assigned finally as the standardised "0 "-ring 
031.5x01.78 made of EAR-C1 002 damping elastomer. 
Figure 92 shows the manufactured pilot model of the SPB-compressor, and 
Figure 93 shows the major parts of the one. 
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Figure 93. Components of the SPB-compressor 
The arrangement contains the plain bearing PAP-4050-P11 (2) which was 
press-fitted into the aluminium "cold wall" (3). The outer diameter of the linear 
compressor housing (1) was prepared for slide-fitting into the plain bearing. The 
hardened SST304 suspension springs (4) were intended to connect the 
compressor housing to the "cold wall". The vibration absorber (5) was designed 
as a separate subassembly in combination with the stroke limiters (6). The rear 
cover (7) and front cover (8) are used for sealing of the SPB-compressor's inner 
structure. 
5.4 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF SPB-COMPRESSOR 
As explained above, the pilot model of SPB-compressor was manufactured and 
assembled at RIGOR faci lities. During the assembly procedure, the attainable 
dynamic performance was tested, using the apparatus described in paragraph 
1.1 . 
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To measure the natural frequency and damping ratio of the decoupled 
compressor subsystem, the pilot model was assembled firstly without the 
vibration absorber subsystem. Next, the absolute transmissibility of the 
compressor subsystem was measured. Since the tested system contains a 
decoupler with a friction element, namely the stacked "Oxford-type" springs, the 
excitation type through the measurement of the transmissibil ity may have an 
importance for detection of nonlinearity. Warden and Tomlinson in (14] show 
how different answers can be obtained from the same nonlinear model when 
the input excitation type is changed. The authors conclude that among the four 
excitation types, namely sine, impact, chirp and random, the last one may result 
in transmissibility that looks like a linear one, since the random excitation 
introduces a form of "linearization". An impact can give the same effect since 
excites a broad spectrum. Therefore, to verify reliably the nonlinearity of the 
system, the following test was performed at different impact excitation levels in 
the specified range of decoupler deflections. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 94. Test rig for transmissibility measurement of 
compressor subsystem (a), vibration absorber 
subsystem (b), and entire system (c) 
(c) 
The test procedure involved mounting the pilot model in the vertical position (to 
eliminate friction in the plain bearing) upon the sensitive surface of the 
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dynamometer, further application of weak Impacts to the compressor housing 
by means of the Impact Hammer, as shown in Figure 94a, and simultaneous 
recording the absolute transmiSSibility using a Signal Analyser The test was 
repeated several t1mes at different impact forces exc1!1ng deflection peak 
responses in the range of 0.01 to 0.03mm (as per Table 4). As result, the 
s1m11ar transm1SS1bilit1es at each exc1tat1on level were obtamed, 1nd1catmg the 
quas1-linear behaviour of the stacked springs m the defined range of 
deflections. The measured absolute transmiSSibility is shown in F1gure 95a. The 
undamped natural frequency and dampmg rat1o of the compressor subsystem 
were further 1dent1fled us1ng curve-fitting procedure. The complex express1on of 
absolute transmissibility of SDOF system was taken in the form: 
(5.1) 
where 1 = ~ and m 1s the angular dnv1ng frequency. 
The stiffness k1 and damping coefficient b1 were 1dent1fied by the "least 
squares" method us1ng the Solver Add-In function m an Excel spreadsheet 
F1nally, the natural frequency n,j2tr and dampmg rat1o .;, were calculated 
us1ng (3.3) to be 89.1 Hz and 0 21, respectively. The atta1ned parameters of the 
des1gned compressor suspension were m fair agreement w1th the opt1mal 
natural frequency of 90Hz and damping rat1o of 0 2 (see Table 5). 
The frequency response function of the des1gned vtbration absorber subsystem 
was detected 1dent1cally to the compressor subsystem (see F1gure 94b). The 
measured spectrum (see F1gure 95b) was used for identification of parameters 
by "least squares" method wh1ch resulted in the natural frequency 
0.2/2tr =58 125Hz and damping rat1o q2 =0.002. 
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The combined system "compressor-vtbration absorber" was finally tested as 
shown m F1gure 94c. The measured frequency response funct1on of the tested 
SPB-compressor, as depicted in F1gure 96, demonstrates the deep anti-
resonance at the dnving frequency of the compressor. As is seen from the 
figure, the harmonic vibration export of the bas1c single-piston compressor 
might be 40-fold attenuated us1ng the SPB-compressor arrangement. 
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The fmally assembled pilot model of the SPB-compressor was mounted upon 
the dynamometer, while the controller driving frequency was precisely tuned m 
order to achieve the m1n1mal force export. In so domg, the v1brat1on suppression 
ratio of 1 :50 was ach1eved as 1s seen from the spectrum of residual force export 
1n Figure 97 it is worth not1ng, that the cryogenic cooler's enhanced d1g1tal 
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controller 1s designed to be capable of precise adjustment and maintenance of 
the dnv1ng frequency w1th an accuracy of better than 0.02% (±0.01 Hz). 
5.5 VERIFICATION OF SIMULINK MODEL 
The following expenmentat1on was performed, and the ach1eved results were 
replicated by computat1on, to validate the SIMULINK model which was compiled 
and employed above. For that purpose, the software model was slightly 
mod1f1ed, 1.e. add1l1onal relevant blocks were added. 
5.5.1 Force Transmissibility of SPB-compressor 
To validate conformity of the simulated data w1th the measured Force 
Transmiss1b11ity (F1gure 96) of the SPB-compressor, the computation was done 
to est1mate the mentioned transmiss1b11ity numerically. For that purpose, the 
values of natural frequency and damping ratio of the Platform Subsystem were 
drastically Increased 10 the model, 1n order to Simulate the solid foundation of 
the dynamometer Also, 'White Noise" block was added to simulate the 
exc1tat1on force Fcomp of the SPB-compressor, as shown in F1gure 98 Both t1me 
h1stones of the excitat1on force and the react1on force R10 were acqu1red into the 
SMULINK workspace us1ng added blocks ''To Workspace". Then, the obJective 
Force TransmiSSibility was computed usmg Matlab® funct1on embedded in the 
M-file shown 1n the Appendix F-F1. 
In F1gure 99, the s1mulated Force Transmissibility is supenmposed on the 
measured one, demonstrating the fme agreement between the both curves. 
X10 
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5.5.2 Absolute Transmissibilities in the entire system 
The auxiliary blocks added to the model of the VI RC Intended for the venf1cation 
are shown 1n F1gure 100. 
Acceferat1on 
oft~~•on 
X"1 
Compressor 
(a) 
Impact Force 
->-.k2=X2;<1---~' R21 
>-,b:;,2-::X,;:21:---~ + 
b2 
(b) 
F1gure 100 Mod1f1ed SIMULINK model for est1mat1on of 
absolute transmtsstbtltttes, (a)-model block-diagram, (b)-
Vibration absorber subsystem 
X"2 
2 
R21 
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F1rstly, the Vibration Absorber Subsystem was completed w1th the "Sum" block 
yJeld1ng the absolute acceleration x2 of the absorber, as shown in Figure 100b. 
Then the gross model (Figure 100a) was enhanced us1ng four blocks "To 
Workspace" necessary for acquisition of the absolute acceleration histories of 
foundation and system masses. 
Further, relevant Absolute TransmJSSJbJIJtJes for each of the three subsystems 
were simulated us1ng the mod1f1ed SIMULINK model, driven by the M-file shown 
1n Appendix F-F2. 
To validate the Simulated data, a dynam1c mock-up of the Vibration Isolated 
Infra-Red Camera (VIRC) was bu1lt, includmg a VJbrat1on isolated platform and 
SPB-compressor, as depleted m F1gure 101. 
The mock-up was mounted upon the movmg table of a shaker UNHOL TZ-
DICKIE Model UDC S202 - LP, wh1le three additional accelerometers were 
fastened upon the masses of the three subsystems: platform, compressor and 
Vibration absorber, as shown m Figure 102. The shaker was controlled to 
ma1ntain the spectrum of enwonmental broadband vibration of the tested 
mock-up foundation, as shown m the F1gure 47. The Absolute TransmJssJbJiitJes 
(referenced to the shaker's moving table) corresponding to the three 
subsystems were recorded us1ng a S1gnal Analyser. 
The measured transmJSSJbJiities of the dynamic mock-up subsystems are shown 
m Figure 103, Figure 104 and Figure 105 w1th the simulated curves 
supenmposed. From the above figures, f1ne conformity of simulated data w1th 
the practically measured spectra proves the good reliability of the compiled 
SIMULINK model. 
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SPB-compressor 
Vibration-isolated 
platform 
Fixture 
Shaker 
Figure 101. Photograph of dynamic mock-up of 
Vibration Isolated Infrared Camera (VIRC) 
Absorber 
Figure 1 02. Zoomed view on the accelerometers setup 
for Absolute Transmissibilities measurement 
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D1rect measurement of an impact force of a vibration absorber mass upon a 
bumper Js extremely complicated due to lack of an appropnate m1n1ature 
dynamometer and need to modify the compressor structure. However, impact 
acceleratJons m1ght be measured easily usmg a m1mature accelerometer glued 
on a Vibration absorber mass. Therefore, to venfy the SIMULINK bumper 
model, 1mpact accelerat1ons were simulated and saved into a Workspace while 
the non-operated SPB-compressor was exposed to the saw-tooth shock 
40g@ 11 ms. The Simulated test was expenmentally replicated using the setup 
shown 1n F1gure 106 
The supenmposed curves of the measured and Simulated accelerat1ons of the 
vJbratJon absorber mass through an impact upon the bumper are shown in 
F1gure 107 
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Figure 106. Photograph of setup for measurement 
Impact accelerations of the vibration absorber mass. 
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Figure 107. Superimposed curves of simulated and 
measured accelerations of vibration absorber mass 
through impact upon the bumper. 
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As is seen from the above figure, the simulated cuNe of the vibration absorber 
mass acceleration is in fair agreement with the measured one. Consequently, 
the compiled SIMULINK model of a bumper may be qualified for estimation of 
viscoelastic impacts. 
5.6 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING 
The developed SPB-compressor employed in a linear cryocooler was subjected 
to a standard customer-defined qualification environmental test carried out in 
accordance with RIGOR Qualification Test Program DOC00377/AO, including 
vibration, shock and cryogenic performance tests, as described below. 
5.6.1 Vibration and Shock tests 
The shaker UNHOL TZ-DICKIE, Model UDC 8202 - LP was used for the 
testing. 
SPB-compressor 
Fixture 
Figure 108. Setup for Vibration and Shock tests 
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Two V1brat1on tests - Operation and Endurance - were earned out Also a Shock 
test was performed at the two shock profiles: Saw Tooth and Half S1ne. The 
setup for the Vibration and Shock tests is shown in F1gure 108. 
5 6.1.1 Operational Vibration Test 
The pilot model of SPB-compressor was exposed to random vibration as 
per F1gure 109, in the frequency range 5-500Hz at the overall level of 3.89 g-
RMS The random Vibration was applied for one hour per ax1s at three 
orthogonal axes. The compressor was operated after 30 mmutes from the 
beginning of the Vibration at each ax1s 
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Ftgure 109 Screenshot of Operational V1bra1ton test 
spectrum applied on the tested SPB-compressor 
5.6 1.2 Endurance Vibration Test 
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The tested SPB-compressor pilot model was also exposed to the Sine-
on-random Endurance VIbration as per Figure 110, 1n the frequency range 5-
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2000Hz at the overall level of 6.63 g-RMS. The sine-on-random vibration was 
applied for two hours per ax1s at three orthogonal axes. The cryocooler was 
sw1tched off dunng the Endurance v1brat1on test 
Figure 110 Screenshot of Endurance Vibration test 
spectrum applied on the tested SPB-compressor 
5.6.1.3 Mechamca/ Shock Test 
The tested SPB-compressor pilot model was exposed to the two profiles of 
mechanical shocks at the non-operated mode of the cryocooler: 
• 40 g @ 18 msec, Saw Tooth shock as per Method 516.3 of MIL-STD-
81 OD, (Figure 111 ), 18 shocks, three 1n both directions per each of three 
orthogonal axes. 
• 100 g @ 9 msec, Half S1ne shock as per Method 516.3 of MIL-STD-
8100, (F1gure 112), 18 shocks, three m both directions per each of three 
orthogonalaxes 
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A functional test was performed after the Vibration and Shock tests, mcluding 
res1dual force re-measurement. No considerable changes in cryogenic 
performance or m the force export of SPB-compressor were observed after the 
VIbration and Shock Tests. 
5.6.2 Cryogenic Performance Test 
The SPB-compressor was subjected to the climate chamber test as per Ricor's 
spec1f1cat1on 400P0090, used for standard unbalanced single-p1ston linear 
cryocooler K529. The primary goal of the test was to verify proper heat s1nking 
from the tested SPB-compressor through the pla1n beanng at amb1ent 
temperatures from -40°C to +65°C, w1thout affect1ng the cryocooler's overall 
performance. The failure critena for the tested SPB-compressor were adopted 
from the above spec1ficat1on, 1.e cool-down time, cooling capacity, power 
consumption, and temperature stability. 
As seen from the Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP) report shown in AppendiX 
G, the cryogemc cooler mcorporatmg the tested SPB-compressor passed 
successfully the whole cl1matic chamber test and demonstrated performance 
s1m!lar to the average performance of the standard K529 cryocooler. 
5.7 COST COMPARISON 
The calculated costs of parts machining and compressor assembly for the bas1c 
s1ngle-p1ston compressor, the dual-piston compressor and the SPB compressor 
are presented 1n Table 6 below. As can be seen from the table, the 
manufactunng cost of the des1gned SPB-compressor is slightly higher than the 
bas1c unbalanced s1ngle-p1ston compressor, but is almost half the cost of the 
dual-p1ston des1gn 
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Table 6 Manufactunng costs of SPB-compressor 
Basic single- Dual-piston SPB-piston 
compressor compressor compressor 
Compressor parts machining 46% 101% 61% 
Compressor assembling 54% 113% 57% 
Total 100% 215% 118% 
5.8 SUMMARY 
• The pilot model of SPB-compressor was des1gned, manufactured and 
comprehensively tested usmg the opt1mal parameters obtamed in the 
prev1ous Chapters. 
• The manufactured pilot model of SPB-compressor has demonstrated a 
50-fold reduction of force export as compared to the reference level of 
the bas1c single-p1ston compressor. 
• The compiled SIMULINK model was successfully venfied us1ng the 
manufactured pilot model of SPB-compressor. 
• The manufactured pilot model of SPB-compressor passed successfully 
the customer-def1ned Qualification Test Program, including VIbration, 
shock and performance tests. 
• The manufactunng cost of the developed SPB-compressor was 
calculated as be1ng considerably lower (-45%) than the appropnate dual-
piston compressor des1gn. 
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
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The present research concentrates on the numerical modellmg, opt1m1sat10n, 
analysis, destgn and testmg of the novel Single-P1ston Balanced Compressor 
(SPB-Compressor) of a Stirling cryocooler employed m precise optron1cs 
equ1pment, operat1ng, typ1cally, under harsh enVIronmental exc1tations, e.g. 
broadband VIbration, shocks and quas1-static accelerat1ons. 
Two classes of night-VISion optromcs equipment employing a Stirling 
cryocooler, wh1ch relies on the analysed SPB-compressor, are studied, namely, 
(1) a passively Vibration Isolated Infra-Red Camera (VIRC), and (il) actively 
stabilised G1mballed Infra-Red Camera (GIRC). Both the systems are exposed 
to the combined act1on of compressor's harmonic disturbance, environmental 
random v1brat1on, shocks and quas1-static accelerat1ons. From the surveyed 
available literature, such systems have not been prec1sely modelled and 
accurately opt1mised before, us1ng available analytical or numencal methods. 
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The numencal models of the considered nonlinear systems were compiled and 
successfully validated usmg SIMULINK tool of Matlab® software. Opt1misation 
and analys1s of the system's parameters were performed usmg the mentioned 
models driven by appropnate scnpt M-flies, which were compiled for each 
part1cular purpose. 
The numencal opt1m1sation and analysis revealed the clear advantage of the 
stud1ed passive v1brat1on control arrangement in terms of performance, 
reliability and cost, as compared to the state-of-the-art method of compressor's 
v1brat1on control in a Stirling cooling engine. 
The proposed methodology of numerical modelling, optimisatlon and analys1s of 
a nonlinear system compns1ng impact and fnct1on elements can be adopted for 
dynamic estimation of equ1pment functiomng under harsh enwonmental 
exc1tat1ons, wh1ch comprises harmonically VIbrating mechanisms. 
6.2 SCIENTIFIC CONTRIBUTION 
The ong1nal sc1ent1f1c contnbutlon of the present work mvolves the following 
points. 
• Novel nonlmear system for passive VIbration control m harsh enVIronment, 
embodying optimally stiff and optJmal/y damped dynamic decoupler in 
combination w1th undamped VIbration absorber, viscoelast1c bumpers and 
thermally-conductive friction element was proposed, studied and 
analysed 
• Advance m prec1se numencal modellmg of complex non/inear dynamic 
systems mcorporatmg a v1brat10n absorber, a vibro-1mpact and a fnctJon 
element was attamed lt IS shown, how a numencal model of the system, 
embodying the mentioned nonhnear elements, may be accurately 
compiled us1ng SIMULINK software, and further utilised for opt1misation of 
des1red parameters, using algorithm scripts - M-files Venf1cation of the 
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compiled numerical models conducted above, using des1gned pilot model 
of the system, showed the good agreement between the numencal and 
expenmental data. 
• Numencal analysis of the system under consideration revealed 
appltcabtftty of the optimal passive vibratton control instead an acttve 
vibration control. 
6.3 ENGINEERING CONTRIBUTION 
The origmal engmeenng contnbut1on of the present work 1nvolves the following 
po1nts: 
• Pass1ve Thermal/y-Conducttve Vibratton Protection Arrangement (TCVPA) 
for a rec1procat1ng machine class (e.g. linear compressor) operatmg under 
harsh enwonmental cond1t1ons, such as broadband VIbration, shocks and 
g-loads, has been proposed and patented (pend1ng). 
• The bas1c rec1procatmg machine assembled with the patented TCVPA 
forms the novel mechanism appltcable for vibratton-sensittve equipment 
operatmg m harsh envtronment. The particular example of such a 
mechan1sm - S1ngle-Piston Balanced compressor (SPB-compressor) - 1s 
studied When opt1mally designed, this nonlinear pass1ve v1brat1on control 
arrangement demonstrates improved performance as compared to state-
of-the-art method, thus allowing the cost-effective des1gn of parent 
equipment. 
• The pilot model of the novel mechanism - SPB-compressor - was 
des1gned manufactured and successfully tested, relymg on the numencally 
est1mated opt1mal parameters. 
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6.4 FURTHER WORK 
Expans1on of the des1gn space and enhancement of the numerical model are 
two future research directions wh1ch can be clearly ident1f1ed 
Opt1mahty of the considered mechan1sm has been attained at the f1xed structure 
scheme. However, comparative research of different system structures 
comprising, for instance, a vanety of VIbration absorber types, could contnbute 
more to the knowledge in passive v1brat1on control under harsh environmental 
cond1tlons. 
In add1t1on, more realistic models of the considered nonlinear phenomena, e.g. 
fncllon, V1scoelast1c coll1s1ons, may be thoroughly investigated and validated 
using 1mprovemenVmod1fication of the compiled above numerical model and 1ts 
subsystems. This could g1ve more sense to the ava1lable theoretical models of 
nonlinear elements under harsh excitat1ons, as well more accuracy to the 
est1mat1on results 
The numencal model can be also enhanced 1n terms of elim1nat1ng some 
assumptions declared in Chapter 1. For example, the system can be analysed 
under mult1·harmon1c vibratory export from a compressor, which may affect 
response of the system. Also, taking 1nto consideration a clearance 1n a plain 
beanng Will g1ve an opportumty to mvestigate a complex nonhnear Interaction 
between simultaneously shd1ng and coll1d1ng surfaces, which may considerably 
affect the predicted overall damping m the primary system under random 
exc1tat1on. 
Also, a comparat1ve numencal analys1s of the considered pass1ve arrangement 
aga1nst an active vibration protection system could reveal their relative 
effectiveness under the specified environmental cond1t1ons. 
The numerical optim1sation and testing of the SPB·compressor carried out m 
the present study g1ves a good indication of 1ts successful operat1on 1n a 
Thermal lmager mounted in an a1rcraft on a real miSSIOn. However, due to the 
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lack of availability of the appropriate ground equ1pment, the tests performed so 
far have not 1ncluded the combined action of g-loads, vibration and shocks. 
Therefore, for the f1nal approval of the present SPB-compressor des1gn, "on-
the-flighf' tests are necessary. 
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Appendix A. Patent application content 
Thermally Conductive Vibration-Isolating System 
for Linear Reciprocating Machine 
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The present invention relates to the suspens1on of a v1brat1ng mechanism. 
More partJcularly, the JnventJon provides a Vibration Isolation mounling havmg 
good heat conductiVIty which is particularly useful for a linear compressor of the 
type typically used in cryogenic equipment. 
V1braling machinery such as pumps, engines, motors and compressors are 
typically mounted on rubber or other elastic mounts 1n order to prevent the 
transmission of undesired VIbration from the machme to the frame on wh1ch the 
mach1ne 1s mounted and vice versa. Such mountings are also useful for 
reduc1ng n01se transmission. However a disadvantage of such mounlings is that 
they are typ1cally poor conductors of heat Many machines generate 
considerable heat, wh1ch must be removed m order to prevent the machme 
from reach1ng an above-design temperature leadmg to early failure thereof 
Thus, machmery of this type is, typically, cooled by convect1on, often forced 
convect1on as a fan draws cooling a1r over fms cast around the hous1ng, and to 
a lesser extent by radiation. However, equipment used 1n vacuum or near-
vacuum environments can only be cooled by some combination of rad1at1on and 
conduction. Large compressors are typically water Jacketed for coolmg 
purposes, wh1ch of course requires an added arrangement for pump1ng and 
cooling the water. 
Rad1ation heat removal is effective mainly for h1gh temperature sources; at 
normal or low temperatures a large radiator, typically seen 1n spacecraft, is 
reqUired. Consequently, prior-art efforts have been concentrated on 1mprov1ng 
conduction by providmg thin flexible strips made of materials such as copper 
and graphite f1bers. If made large enough to prov1de the requ1red heat flow, the 
stnps are not compact, complicate the design and of course noticeably raise the 
cost of construction. 
Rubber and other elastomenc mounlings suffer from further disadvantages -
particularly long-term instability expressed as stiffening, softening and/or 
alteration of damping propert1es at the elevated or low temperatures involved. 
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Property changes of this type can lead to decrease of v1brat1on isolation 
eff1c1ency or to Induced resonant v1brat1ons 1n parts of the supported machme. 
The state of the art w1th regard to mach1ne mountmgs which attempt to provide 
for the conflicting requirements of v1brat1on msulat1on and heat conduction is 
seen m recent US Patents No. 6,002,588 and 6,151,216, both to Vos et al. The 
coiled steel cable mount1ng seen in the latter patent overcomes most of the 
problems expenenced with elastomenc mounts, but heat conduction is 
insufficiently Improved to meet the needs of machines generat1ng much heat. 
As practically all mach1nery is connected to various condUits for transferring 
fuel, gas, electnc power, water, oil, compressed a1r etc. to/from the machine and 
a stationary outside source, a mounted machine cannot be allowed to VIbrate 
excessively even 1f such VIbration causes no difficulty to 1ts environment. Such 
v1brat1on often needs to be restncted for the purpose of preventing premature 
fat1gue failure of the condu1ts carry1ng these services. 
In US Patent no 4,360,087, Curwen discloses a suspension for a linear 
reciprocatmg mach1ne, wh1ch includes a balanced out-of-phase mass. The 
1nvent1on 1s however not concerned with heat removal. A s1m1lar, though more 
complex arrangement, is seen in US Patents nos. 4,783,968 and 4,860,543 to 
Hlgham et al. 
Ke1th 1n US Patent 4,713,939 descnbes a cooling system wh1ch has a 
compressor for produc1ng cyclic pressure conditions 1n a refngerator. 
In US Patent 5,261 ,799, Laskaris discloses an Internally balanced linear 
compressor wh1ch 1s claimed to obviate the need for an external resonant 
balancer. However, compressors commercially available do require external 
balanc1ng 
In contrast to the Laskans des1gn, Kral1k m US Patent no. 5,645,407 proposes 
an Oil-filled cav1ty including a volume-compensatmg gas chamber and a passive 
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balanc~ng mass. The limited life of the bellows combined w1th the d1ff1culty of 
replacing the same ra1ses doubts about an adequate serv1ce life. 
it 1s, therefore, one of the objects of the present invention to obviate the 
disadvantages of pnor art machine suspens1on systems and to provide an 
arrangement which achieves the des1red combination of effective v1brat1on 
~nsulat1on, long serv1ce life, and greatly Improved heat removal. 
it IS a further object of the present invention to utilize a standard self-lubricating 
pla1n beanng to allow the compressor limited longitudinal movement Without 
1ncurnng the costs of a complex suspension system. 
The present Invention achieves the above objects by prov1d1ng a thermally-
conductive V1brat1on-isola!lng system for a l1near reciprocating machine 
prov1ded w1th a cylindrical outer casing conta1n1ng said machine, compns1ng: 
a metallic plain bearing s1zed to guide the cylindncal outer casing; 
a heat conductive housing prov1d1ng a bore 1nto wh1ch the plain beanng may be 
Inserted and retained; 
a metallic spnng means positioned between f1xed components of the system 
and machine's outer casing to prov1de flexible connection of the said machine 
to the mounting frame; 
a metallic damping means positioned between the f1xed components of the 
system and the machine's outer casing to prov1de damp1ng of the machine's 
resonant movement; 
and 
a dynamiC absorber flex1bly connected to the machine by means of a spring and 
tuned to resonate at the same frequency as the machine's operational 
frequency and to osc1llate 180° out of phase therew1th. 
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In a preferred embodiment of the present mvention, there IS provided a 
v1brat1on-isolatmg system wherem the spnng means connectmg the machine to 
the mount1ng frame compnse a flexure spnng. Also, the spnng means 
connecting the dynam1c absorber to the mach1ne compnses a pa1r of flexure 
spnngs 
In a most preferred embodiment of the present invention there is prov1ded a 
v1brat1on-isolat1ng system wherein the metallic pla1n beanng IS coated on 1ts 
mner d1ameter w1th a low-friction thermally-conductive coating. 
Yet further embod1ments of the invent1on will be described heremafter. 
lt w1ll thus be realized that the novel dev1ce of the present mvention utilizes the 
fact that a linear compressor vibrates along a smgle axis, and can, thus, be 
supported in a Single ax1s pla1n bearing. The large 1nner surface of the bearing 
IS used for remov1ng heat from the compressor. Thus the beanng serves four 
purposes: 
a) Removes all necessary heat from the suspended compressor. 
b) Allows operation 1n a wide range of ambient temperatures, typ1cally from -
40°C to +80°C). 
c) Reduces VIbration transm1ss1on and noise to the outer structure. 
d) Reduces Vibration transmission from the outer structure to the compressor. 
The mvenllon Will now be descnbed further with reference to the accompany1ng 
drawmgs, wh1ch represent, by example, preferred embod1ments of the 
1nvent1on. Structural deta1ls are shown only as far as necessary for a 
fundamental understandmg thereof. The descnbed examples, together With the 
draw1ngs, w1ll make apparent to those sk1lled in the art how further forms of the 
mvention may be realized. 
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In the draw1ngs 
FIG. 1 1s a sectional elevallonal v1ew of a preferred embodiment of the 
compressor mountmg, according to the mvention; 
FIG. 2 1s a perspective v1ew of a preferred beanng for use 1n the system; 
FIG 3 IS a sect1onal elevat1onal view of a preferred embodiment of the absorber 
suspens1on; 
FIG. 4 is a graph showmg transmissibility at vanous frequencies; 
There IS seen 1n FIG. 1 a thermally conductive vibrat1on-1solating system 10 for 
a linear rec1procatmg machine 12. The machme 12 is prov1ded w1th a cylindncal 
outer casing 14. 
In the example shown in the f1gures, the machme 12 comprises an electrically 
dnven rec1procat1ng linear compressor, typically used for generat1on of gas 
pulses, for example 0 2, N2, H2, a1r, and He. 
The compressor 1s connected to an outlet tube 16. The tube 16 shown in the 
d1agram IS a thm-wall gas outlet tube, provided w1th a loop 18. The tube 16 
passes through a slot 19 1n the front cover 20. 
A metallic plain beanng 22 IS sized to guide the cylindrical outer cas1ng 14. The 
s1ze of the compressor housing may be read1ly matched w1th the size of a 
commercially available beanng. In th1s way, the compressor outer casmg IS a 
close slid1ng f1t 1ns1de the bearing 22. 
A heat conductive hous1ng 24, typ1cally made of alum1n1um, provides a bore into 
wh1ch the pla1n beanng 22 1s Inserted and retained, preferably by press f1t. The 
housmg 24, wh1ch can be prov1ded w1th cooling f1ns (not seen), removes heat 
from the beanng 22 by conduction, and the housing 24 disposes of the heat by 
any method compatible with the particular application under consideration. 
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Flexure spring 34 prov1des flexible connection of the mach1ne to the housing 24 
1n order to ach1eve the necessary natural frequency of the v1brat1on 1solat1on 
system. 
Damp1ng means 26 are seen pos1tioned between f1xed components 28 of the 
system 10 and shoulders 30 of the outer cas1ng 14. The purpose of this IS to 
damp v1brat1onal movement of the mach1ne 12. 
Advantageously, the damping means 26 comprises metallic heat-conductive 
w1re-mesh elements, thus also making a small contnbut1on to heat conduction 
away from the machine 12, and obviating a need for elastomer matenals which 
lim1t the allowed operat1ng temperatures and life-t1me. The high dampmg factor 
of the metal w1re-mesh (typically between 0.1 - 0 3) suppresses any tendency to 
resonant v1brat1on which could occur during the machine's function, start up, 
shut down, or Vibration of the structure carry1ng the system 10. 
A dynamic absorber mass 52 IS flexibly connected to the machine 12 by spring 
means; m the present embodiment a pair of flexure springs 34 or the like. The 
mass and the springs are tuned to resonate at the same frequency as the 
machme operation frequency and to osc1llate 180° out of phase therewith, thus 
suppressing a maJor portion of the linear Vibration of the machine 12 at dnv1ng 
frequency. 
The v1scoelast1c properties of the above VibratiOn isolator are chosen 1n such a 
fashion as to m1nim1ze v1brat1on export from the machine at the dnvmg 
frequency wh1le maintaining 1ts peak deflection w1th1n specified tolerances 
under the worse combination of external vibration and shock along w1th the g-
loadlng. 
The f1gure shows additional details of the vibration-isolating system. A power 
supply electnc cable 36 enters through an elastic grommet 38 mounted 1n a rear 
cover 40. The cable 36 IS looped at 42 to prevent fat1gue destruction which 
could be caused by v1brat1ons. 
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W1th reference to the rest of the f1gures, s1m1lar reference numerals have been 
used to 1dent1fy s1m1lar parts. 
Refernng now to FIG. 2, there is seen an improved embodiment m the bearing 
of the v1brallon-1solatmg system. The metallic plam bearing 46 1s coated on 1ts 
1nner diameter w1th a low-fnction thermally-conductive coating 48 
Advantageously the coat1ng is a porous bronze filled With a mixture of 
polytetrafluoroethylerne (PTFE) and lead. Alternatively, graphite powder m1ght 
be applied on the inner surface of the bearing. Thus a long serv1ce life results 
w1thout the need to provide lubrication, which is particularly Important for 
systems wh1ch cannot or w111 not be serv1ced 
FIG. 3 illustrates a V1brat1on-isolat1ng system 50 wherein the spnng means 
connect1ng the dynam1c absorber mass 52 to the mach1ne comprise a pa1r of 
flexure spnngs 54. Such springs have a very compact design, much smaller 
than that of a helical compress1on spnng. 
The 1nner diameters of the flexure spnngs 54 are locked to the absorber base 
58 by means of a press-f1t lock ring 56. The outer diameters of the springs 54 
support the absorber mass 52. 
The absorber mass 52 and the st1ffness of the springs 54 are carefully sized to 
resonate at machine's operat1on frequency. 
Seen m FIG. 4 is a graph showmg the absolute transmiSSibility, wh1ch 1s the 
rat1o between the force transmitted to the outer frame and the disturbing force, 
as a function of frequency As seen m the graph, transmissibility shows a deep 
ant1resonant notch at the machine operating frequency, as the motiOn of the 
dynam1c absorber mass 52 cancels the disturbing force developed by the 
mach1ne 12. 
The scope of the descnbed invent1on is intended to include all embodiments 
commg w1th1n the meaning of the following cla1ms The foregoing examples 
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Illustrate useful forms of the 1nvent1on, but are not to be considered as lim1t1ng 
1ts scope, as those sk1lled in the art w111 read1ly be aware that additional variants 
and modifications of the Invention can be formulated without departing from the 
mean1ng of the followmg cla1ms 
WE CLAIM: 
1. A thermally-conductive v1brat1on-isolat1ng system for a linear reciprocating 
mach1ne provided w1th a cylindrical outer cas1ng contain1ng said mach1ne, 
compns1ng. 
a metall1c plain bearing s1zed to gu1de sa1d cylindncal outer cas1ng; 
a heat conductive housing providing a bore into which said pla1n beanng may 
be Inserted and retained; 
spnng mean positioned between f1xed components of said system and said 
outer casmg to provide necessary natural frequency to the v1brat1on isolation 
system; 
damp1ng means pos1!ioned between f1xed components of said system and said 
outer cas1ng to prov1de necessary damping of the resonant movement of sa1d 
machine; 
and 
a dynam1c absorber connected to said machine and tuned to resonate at the 
same frequency as the machine's dnv1ng frequency and to cancel the disturbing 
force developed by the machine therewith. 
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2 The V1bration-1solallng system as claimed 1n claim 1 , where1n said machine 
compnses an electrically driven rec1procatmg compressor prov1ded with a thm-
wall gas outlet tube. 
3. The VIbration-isolating system as cla1med in cla1m 1, wherein sa1d metalliC 
pla1n beanng IS coated on 1ts mner diameter w1th a 1ow-fnct1on thermally-
conductive coat1ng. 
4. The v1brat1on-isolat1ng system as claimed in cla1m 3, wherem sa1d coating IS a 
porous bronze filled w1th a m1xture of polytetrafluoroethylerne (PTFE) and lead. 
5 The v1bration-1solating system as claimed 1n cla1m 3, wherem said coating is a 
graphite powder. 
6. The v1brat1on-1solatmg system as claimed m cla1m 1 , wherein said spnng 
means connect1ng said dynamic absorber mass to said machme comprises a 
pa1r of flexure spnngs. 
7. The V1brat1on-isolat1ng system as cla1med 1n cla1m 1, wherein said damping 
means for damping of the sa1d machine's resonant movement comprise heat-
conductive metallic w1re-mesh elements. 
8 A thermally-conductive Vlbrat1on-1solat1ng system for a linear rec1procating 
machme, substantially as descnbed here1nbefore and w1th reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 
P-4940-IL 
For the Applicant 
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Appendix B. Routines for mapping of suspension 
parameters in SPB-compressor mounted in V/RC 
81. M-file "Piatform_optimization.m" 
clear 
%Run t1me 6 sec 
o/o Def1mt1on of 1nputs 
dampO=O 1,f0=40,m0=1 0; o/o pnmary DOF 
damp1=1,f1 =1,m1=0 5,% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0 2,% th1rd DOF 
11 =0 04,12=0 02, o/o counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ;s1 =1 ;o/o compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ;s2=1,% absorber bumpers 
o/o Def1mllon of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=O,shock=O,IO=O,agforce=O; 
o/o Def1mt1on of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1,1 ); 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004 0.002 0 02]; 
Nfr=[0 .. 5 14 5], 
for x=1 1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1 1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)I\Q.7741 )*Xfr(x)I\Q 159; 
end 
end 
o/o Mapp1ng cycles 
out=[O,O,O,O,O,O],out1 =[0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
for rand=O 1·1 
for agforce=O 90 90 
C=1; 
cell=zeros(1,1 ),cell1 =zeros(1,1 ); 
for damp1 =0.1 0 1 0 5 
r=1,C=C+ 1; 
cell(1,c)=damp1,cell1 (1,c)=damp1; 
for f1=30 2 5 130 
r=r+1, 
cell(r,1 )=f1 ;cell1 (r,1 )=11; 
s1m('Piatform') 
x0f=std(x0f(length(x0f)/6·end)); 
x0=std(xO(Iength(x0)/6·end)), 
cell(r,c)=x0f;cell1 (r,c)=xO; 
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SPB·COMPRESSOR MOUNTED IN V/RC 
[rand,agforce,damp1 ,f1 ,xOf,xO] 
end 
end 
out=[out;rand,agforce,O,O,O,O,,cell], 
out1 =[out1 ,rand,agforce,O,O,O,O,;cell1]; 
save optlmlsa!lon_rel txt out -asc1i 
save optlmlsatlon_abs txt out1 -ascu 
end 
end 
% Reference Jltler 
slf=2 22,s1 =0,s2=0;m2=0 5,rand=0; 
s1m('Piatform') 
xOfref=std(xOf{length(xOf)/6·end)) 
xOref=std(xO{Iength(x0)/6 end)) 
rand=1, 
s1m('Piatform') 
xOfrefrand=std{xOf{length{xOf)/6 end)) 
xOrefrand=std(xO(Iength(x0)/6 end)) 
82. M-file "Piatform_sensitivity.m" 
clear 
%Run t1me 6 seconds 
% Def1n1!1on of inputs 
dampO=O 1 ;f0=40,m0=1 0, % pnmary DOF 
damp1=0 2,f1=90;m1=0 5,% secondary DOF 
damp2=0.002,f2=58,m2=0 2, % th1rd DOF 
11 =0 04,12=0 02, % countenNelght arms 
fb1=900,dampb1=1,s1=1,% compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=1; % absorber bumpers 
% Def1n1!1on of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=1 ;shock=O, !O=O,agforce=O, 
% Def1n1!1on of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ), 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004 0 002 0 02]; 
Nfr=[O 5 14 5]; 
for x=1·1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1 1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)AQ 7741 )*Xfr(x)AQ 159, 
end 
end 
% Mapping cycles 
OU!=[O,O,O],agforce=O; 
for f0=10 2:100 
Slf=2 22,S1=0,S2=0;m2=0 5; 
s1m{'Piatform') 
xOref=s!d(xO{Iength(x0)/6 end)), 
Slf=14,s1 =1 ,s2=1 ;m2=0 2,clear xO, 
s1m{'Piatform') 
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x01 =std(xO(Iength(x0)/6 end)), 
out=[out,fO,x01 ,xOren 
end 
save fO_sens txt out -ascu 
OUI=[O,O,O],f0=40; 
for dampO=O 1·0 1.0 5 
Slf=2 22,s1 =0,s2=0,m2=0 5,clear xOf, 
Slm('Piatform') 
xOref=std(xO(Iength(x0)/6 end)); 
Slf=14,s1 =1 ,s2=1 ,m2=0 2,clear xO; 
Slm('Piatform') 
x01 =std(xO(Iength(x0)/6 end)), 
out=[out,dampO,x01 ,xOren 
end 
save dampO_sens txt out -ascu 
out=[O,O,O],damp0=0.1 ,agforce=90, 
Slf=2 22,s1 =0,s2=0,m2=0 5;clear xO; 
Slm('Piatform') 
xOref=sld(xO(Iength(x0)/6 end)), 
Slf=14,s1 =1 ,s2=1 ,m2=0 2,clear xO, 
for gforce=0.1: 1 0 
s1m('Piatform') 
xO=std(xO(Iength(x0)/6 end)); 
out=[ out,gforce,xO,xOren 
end 
save gforce_sens txt out -ascu 
83. M-file "Piatform_stat_deflections.m" 
clear 
%Run t1me 6 sec 
% Defm1!1on of 1nputs 
dampO=O 1,f0=40,m0=10;% pnmary DOF 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5;% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=5B,m2=0 2, % th1rd DOF 
11=0 04,12=0 02;% counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1, %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=1, %absorber bumpers 
% Def1m!1on of excltat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=1 ,shock=O,!O=O;agforce=O, 
% Def1m!lon of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ); 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0.004 0 002.0.02]; 
Nfr=[O 5·14 5], 
for X=1 1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1.1 :length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)ll().7741 )*Xfr(x)"' 159, 
end 
end 
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s1m('Piatform') 
t=t(length(t)/6 end); 
xOf=xOf(length(xOf)/6 end); 
x1 0=x1 O(length(x1 0)/6 end), 
x21 =x21 (length(x21 )/6 end), 
stdx1 0=std(x1 0) 
meanx1 0=mean(x1 0) 
extx1 0=mln(x1 0) 
ampx1 0=extx1 O-meanx1 0 
stdx21 =std(x21) 
meanx21 =mean(x21) 
extx21 =mln(X21) 
ampx21 =extx21-meanx21 
f1gure(1 ),plot(t,x1 O),gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'), 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflection of compressor, mm'); 
flgure(2),plot(t,x21 ),gnd on;xlabei('T1me, s'), 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflection of counterbalance, mm'); 
Appendix C. Routines for mapping of bumpers 
parameters in SPB-compressor mounted in V/RC 
C1. M-file "Piatform_peak_deflections.m" 
clear 
% Run t1me 0 5 sec 
% Def1nlt1on of 1nputs 
damp0=0.1 ,f0=40,m0=1 0, % pnmary DOF 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5,% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0 2,% th1rd DOF 
11 =0 04,12=0 02, %counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=1 ,% absorber bumpers 
% Def1n1t1on of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=O,shock=40;t0=0 2,agforce=0, 
% Def1n1t1on of look-up table for fnction force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ); 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004 0 002.0 02]; 
Nfr=[O 5 14 5], 
for X=1 1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1.1·1ength(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)"'.7741 )*Xfr(x)"' 159; 
end 
end 
% Mappmg cycles 
out=[O,O,O], 
for !0=0 2 0 0009 0 218 
Slm{'Piatform') 
x1 0=max(abs(x1 O(length(x10)/2 end))); 
x21 =max(abs(x21 (length(x21)/2 end))), 
out=[out,tO,x1 O,x21], 
[tO,x1 O,x21] 
save peak_deflectlons.txt out -ascu 
end 
C2. M-file "Piatform_bumpers_optimization.m" 
clear 
%Run T1me 0 5 seconds 
% Def1n1l1on of Inputs 
damp0=0 1,f0=40,m0=10,% pnmary DOF 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0.5,% secondary DOF 
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damp2=0 002,f2=58;m2=0 2,% th1rd DOF 
11=0 04,12=0.02,% counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=2e-3,% absorber bumpers 
% Def1n1t1on of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=O,shock=40,t0=0 21 ,agforce=O; 
% Def1n1!1on of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ); 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0.004 0.002 0 02]; 
Nfr=[O. 5 14 5]; 
for x=1 1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1 :1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)"' 7741 )*Xfr(x)"'.159, 
end 
end 
% Mapp1ng cycles 
C=1, 
cellx2=zeros(1, 1 ); 
cellf2=zeros(1, 1 ), 
for fb2=1 00 1 oo 500 
rw=1 ,C=C+ 1, 
cellx2(1 ,c)=fb2; 
cellf2(1 ,c)=fb2, 
for dampb2=0 0 05.1 
rw=rw+1; 
cellx2(rw, 1 )=dampb2, 
cellf2(rw, 1 )=dampb2, 
s1m('Piatform') 
X2=max(abs(X2(1ength(X2)/2:end))), 
F2=max(abs(F2(1ength(F2)/2·end))), 
cellx2(rw,c)=X2, 
cellf2(rw,c)=F2, 
[fb2,dampb2,F2,X2] 
end 
end 
save bumper_x2 txt cellx2 -ascu 
save bumper_f2 tx1 cellf2 -ascu 
C3. M-file "Piatform_shock_transient.m" 
clear 
%Run t1me 0 8 sec 
% Def1n1t1on of Inputs 
dampO=O 1 ,f0=40,m0=1 0, % pnmary DOF 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5;% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=5B,m2=0 2; % th1rd DOF 
11=0 04,12=0 02,% counter-we1ght arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,51 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=300,dampb2=0.19,s2=2e-3, %absorber bumpers 
% Def1n1t1on of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O;rand=1 ,shock=40,t0=0 21 ;agforce=O; 
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% Def1n111on of look-up table for fncllon force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ), 
Xfr=[O 0 0001.0 002 0 004 0 002 0 02]; 
Nfr=[O 5 14.5], 
for x=1-1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1.1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)"'.7741 )*Xfr(x)"' 159, 
end 
end 
s1m('Pialform') 
t=t(length(t)/4 end); 
xOf=xOf(length(xOf)/4 end); 
x1 0=x1 O(length(x1 0)/4:end); 
x21 =x21 (length(x21 )/4 end), 
f1gure(1 ),plot(t,x1 O),gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'); 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflect1on of compressor, mm'); 
flgure(2),plot(t,x21 ),gnd on;xlabei('T1me, s'); 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflection of counterbalance, mm'), 
flgure(3),plot(t,x0f),gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'); 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflection of platform, mm'); 
out=[t,x0f,x1 O,x21], 
save h1st txt out -ascu; 
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parameters in SPB-compressor mounted in GIRC 
01. M-file "Gimbal_optimization.m" 
clear 
%Run T1me 6 seconds 
% Definition of 1nputs 
r=O 2,J=0.15,% g1mbal 
mconst=O 25,L=22E-03,R=15,A=1 OOO,%servomotor 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5;% secondary DOF 
damp2=0.002,f2=58,m2=0 2, %third DOF 
11=0 04,12=0 02,% counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ;s2=1; % absorber bumpers 
% Definition of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=1 ,shock=O,IO=O,agforce=O, 
% Definition of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ), 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004:0 002 0 02], 
Nfr=[O 5 14.5), 
for x=1 1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1.1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)l\() 7741 )*Xfr(x)/\().159, 
end 
end 
% Reference values 
flref=zeros(1, 1 ),Wref=zeros(1, 1 ),c=O, 
Slf=2 22,s1 =0,s2=0,m2=0 5, 
for rand=O 1.1 
C=C+1; 
S1m{'G1mbal') 
flref(c)=std(fi(length(fi)/6 end)), 
Wref(c)=mean(W(Iength(W)/6 end)), 
end 
save f1ref tx1 f1ref -ascu 
save Wref txt Wref -ascu 
Slf=14,s1 =1 ,52=1 ;m2=0 2, 
clear f1,clear W; 
% Mappmg cycles 
outfi=[O,O,O,O,O,O],outW=[O,O,O,O,O,O), 
for rand=0:1 :1 
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for agforce=O 90 90 
C=1; 
cellfi=zeros(1, 1 ),ceiiW=zeros(1, 1 ), 
for damp1 =0.1 0.1 0 5 
rw=1 ,C=C+ 1; 
cellf1(1 ,c)=damp1 ;ceiiW(1 ,c)=damp1; 
for f1=30 2 5130 
rw=rw+1, 
cellf1(rw, 1)=f1 ;ceiiW(rw, 1 )=f1; 
Sim('Gimbal') 
fi=Std(fl(length(fl)/6 end)), 
W=mean(W(Iength(W)/6.end)), 
cellfl(rw,c)=fl,ceiiW(rw,c)=W, 
[rand,agforce,damp1 ,f1] 
end 
end 
outfl=[outfl,rand,agforce,O,O,O,O,,cellfi], 
outW=[outW,rand,agforce,O,O,O,O,;ceiiW], 
save opt1m_f1 txt outf1 -ascu 
save opt1m_W txt outW -ascu 
end 
end 
02. M-file "Gimbal_sensitivity.m" 
clear 
%Run T1me 6 seconds 
% Def1n1t1on of 1nputs 
r=O 2,J=0 15;% g1mbal 
mconst=O 25,L=22E-03,R=15.A=1 OOO;%servomotor 
damp1=0 2,f1=90;m1=0.5;% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0 2,% third DOF 
11=0 04,12=0 02;% counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ;s1 =1; % compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=1; % absorber bumpers 
% Def1nlt1on of exc1tat1ons 
slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=1 ,shock=O,tO=O,agforce=O; 
% Def1n1t1on of look-up table for fnctlon force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ), 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004.0 002-0 02]; 
Nfr=[O: 5 14 5], 
for x=1-1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1 1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)IIQ 7741 )*Xfr(x)IIQ.159, 
end 
end 
% Mapping cycles 
out=[O,O,O,O,O], 
Slf=2 22,s1=0,s2=0,m2=0 5, 
Slm('Gimbal') 
flref=std(fi(length(fl)/6.end)); 
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Wref=mean(W(Iength(W)/6 end)), 
Slf=14,s1 =1 ,s2=1 ,m2=0 2;agforce=90;clear f1,clear W; 
for gforce=O 1·1 0 
Slm{'Gimbal') 
fi=Std(fl(length(fi)/6 end)), 
W=mean(W(Iength(W)/6 end)), 
out=[ out,gforce, f1, f1 rei, W, Wref] 
save gforce_sens txt out -ascu 
end 
03. M-file "Gimbal_stat_deflections.m" 
clear 
%Run T1me 6 seconds 
% Defm1t1on of inputs 
r=O 2,J=O 15,% g1mbal 
mconst=O 25,L=22E-03,R=15,A=1 OOO,o/oservomotor 
damp1 =0.2,11 =90,m1 =0 5; %secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0 2, % th1rd DOF 
11 =0 04,12=0 02, % counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1, %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=1; % absorber bumpers 
% Def1n1t1on of exc1ta!lons 
Slf=14,gforce= 1 O,rand=1 ,shock=O,tO=O,agforce=O, 
% Def1n1t1on of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ); 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004 0 002 0 02]; 
Nfr=[O 5 14 5], 
for X=1 1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1·1.1ength(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)"'.7741 )*Xfr(x)"'.159, 
end 
end 
slm('G1mbal') 
t=t(length(t)/6 end); 
x1 0=x1 O(length(x1 0)/6 end),x21 =x21 (length(x21 )/6 end), 
stdx1 0=std(x1 0) 
meanx1 0=mean(x1 0) 
extx1 0=mm(x1 0) 
ampx1 0=ex1x1 O-meanx1 0 
stdx21 =std(x21) 
meanx21 =mean(x21) 
ex1x21 =mln(x21) 
ampx21 =extx21-meanx21 
f1gure(1 ),plot(t,x1 O),gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'); 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflection of compressor, mm'); 
flgure(2),plot(t,x21 );gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'), 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflect1on of counterbalance, mm'); 
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E1. M-file "Gimbal_peak_deflections.m" 
clear 
%Run T1me 0.5 seconds 
% Definition of Inputs 
r=O 2,J=0.15,% g1mbal 
mconst=O 25,L=22E-03,R=15,A=1 OOO;%servomotor 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5,% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0 2; %third DOF 
11=0 04,12=0 02;% counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=1; %absorber bumpers 
% Definition of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=O,shock=40,t0=0,agforce=O, 
% Definition of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros{1, 1 ), 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004 0 002 0 02], 
Nfr=[O. 5 14 5], 
for X=1 1 length{Xfr) 
for n=1 1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)={O 4542*Nfr(n)A().7741 )*Xfr(x)A() 159, 
end 
end 
% Mapping cycles 
out=[O,O,O], 
for tO=O 19.0.0009 0 208 
Slm{'G1mbal') 
x1 0=max(abs{x1 O(length(x1 0)/2.end))); 
x21 =max{abs(x21 {length(x21 )/2·end))), 
out=[out,tO,x1 O,x21]; 
[tO,x1 O,x21] 
save peak_deflect1ons tx1 out -ascu 
end 
E2. M-file "Gimbal_bumpers_optimization.m" 
clear 
%Run T1me 0 5 seconds 
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% DefJmtJon of mputs 
r=O 2,J=0.15,% g1mbal 
mconst=O 25,L=22E-03,R=15,A=1 OOO;o/oservomotor 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5;% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0 2, %third DOF 
11=0 04,12=0.02;% countenNeJght arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ;s1 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ;s2=2e-3; %absorber bumpers 
% DefmJtJon of excJtatJons 
sJf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=O,shock=40,t0=0 2017,agforce=O; 
% DefmJtJon of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ); 
Xfr=[O o 0001 o 002 o 004 -o 002 o 02], 
Nfr=[O· 5 14 5], 
for x=1 :1.1ength(Xfr) 
for n=1 :1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)"'.7741 )*Xfr(x)"'.159, 
end 
end 
% Mapping cycles 
C=1; 
cellx2=zeros(1, 1 ), 
cellf2=zeros(1, 1 ); 
for fb2=1 00.100 500 
nN=1 ,C=C+1, 
cellx2(1 ,c)=fb2, 
cellf2(1 ,c)=fb2; 
for dampb2=0 0 05:1 
nN=nN+1, 
cellx2(nN, 1 )=dampb2; 
cellf2(nN, 1 )=dampb2; 
sJm('G1mbal') 
X2=max(abs(X2(1ength(X2)/2 end))); 
F2=max(abs(F2(1ength(F2)/2 end))), 
cellx2(nN,c)=X2, 
cellf2(nN,c)=F2; 
[fb2,dampb2,F2,X2] 
end 
end 
save bumper_x2 txt cellx2 -ascu 
save bumper_f2 txt cellf2 -ascu 
E3. M-file "Gimbal_shock_transient.m" 
clear 
%Run T1me 0 8 seconds 
% DefJm!Jon of 1nputs 
r=O 2;J=O 15;% g1mbal 
mconst=O 25,L=22E-03,R=15,A=1 000, %servomotor 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5,% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002;f2=58,m2=0 2; % third DOF 
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11 =0 04,12=0 02, % counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1, %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ;s2=2e-3, % absorber bumpers 
% Definition of exc1ta!ions 
Slf=14,gforce=1 O,rand=1 ;shock=40,t0=0 2017,agforce=90; 
% Definition of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ), 
Xfr=[O 0 0001 0 002 0 004 0 002.0 02]; 
Nfr=[O 5 14 5]; 
for x=1 1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1 1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)"' 7741 )*Xfr(x)"'.159; 
end 
end 
Sim('Gimbal') 
t=t(length(t)/4 end), 
fl=fl(length(fl)/4 end), 
x1 0=x1 O(length(x1 0)/4 end), 
x21 =x21 (length(x21 )/4 end), 
f1gure(1 ),plot(t,x1 O),gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'); 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflection of compressor, mm'), 
flgure(2),plot(t,x21 ),gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'), 
ylabei('Relat1ve deflection of counterbalance, mm'); 
flgure(3),plot(t,fl),gnd on,xlabei('T1me, s'); 
ylabei('Angular deflect1on of g1mball, mm'), 
OU!=[t,fi,X1 0,x21], 
save h1st txt out -ascu, 
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F1. M-file "Piatform_force_transm.m" 
clear 
%Run t1me 6 sec 
% Definition of 1nputs 
damp0=1 ;f0=4000,m0=1 0; % pnmary DOF 
damp1=0.2,f1=90,m1=0 5,% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0.2, % th1rd DOF 
11 =0 04,12=0 02; %counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ,s2=1, % absorber bumpers 
% Def1n1t1on of exc1tat1ons 
Slf=14,gforce=O,rand=O,shock=O,t0=0,agforce=90; 
% Defm1t1on of look-up table for fnct1on force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ), 
Xfr=[O 0 0001·0 002 0 004 0 002 0 02], 
Nfr=[O. 5·14 5], 
for X=1 1 :length(Xfr) 
for n=1.1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)AQ.7741 )*Xfr(x)AQ 159; 
end 
end 
s1m('Piatform') 
Fcomp=Fcomp(length (Fcomp )/120· end); 
F1 0=F1 O(length(F1 0)/120 end); 
save fcomp Fcomp, 
save f1 0 F1 0, 
[Txy,f] = tfe(Fcomp,F1 O,length(F1 0), 1 024,hann(512),256), 
OUt=[f,abs(Txy)], 
save out txt out -ascu 
f1gure(1 ),plot(f,abs(Txy)),gnd on;xlabei('Frequency, Hz'); 
ylabei('TransmiSSibility, N/N'), 
F2. M-file "Piatform_abs_transm.m" 
clear 
%Run t1me 6 sec 
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% Definition of inputs 
dampO=O 1,f0=40,m0=10;% pnmary DOF 
damp1=0 2,f1=90,m1=0 5,% secondary DOF 
damp2=0 002,f2=58,m2=0 2; %third DOF 
11=0 04,12=0 02,% counterweight arms 
fb1 =900,dampb1 =1 ,s1 =1; %compressor bumpers 
fb2=900,dampb2=1 ;s2=1; % absorber bumpers 
% Definition of exc1tat1ons 
slf=O,gforce=O,rand=1 ,shock=O,t0=0,agforce=90; 
% Dehmtlon of look-up table for fnction force 
fr=zeros(1, 1 ); 
Xfr=[O 0 0001:0 002 0.004 0 002 0.02]; 
Nfr=[O .5 14 5], 
for x=1.1 length(Xfr) 
for n=1·1 length(Nfr) 
fr(x,n)=(O 4542*Nfr(n)AQ.7741 )*Xfr(x)A0.159, 
end 
end 
s1m('Piatlorm') 
xxf=xxf(length(xxl)/30 end), 
xxO=xxO(Iength(xx0)/30 end); 
xx1 =XX1 (length(xx1 )/30 end); 
xx2=xx2(1ength(xx2)/30 end); 
[Pxx,l] = pwelch(xxl,hann(1 024),512,1ength(xxl),4096); 
outl=[f,abs(Pxx)], 
save xxl. txt out! -ascn 
flgure(1),plot(f,abs(Pxx)),loglog(f,abs(Pxx)); gnd on,xlabei('Frequency, Hz'), 
ylabei('PSD, g"2/Hz'), tltle('PSD of foundation excitation'), 
[TOxy,l] = tle(xxf,xxO,Iength(xxf),4096,hann(1 024),512); 
outO=[f,abs(TOxy)], 
save outO txt outO -ascn 
flgure(2),plot(f,abs(TOxy)),loglog(f,abs(TOxy)),gnd on,xlabei('Frequency, Hz'), 
ylabei('Absolute TF'); t1tle('Piatlorm to foundation'); 
[T1 xy,l] = tle(xxf,xx1 ,length(xx0),4096,hann(1 024),512), 
out1 =[f,abs(T1 xy)]; 
save out1 txt out1 -ascn 
flgure(3),plot(f,abs(T1 xy)),loglog(f,abs(T1 xy) ),gnd on,xlabei('Frequency, Hz'); 
ylabei('Absolute TF'); t1tle('Compressor to foundatiOn'), 
[T2xy,l] = tle(xxf,xx2,1ength(xx1),4096,hann(1024),512), 
out2=[f,abs(T2xy)], 
save out2.txt out2 -ascn 
flgure(4),plot(f,abs(T2xy)),loglog(f,abs(T2xy));gnd on;xlabei('Frequency, Hz'); 
ylabei('Absolute TF'), t1tle('Counterbalance to foundation'); 
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Cooler Level ATP Report For "Edan· 
Perspec 400P0090 
Cooler charge pressure 32 Bar 
S1mutat1on Dewar # 59 1 
Dewar heat-load 230 mW 
Temp Sensor read1ng@ 77K 1052 mV 
ATP Date 24/03103 
CRITERI\ REQUIREMENTS RESULT 
23°C Ambient Temp /Total heat-load 430 mWl 
Cool down !•me to 78 K 
Input power (Include elf'ctromcs),@ cool-down time 
Cold-lip temp @ 24 VDC (After 15 m1n) 
Dynamtc Temperature ~lab1hly 
Input power@ 74 K stabiliZed (Include e!ectrontcs) 
~-load 430mWl 
Cool down !tme to 78 K 
Input power (Include electron•cs),@ cooJ..down lime 
Cold l1p temp @ 24 VOC (After 15 mm) 
Dynam1c Temperature <;lablhty 
Input power@ 74 K stab1hzed (Include electromcs) 
65'C Ambient Temp crotat hea!-!gad 560 roW> 
Cool-down t1me to 78 K 
Input power (Include e!Pctronlcs) @cool-down t1me 
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Sensor potentiOmeter settmg 
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m V 
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